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Welcome to our 75th sale, which is an online auction only, comprising 913 lots featuring a wide range of
Australasian and All-World material.
All Australian Colonies are represented with useful collections, and very scarce unused imperforate issues,
including Sydney Views, Half-lengths, and the Western Australia 2d and 6d lithographs. South Australia
includes a one-frame exhibit of the 3d ‘Long’ stamp which contains all the rarities and is offered intact. From
New South Wales and Victoria there is a fine selection of postage dues used on cover.
Australian Commonwealth has an exceptional collection of coil issues which includes most of the important
rarities. There is a fine selection of the ½d and 1d Kangaroo and ½d to 2d George V issues as used in coil
machines, including some scarce Kangaroo covers. The George VI and Queen Elizabeth II period includes a
number of rare coil starter strips, coil perf. blocks, and two 2d George VI plate numbers from the special coil
plates. The Decimal floral coils include fine studies, and a number of missing colours.
A large offering of Postage Dues includes a very extensive offering of the bicoloured issues, including a number
of rare monograms and imprints, perforation errors, plate numbers, U.P.U. specimen stamps and complete
sheets. A highlight of the large offering of Postal Stationery is no less than fourteen of the rare stamped-to-order
lettercards, which represents a significant portion of the surviving material. A small group of World War I
material contains a diverse range of ancillary material and ephemera.
Rest of the World includes a number of collections, and highlights of Great Britain are the 1840 1d and 2d
unused stamps offered together as one lot.

Best regards from
The Team at Millennium Philatelic Auctions.

Symbols and Abbreviations
*
**
(*)
O

^

A
B
C
CTO
E
F
FDC

Mint
Unmounted mint
Unused (no gum)
Used
Used on Piece
Albums/Accessories
Booklet
Cover or Card
Cancelled to order
Essay
Forgery
First Day Cover

P
Proof
PR
Presentation Pack
PPC
Picture Postcard
PS
Postal Stationery
R
Reprint
S
Specimen
c.
circa
imperf imperforate
incl.
including
inv.
inverted
mss.
manuscript
o.g.
original gum

2

p, perf perforated
wmk(d) watermark(ed)
BW
Brusden-White
(The Australian
Commonwealth
Specialists’ Catalogue)
SG
Stanley Gibbons
BPA
British Philatelic
Association
RPSL
Royal Philatelic Society
of London
RPSV
Royal Philatelic Society
of Victoria
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Lots with a “T” after the estimate are subject to a GST Charge of 10% on
the Hammer Price. Overseas purchasers are exempt from paying this charge.

Miscellaneous and General
1

2

3

4

**/*

*/(*)

**/*

^/C

British Commonwealth: 1953-56 mint collection comprising mostly the first QEII definitive
sets mounted on pages, incomplete but including many of the better issues, and with Great
Britain 1952-54 Wmk Tudor Crown most values ½d to 1/6d in blocks of 4, and 2/6d, 10/- and
£1 Castles, better Colonial sets including Aden, Bahamas, Bermuda, British Honduras,
Falkland Island Dependencies, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Nigeria, Rhodesia &
Nyasaland, Seychelles, Southern Rhodesia, and Tristan da Cunha. Mostly fine and lightly
mounted, a small number of stamps have minor toning, and a number of sets are marginal
and mounted on selvedge only (591)

$750

British Africa: Small selection on hangers including a number of better stamps, with Cape of
Good Hope 1855-58 1d Rose, 4d blue (no margins and no gum), 6d Pale Rose-lilac (no gum)
and 1/- Yellow-green triangulars, Gambia 1886-93 Wmk Crown CA ½d to 1/-, Gold Coast 188491 Wmk Crown CA ½d to 1/-, Lagos 1882 Wmk Crown CA 4d Carmine and 1884-86 Wmk
Crown CA ½d to 1/-, Natal 1874 5/-, 1902 10/- and 1908-09 6d to 10/-, Niger Coast 1894 (Jan)
½d to 1/- and 1894 (May) ½d to 1/-, also ranges of Southern Rhodesia and Zanzibar. Mostly
fine with part to large part OG (110)

$750

British West Indies: Mint selection with a number of better stamps on hagners with Bermuda
QV to 1/-, 1953 QEII 5/-, 10/- and £1, British Guiana 1863-75 Lithographs to 24c (6), 1882
typeset provisional 1c (3, two U) and 2c (U), 1889 keyplate 1c to 96c and 1900 new colours 1c
to 60c, Jamaica 1883-97 Wmk Crown CA ½d to 5/-, 1905-11 new colours, 1905-11 Arms 2½d to
5/-, 1921-29 Pictorials Wmk Multiple Script CA ½d to 20/-, and range of KGVI and QEII issues
up to 1960s; St Lucia and St. Vincent small groups of Perkins Bacon types; St Christopher
and Tobago issues to 1/-, and Virgin Islands 1899 ½d to 5/-. Some faults including toning,
however many fine stamps with pickings throughout, high catalogue value (283)

$500

Bisected Stamps: A small selection of bisected stamps used on small pieces, wide range of
countries including Venezuela (4), Belgian postage due (2), Macao (2), Spain (6), Austria (3),
Roman States 2 baj, British Honduras 2c on 1d, Samoa 1895 1/-, and a few others, a number are
presumably per favour, but an interesting group. Also Guernsey 1940 cover with 2d Stamp
Centenary bisected (28 pieces plus one cover)

$150

Literature
5

LIT

‘Fundamentals of Philately' by L.N. & M. Williams (1971), 629 pages, hardbound, plus 'Postage
Stamps in the Making' by J. Easton (1949), 246 pages, hardbound, both used and with some
spotting but generally clean

$40

6

LIT

Australia: 'Australia: The 1927 Canberra Commemorative' by Geoff Kellow (2011), 72 pages,
perfect bound, as new

$55

7

LIT

-: Catalogue and Handbook of Tattersalls Covers' by David McNamee (2006), 212 pages, perfect
bound, as new

$80

8

LIT

-: 'Catalogue of a Display given to The Collectors Club New York March 3 2010', being the booklet
which accompanied Arthur Gray's display of his George V collection

$20

9

LIT

Queensland: 'Queensland Postage Stamps 1879-1912' by Ken Scudder (2013), 399 pages,
hardbound with dustjacket, as new

$70

10

LIT

-: 'The Pre-U.P.U. Mail of Queensland' by Ben Palmer (2021), 345 pages, hardbound with dustjacket,
new

$200

11

LIT

Victoria: 'The Stamps of Victoria' by Geoff Kellow (1990), 386 pages, hardbound with dust jacket,
spotting on inside front and back covers and on parts of spine, contents fine

$40

12

LIT

-: 'Victoria: The Havelock-Foster's Postcard of Victoria' by Ray Kelly (2007), 36 pages, stapled, as
new

$35
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Miscellaneous and General - Literature (contd.)
13

LIT

Western Australia: 'Western Australia The Stamps and Postal History' by The Western Australia
Study Group (1979), 471 pages, hardbound with dustjacket, some spotting on inside front and back
covers, and edges of pages, contents fine, still the best reference on the subject. Also 'Postage
Stamps and Postal History of Western Australia' Vols I and II by Mogens Juhl, and 'Western
Australia The Perkins Bacon Printings 1854-1861 and the De La Rue Printings 1864-1902' by A.F.
Basett Hull, all with some spotting

Estimate A$

$55

Albums and Stockbooks
14

C

Supersafe Black stockbook with 64 pages, as new

$40

Accessories
15

C

Hand held Portable Microscope Camera with 500x zoom and 76mm colour display screen. PCindependent, stores images on MicroSD card up to 32Gb, optionally connects to computer via USB,
and works with Windows and Mac. Dual voltage for use in USA/Australia

$50

Ephemera
16

LIT

1893 Victorian woodcut engraving from "The Illustrated London News", coloured by hand,
showing a scene 'NEWS FROM ENGLAND/The Scene Outside the Sydney General Post Office on
the Arrival of the English Mail', matted and ready for framing, very fine

$75

Australian Colonies
New South Wales
1850-51 Sydney Views
17

(*)

1850 1d Plate I Reddish-rose on Yellowish, four margins (close at left), 1½mm cut in left
margin impinging on design and with light overall soiling, nevertheless rare. SG 3, cat £16000

$2000

18

(*)

1850 1d Plate II Dull Carmine on Yellowish no gum, margins three sides and just touched at
top, 3mm cut in left side into design otherwise of fine appearance and a rare unused stamp.
SG 8, cat £14000

$2500

1850 2d Plate I Dull Blue Later Impression without gum, large margins three sides (portion of
adjoining stamp at left), just touched at lower right. A rare unused example from Plate I. SG
18, cat £11000

$3000

1850 3d Emerald-green on Bluish Wove unused without gum, margins three sides and just
touching at left, couple of small thins, an acceptable example of this rare stamp. SG 43, cat
£14000

$1750

19

20

(*)

(*)

1851-54 Laureates
21

(*)/O

1851-54 mostly used group of Laureates on hagner, with 1d on thick yellowish unused (but
stained), 1d on Bluish Wove (2), 2d (6, one unused, 3d on Bluish Wove (2), 3d Wmk '3' unused (cut
into) and used, 6d Plate I (cut into). Also 6d and 8d Van Dyck reprints, and (6) Registered perf (7,
one unused). Few with faults (23)

$200

22

*

1851-52 Laureates 1d Brick-red on Bluish Medium Wove paper, small but clear margins all
round, fine mint with part OG, an attractive stamp. SG 48, cat £2500

$1500

23

*

1851-55 Laureates Imperf 2d Prussian Blue on Bluish Plate III, part OG and very fine with
large margins all round. SG 63, cat 1500

$700

1854-60 Diadems
24

R/*

Reprints: 1871 1d Orange-red (Wmk Crown over NSW) and 2d Blue (Wmk '2') Imperf Diadem
Reprints overprinted SPECIMEN (McCredie Type 4), both part OG but with some toning on reverse (2)

$150

25

P

1854-60 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Imperf 2d Diadem Die Proof in black on India
paper from the penultimate state of the die mounted on card, 38 x 44mm, with small fault at
lower right corner of proof, otherwise fine. 1979 BPA Certificate

$2000

4
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New South Wales - 1854-60 Diadems (contd.)
26

27

*/(*)/OC

P

Estimate A$

1854-1912 Diadem issues mint and (mostly) used accumulation on hagners and stockcards, Imperf
with 1d (25, one unused), 2d (55, incl unused pair with four margins), 3d (2), 5d (no margins and
doubtful), 6d (10), 8d Orange unused (2, not guaranteed). 1860-63 Perforated issues with wide
range of shades and a few unused, later 3d, 5d and 8d Wmk Cr/NSW issues incl perfs and shades.
Some faults but much useful material included (254 M, approx 200 U)

$400

1856 2d Diadem Plate I Imperforate Plate Proof sheet of 120 in Black on unwatermarked
yellowish wove paper, some ironed out wrinkling a few creases do not detract from the
exceptional appearance, a unique and important showpiece, one of very few complete sheets
of Perkins Bacon plate proofs now intact, ex G.J. Hutson

$15000

Later Issues
28

*/O

1860-1912 mint and used collection mounted on leaves, with good range of Perf 12 and Perf 13
Diadems to 1/-, 5/- Coin printings (9), later issues incl 1885-56 5/- opt POSTAGE used, later issues
mixed mint and used, range of OS overprints incl 5/- Map used, some official punctures, and a few
Postage Dues. Condition generally above average with some useful stamps included (40 M, 96 U)

$250

29

P

1861-88 5/- Coin Die Proof in Black on india Paper mounted on thin card (33 x 35mm). Some
very minor peripheral soiling, otherwise fine and rare

$1500

30

P

-: Imperforate Plate Proof pair in Green on Wmk Large Star paper, very faint tone spot at the
top of the left unit otherwise fine. Ex Sir Miles Rivett-Carnac

$1000

31

*/O

1870-1912 mint and used accumulation on hagners and stockcards or in packets, with mint issues
to 2/6d, also 1885-86 5/- (2), £1 opt 'REPRINT', 1904 10/- and 1897 Charity pair, quantities of used
up to 2/6d, incl 2d Centennial bisect used on piece. Mixed condition but some useful stamps are
included (approx 900)

$140

1870-1912 a duplicated used (a few mint) collection on leaves lower values to 1/-, various shades
and perfs represented, small groups of 'OS' overprints and 'OS/NSW' punctures, also Centennial 1d,
2d, 4d, 6d Carmine, 6d Emerald, 1/- (2), 2½d Allegorical and 12½d on 1/- used blocks of 4, all
generally fine (384)

$160

1882-97 Wmk Crown over NSW (II) Perf 10 3d Yellow-green, imperforate between stamp and
trimmed right selvedge and wmk inverted, showing variety 'Double Impression', formerly SG
226a, indistinct cancel and a few shortish perfs at top and left. Positioning of the watermark
shows this stamp to be from the same sheet as the previous lot. 2000 RPSV Certificate

$1000

32

33

*/O

O

34

*

1885-86 Watermark 'NSW' 10/- Mauve and Claret Perf 12 with 'POSTAGE' Overprint in Blue, part
OG and fine. SG 241b, cat £300

$220

35

F

1888-89 Centennial 2d Blue Postal Forgery Perf 11 produced by Takuma, cancelled 865
numeral of Haymarket. Some toning on a few perf tips, otherwise fine

$500

36

S/*

-: Watermark '5/-' 5/- Deep Purple overprinted 'Specimen' (McCredie Type 10), fine with small part OG

$150

37

S/*

-: Watermark '5/-' 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 10 overprinted 'Specimen' (McCredie Type 9), fine with small
part OG $170

38

*

1890 Watermark '5/- over NSW' in Diamond 5/- Lilac Perf 11 part OG and fine. SG 263, cat £275

$180

39

*

1890 Watermark '20/- over NSW' in Circle 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 11 part OG. SG 264a, cat £500

$350

40

*

-: 20/- Ultramarine Perf 11 part OG and fine. SG 264c, cat £425

$220

41

*

-: 20/- Ultramarine Perf 12, large part OG and lightly cancelled, very fine. SG 264ca, cat £450

$250

42

S/**

1890 Allegorical Figure 2½d Ultramarine gutter marginal block of 12 optd 'Specimen'(McCredie
Type 11), and 1892 ½d Grey marginal block of 12 opts 'SPECIMEN' (McCredie Type 12), very fine
full OG and MUH, ex Australia Post archival sale (24)

$300

1891 Surcharges ½d on 1d Grey, 7½d on 6d Brown and 12½d on 1/- Red blocks of 12 opts
'Specimen' (McCredie Type 11), stain on one unit of ½d on 1d, and tone spot on one unit of 12½d on
1/-, otherwise very fine with full OG and ex Australia Post archival sale (36)

$400

43

S/**

44

*

1894-1904 Watermark 'NSW' 10/- Violet and Aniline Crimson Perf 12 x 11 large part OG and lightly
hinged, very fine. SG 275, cat £325

$250

45

*

-: 10/- Violet and Claret Perf 11 part OG and fine. SG 275a, cat £500

$400

46

*

-: 10/- Violet and Claret Perf 12 x 11 large part OG and lightly hinged, very fine. SG 275b, cat £350

$300

5
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New South Wales - Later Issues (contd.)
47

*

-: Chalk-surfaced Paper 10/- Violet and Rosine Perf 12 x 11 part OG. SG 276, cat £375

$250

48

*

1894-1904 Watermark 'NSW' Chalk-surfaced Paper 10/- Violet and Rosine Perf 12 large part OG
with only a trace of a hinge, perfs ragged at right otherwise fine. SG 277, cat £375

$250

49

*

-: Chalk-surfaced Paper 10/- Violet and Claret Perf 12 x 11 part OG and fine. SG 278, cat £475

$350

50

**

1897-12 group of mint multiples, comprising 1897 1d Die I block of 22, 1902 Wmk Crown over
NSW (III) ½d block of 11, 1d blocks of 4 (2), 1905-10 Watermark Crown over A 1d blocks of 30 and
8, 2d block of 11, 2½d block of 20, 8d pane of 60, 10d block of 24, and 1905 9d Watermark Crown
over Double-lined A block of 20 punctured OS. All unfortunately with varying degrees of toning or
spotting (194)

$100

1911 Cancelled-to-order set of current stamps, comprising 1891 7½d on 6d, 1897-99 5/-, 190308 3d, 5d, 1904 10/-, 1905-12 ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d, 4d, 6d, 10d, 1/-, 2/6d, 20/- each with central
'SYDNEY/13' cds 11-A 2 MR 11, all large part OG, a few have gum stains due to being originally
affixed to sheet. A fine and very scarce set (17)

$400

51

CTO

52

*

1905 Watermark Crown over A in Circle 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 11 well-centred with large part OG
and lightly hinged, very fine. SG 350, cat £375

$300

53

*

-: 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 11 large part OG and fine. SG 350, cat £375

$250

54

*

-: 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 12 fine with large part OG. SG 350a, cat £400

$350

55

*

-: 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 11 x 12 well-centred and very fine MUH with full OG. SG 350b, cat £375+

$400

Official Stamps
56

S/*/O

1882-1892 duplicated range of 'OS' overprints, with mint 1882 4d, 1888 Centennial 1d, 2d and 4d,
and 1891 2½d, range of Specimen overprints (different types) various values from ½d to 1/- and
12½d on 1/-, and used range to 1/-. Also a small mint (16) and used selection of 'OS/NSW'
punctures (1d to 8d). A few with faults (including toning) but generally fine (88)

$150
$80

57

O

1890-91 5/- Mauve Centennial Perf 10 with Black Overprint fine used cancelled Sydney 'NSW'
duplex, showing variety 'O Broken at Left'. SG O49a, cat £100+

58

*

-: 5/- Dull Lilac Centennial Perf 12 with Black Overprint part OG, stain at lower right. SG O489b, cat £650

$300

Telegraph Stamps
59

60

*

S/*

1871 1d to 8/- (the latter Perf 10), plus duplicate 1d (defective), part OG and most values with
some toning on reverse, nevertheless good looking example of these stamps which are very
difficult to find in fine condition. SG T1-8, cat £5810 (9)

$1400

-: 1d, 2d, 6d, 2/-, 6/- and 8/- overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (McCredie Type 4), small mark at top of
8/-, otherwise fine for these difficult stamps (6)

$600

Postage Due Stamps
61

62

63

*

C

C

1891 ½d to 20/- mint with large part OG, the ½d to 5/- Perf 10, and the 10/- and 20/- Perf 12 x
10, the latter pair with very ragged perforation. Also ½d Perf 10 mint block of 12 with large
part OG, several units with small tone spots, and additional 2d Perf 10 x 11. SG D1-10, cat
£2000+ (24)

$800

1890 (4 Dec) cover from Kyneton (Vic) to Murrumburrah with 2d Stamp Duty, redirected on arrival to
Wallenbeen and with manuscript '2d To Pay' for redirection fee. Reverse showing evidence of
affixing of docket for the collection of the postage due, which once collected was removed and
forwarded to the Accountant at the G.P.O. An interesting cover illustrative of the system used prior to
the introduction of postage due adhesives

$140

1890 (18 Dec) cover from Harwich (U.K) to Melbourne with 6d Jubilee tied by squared circle ds, readdressed to Sydney on arrival (20 Jan 1891) and with '2D/MORE TO PAY' in oval applied, 2d
Postage Due Perf 10 affixed and tied by 'NSW' in ovals. This cover was posted prior to the issue of
New South Wales postage dues, and is one of the earliest recorded covers. A cover crease at right
does not affect the adhesives

$350
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New South Wales - Postage Due Stamps (contd.)
64

65

66

67

68

69

C

C

C

C

C

C

Estimate A$

1896 (26 Jun) large cover (360 x 125mm, opened out and affixed to backing sheet) with 1d
Centennial strip of 3 cancelled Sydney duplex and addressed to Warren, with 'Legal
Documents only' endorsement and '4/6 to pay' in blue pencil. On reverse has been affixed 1d
Postage Due Perf 10 blocks of 30, 18 and 6 cancelled variously Warren datestamp or '395' in
rays to meet the deficient postage. Few cover faults and there are some stamps with
relatively minor defects, but an extraordinary franking representing the highest postage due
franking recorded

$750

1898 (Jan) cover from Tasmania with 2d Sideface posted shipside or on board and cancelled on
arrival by Sydney cds (JA 10 98), and with double oval 'LOOSE SHIP/LETTER'. 2d loose ship letter
fee indicated by handstruck '2D' and affixing 2d Postage due Perf 11 x 12 tied by 'NSW' in ovals.
Most of back flap missing and some light soiling, but very scarce

$320

1900 (15 Aug) stampless cover endorsed 'On active service unable to Procure stamps' and with
'ARMY P.O./S. AFRICA cds, addressed to Forbes and with handstruck '1D' added on arrival, 2d
'Record Reign' adhesive affixed and tied by double oval FORBES/N.S.W.' ds in violet. Reverse
endorsed 'From Tryn(?) Brinstead/6043 I.Y. Scouts/Pretoria'. Peripheral cover faults, however a fine
Boer War cover showing the rare use of postage stamps in lieu of postage due adhesives

$380

1901 (2 Jul) Boer War cover endorsed '4607 Trooper Bueler NZMR/Active Service No Stamps
Available' and with 'FIELD POST OFFICE/34/BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA' double circle ds,
addressed to Sydney with further endorsement 'over ½ oz' and therefore charged 2d rather than the
usual 1d military concession rate. 2d Postage Due Perf 12 x 11 affixed and tied by 'NSW' in ovals.
Pietermaritzburg, Durban and Sydney backstamps. Some minor cover faults but a fine and scarce
incoming Boer War cover

$460

1902 (28 Jan) cover from Birmingham to Cuambeline with G.B. 1881 1d, underpaid for 2½d U.P.U.
rate and hexagonal 'T/15/L' applied, converted to double deficiency on arrival and handstruck '3D'
added, with 1d Perf 11 and 2d Perf 11 x 12 Postage Dues on Chalk-surfaced Paper affixed and tied
by '470' in rays of Dandaloo. Most of back flap missing, otherwise fine

$220

1902 (18 Dec) cover from Ellon, Scotland to Walgett, with 2½d KEVII, rated as overweight and with
hexagonal 'T/25' handstamp applied. On arrival in Sydney, the double deficiency was indicated by
the handstruck '5D', and 2d Postage Dues Perf 11 x 12 Chalk-surfaced Paper (x 2) were affixed
together with Commonwealth 1902-04 Base Completed 1d, all tied by Walgett cds. A couple of small
tone spots on face, otherwise fine and an exceptional and rare State/Commonwealth postage due
combination cover

$1100

70

C

1903 (10 Mar) cover from Manila, Philippines to Sydney with 2c and 3c (opts on U.S.) tied by Manila
killers, underpaid for U.P.U. rate and with handstruck '25/CTMS/T' applied. On arrival the double
deficiency of 5d was indicated by manuscript pencil, and 2d Postage Dues Perf 11 Chalk-surfaced
Paper (x 2) in combination with Commonwealth 1902-04 Base Completed 1d were affixed and tied
by 'NSW'. Fine and a remarkable and very rare State/Commonwealth Postage Due combination
cover
$1400

71

PPC

1909 (Mar) picture postcard sent unstamped from Sydney to Walla Walla, with circular 'MORE TO
PAY/2D' and 2d Jubilee affixed in lieu of postage due stamp, tied by Walla Walla cds. Fine and
scarce

$180

Revenue Stamps
72

*/O

Duplicated range on hagners, mostly used but with a few mint, with early QV types (12), De La
Rue design to £1 (24), later QV designs (incl three pieces showing postal usage), KEVII Stamp Duty
to £1, and later numeral types. A number with various faults, but many fine stamps included (approx
200)

$150

Postal Stationery
73

PS

Group with Postcards (22, incl 1d Fleet Card, and with two used), Envelopes (22, one opt
Specimen, and including OS types), 3d and 4d Registration Envelopes, 1½d Lettercard (2, one opt
Specimen)and Wrappers (6). Condition mixed (54)

$80

Postal History
74

C

1844 (31 Mar) outer from Bungonia to Maitland, with good strike of Bungonia crowned oval
datestamp, and with Sydney (AP 2) and Maitland (AP 4) transit and receipt ds, rated '1/1' in red. Fine
and rare, with only a handful of examples of the Bungonia ds recorded

7

$150
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New South Wales - Postal History (contd.)
75

76

77

78

C

C

C

C

Estimate A$

1845 (4 Sep) envelope from Sydney to Parramatta, rated '4', with fine crowned oval 'GENERAL
POST OFFICE/SYDNEY' ds and PARRAMATTA/NEW S WALES' oval ds (in blue) on reverse. Few
minor marks and light soiling

$140

1856 (11 Oct) cover 'per Montmorency' Sydney to Scotland franked Imperf 6d and 1/- Diadems
four margins each except where cut into at left on 6d, representing the double 9d (2 x 6d ship
letter + 2 x 3d colonial rate) rate. The adhesives struck with the Sydney dumb obliterator
which ties one of the values. The rear with Sydney departure and Ayr arrival cds and the face
with a Liverpool transit mark. Creased and small repair at top otherwise a scarce double rate

$750

1857 (18 Jun) entire (one side flap missing) from Sydney to London, with 6d Greyish-brown (2) and
1/- Pale Red Imperf Diadems (all with four margins) cancelled by dumb obliterators, endorsed 'via
Marseilles' and with 29 AU 1857 arrival ds in red. One 6d crossed by vertical filing crease, still a
scarce 2/- Marseilles rate cover

$450

1857 (10 Nov) outer from Sydney to Hong Kong with 6d Greyish-brown Diadem Imperf (four
large margins) tied by barred obliterator. endorsed 'p "City of Sydney" ' and with manuscript
'4'(d) to collect from addressee (for Far East leg of journey). Very fine and a scarce
destination, ex Burrus

$1200

79

C

1858 (11 Sep) large part outer from Sydney to Liverpool 'pr European S Supplementary' and
franked 1/- Brownish-red Imperf Diadem (close to large margins) with central cancel of NSW
in concentric ovals (not tied), representing the ship letter plus 6d supplementary fee for
carriage to Melbourne to meet a ship already departed Sydney. Few file folds though a scarce
example of this service

$500

80

C

1858 (27 Sep) cover to Ipswich, Queensland with 1856 2d Blue Diadem Plate I Imperf (touched at
base) tied by Sydney 'N.S.W.' in concentric ovals, Ipswich OC 10 1858 backstamp. Cover tear at top
left, otherwise fine

$200

81

C

1860 (22 Nov) cover from Blayney to Auckland, New Zealand with 1860-63 Perf 12 6d Grey-brown
Diadem cancelled '70' ray type numeral (not tied), arrival ds for DE 17 1860 on face, and ds for
Bathurst (NO 22 1860) and Sydney (NO 24 1860) on reverse. Envelope without flap and few small
faults

$200

1865 (18 Feb) cover (opened at left) from Sydney to Rhode Island endorsed 'per Madras' and
franked 1/- Diadem Perf 13 and 2d De La Rue cancelled two strikes of the Sydney duplex though not
tied. London and New York transit datestamps and '16/CENTS' handstamp on front. Faint soiling
mainly confined to rear. Ex Trevor Davis

$350

1867 (1 Jun) cover to Bordeaux, France with Perf 13 1/- Carmine Diadem used with 2d De La
Rue tied by Sydney 'NSW' in concentric ovals duplexes, endorsed 'via Panama'. Manuscript
'8' accountancy mark in red and 'PD' in circle in red on face, with arrival ds (26 AOUT 67) on
reverse. Despite the endorsement, this cover was sent on the usual P & O service leaving
Sydney on 24 June

$500

82

83

C

C

84

C

1868 (5 Jun) envelope to Major Kent of the 77th Regiment at Peshawar, India, franked 6d
Violet Diadem Perf 13 pair tied by Sydney 'N.S.W.' in concentric ovals duplex, endorsed 'Per
Mail of 17th June by Geelong'. Reverse with various Indian transit ds. Some peripheral age
stains but a fine double rate cover to a scarce destination

$500

85

C

1870 (28 Jan) large part cover from Sydney to Antigua via Southampton per R.M.S "Geelong",
franked 6d and 1/- Diadems Perf 13 each cancelled and tied with Sydney duplex and
representing the ½ oz rate, and with arrival backstamp. The cover rather flimsy and repaired
at top, left and rear flap and portion of the reverse missing nonetheless of good appearance

$1000

1881 (22 Jul) cover to Oppeln, Germany (readdressed to Karlsbad) with 1871-1902 2d and 6d tied
by Sydney duplex, and with handstruck '1½D' accountancy marking in violet. Some minor soiling,
otherwise fine

$250

1896 (27 Jul) cover to Paris with 1882 Watermark Crown over NSW (II) Perf 10 3d Emerald-green
pair used with ½d Grey and 1d Centennial tied by Barred Numeral '390' of Kogarah. Horizontal fold,
otherwise fine, and a scarce triple U.P.U. foreign rate

$100

86

87

C

C
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Queensland
88

89

*/O

*/CTO

Estimate A$

1860-192 mint and used accumulation on hagners and stockcards, good range of Chalons
including some fine mint, with 1860 Imperf 1d and 6d (margins in places), and a useful range
of the 1880 high values, 1879 First Sidefaces, Bradbury Wilkinson high values, good range of
the various printings incl 2/-, 2/6d (4), 5/- (3), 10/- (3) and £1 (4) mint, quantities of the later
Sideface issues both mint and used, 1900 Charity set. Mixed condition but a good lot with
many fine stamps (approx 800)

$600

1882-95 Wmk Crown over Q (I) 2/- Bright Blue, Wmk Crown over Q (II) 5/- Rose, and Beer Duty
paper £1 Deep Green, each part OG; also 1907-11 Wmk Crown over A 2/6d Vermilion CTO with
part OG. SG 152, 161, 163, 309, cat £770 (4)

$400

90

*/(*)

-: Perf 12 2/- Bright Blue, 2/6d Vermilion, 5/- Rose, 10/- Brown and £1 Deep Green, 2/6d and £1
part OG, others no gum, a fine group with good colour. SG 152-156, cat £1360 (5)

$650

91

*

-: Perf 12 £1 Deep Green, fine with large part OG. SG 156, cat £550

$400

92

CTO

1882-95 Watermark Crown over Q Thick Beer Duty Paper 2/6d Vermilion, 5/- Rose, 10/- Brown,
£1 Deep Green (2) each CTO in 1901 and with part OG, 2/6d, 5/- and 10/- with paper adhesions on
reverse. SG 158-161, cat £289+ (5)

$300
$250

93

*

-: Perf 12 £1 Deep Green, large part OG and of very fine appearance. SG 161, cat £325

94

*/CTO

1882-95 Watermark Crown over Q (II) 2/6d Vermilion mint and CTO, both part OG former with
small tone spot on gum. SG 162, cat £135 (2)

$75

95

**/*/O

1890-1912 range of mint multiples on hagners, with 1890 ½d blocks of 8 and 4, 1d, 2d (3), 2½d,
3d, 6d blocks of 4 (also 1/- U block of 4), 1897-1907 range of blocks to 5d, 1897 1d Rouletted issue
including plain roulette block of 25, 1909 4d grey-black block of 15, plus a few others. Condition
generally fine, however there are a few blocks with scattered tone spots (203)

$300

1890 Watermark Crown over Q (II) 1d Imperforate pair in Yellow-orange rather than the catalogued
Vermilion-red for the error (SG 187a), tied by '131' in rays and with Caboolture datestamp (OC 30
1895) alongside, Brisbane arrival, flap missing, largely concealed blemishes, stamps full-marginned
and fine, with 2019 RPSV Certificate. Possibly unique on cover

$300

1905-06 Watermark Crown over Q (Sideways) Perf 12 5/- Rose large part OG and fine. SG 273,
cat £170

$120

96

C

97

*

98

*/O

Revenue Stamps
Duplicated range on hagners, mostly used but with a few mint, with 1866-68 QV Stamp Duty to
10/-, 1871-72 QV Stamp Duty to 10/-, 1892 QV Stamp Duty 'long' types to £5, QV Impressed Duty,
KEVII Stamp Duty to 10/- and Impressed duty to 10/-, KGV Stamp Duty to 5/- and Impressed Duty to
£4, later 'Numeral' Impressed Duties to £1000, and small groups of other Revenue types. Some
faults but mostly fine and a good lot (212)

$250

Postal Stationery
99

PS

Group with Postcards (18, three used, and including a few view cards), 2d Lettercard, and ½d and
1d Wrappers. Condition very mixed (21)

$30

Postal History
100

C

Moreton Bay District: 1857 (7 Aug) envelope to Newcastle-on-Tyne U.K. with Imperf 6d Olivegrey Diadem cancelled Brisbane '95' ray type numeral. Brisbane, Sydney and arrival (DE 7
1857) backstamps, envelope with some soiling

$1000

101

C

-: 1857 (14 Dec) cover from Ipswich to Melbourne bearing Imperf 1d and 6d Diadems (both
touched at top) tied by ray type '87' numerals. Reverse with Ipswich despatch and Sydney
transit datestamp, and red "SHIP LETTER/FREE/G.P.O. VICTORIA" arrival (DE 22 1857)
datestamp. Some ink marks on face, otherwise fine. Ex H. Gordon Kaye

$1500

102

C

-: 1858 (23 Mar) entire to Ipswich with Imperf 2d Deep Blue Diadem (just touched top left and
right) tied by '95' ray type numeral of Brisbane, fine

$1500

103

C

-: 1858 (18 Jul) envelope from Ipswich to Melbourne with 1d Carmine-vermilion, 1d Orangered, and 2d Deep Blue (2) Imperf Diadems (touched in places) cancelled (not tied) by '87' ray
type numerals, Ipswich, Sydney, and 'SHIP LETTER/FREE/G.P.O. VICTORIA' (JY 27 1858)
backstamps. Ex Sir Miles Rivett-Carnac

$2500
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Queensland - Postal History (contd.)
104

C

1867 (20 April) cover to Cirencester, Gloucester, with 1862-67 6d Yellow-green Rough Perf 13 tied
by 'QL' obliterator and Brisbane cds, fine

$90

South Australia
105

106

107

108

O

*/O

(*)/O

O

1858-1912 somewhat sparse used collection mounted on large pages, with Perkins Bacon types
rouletted (7) and perforated (19), De La Rue types, 1902-12 Long types various wmks to 1/-, range
of OS overprints plus a few SA and OS punctures, also a CL Departmental forgery on 2d DLR.
Condition generally good, a few useful stamps are included (127)

$200

1858-1912 mint and used accumulation on hagners and stockcards and in packets, with small
range of Perkins Bacon types (incl 1855 6d used with three margins, and plate proofs of 4d, 9d and
2/-), mixed range of later issues (no 1886 or 1902-12 'Long' stamps) including some OS and SA
punctures, 4d bisected on piece, otherwise little of note, a few revenues, and quantities of 1d and 2d
in packets. Mixed condition (approx 350)

$200

1855 Watermark Large Star Imperf 1d Dark Green used (large margins three sides, touched at
base), 2d Rose-carmine no gum, close to good margins, slightly rubbed, and 6d Deep Blue no
gum and cut into at right. SG 1, 2, 3, cat £6800 (3)

$800

-: 2d Rose-carmine horizontal strip of 5, good margins all round, right-hand unit with ironedout vertical crease, cancelled numeral '25' of Gawler. A very scarce multiple in this condition,
with 1985 Holcombe and 2008 Sismondo Certificates. SG 2, cat £425+

$600

109

(*)

-: 6d Deep Blue unused no gum, close but clear margins all round, a little soiled. SG 3, cat £5500

$1500

110

*

1860-69 Second Roulettes 1d Bright Yellow-green horizontal strip of 8 with large part OG, fine
and an attractive and very scarce multiple. SG 19, cat £1200+

$1200

111

O

1860-69 Watermark Large Star Rouletted 1/- Yellow (SG 38) rejoined vertical pair cancelled
'PAID/ADELAIDE' datestamp in blue OC 26 1861, a very scarce multiple

$150

112

O

1868-79 Watermark Large Star Perf 11½-12½ 9d Bright Mauve error 'Printed Both Sides' few
blunt perfs at top and cancelled Adelaide cds NO 6 72, ex Peter Jaffe. SG 76a, cat £900

$800

113

*

1870-71 Watermark Large Star Perf 11½-12½ x 10 1d Pale Bright Green, and 1d Deep Green,
both part OG, former stained by brown gum, latter with small adhesion on reverse, otherwise fine.
SG 99,101, cat £600 (2)

$400

1876-1900 Watermark Broad Star Perf 11½-12½ 1/- Red-brown horizontal pair error
'Imperforate Vertically', trimmed into design at left, cancelled G.P.O. Adelaide cds, DE 23 81.
SG 125a catalogued as 'Imperf Between' £2500

$1100

114

O

115

P

1868-76 De La Rue 1d Green and 2d Orange (2) marginal imperforate plate proof blocks of 4 on
gummed no watermark paper, one 2d block with Plate No. '3', fine (12)

$140

116

*

1876 Watermark Crown over SA (Wide) Perf 10 1d Blue-green mint block of 6 (3 x 2) with wing
margin at left, fine with part OG. SG 158, cat £660+

$400

117

P

1883-99 4d imperforate corner plate proof blocks of 4, in Black on thin card and in Violet (similar to
issued colour) on gummed no watermark paper, both with areas of foxing in selvedge (8)

$100

118

*/O

1885-96 Watermark Crown over SA Postage & Reverse 'Long' types, a small group on hagner
with 2/6d (2), 5/- (3, one with part sheet no.), 10/- (2) and £1 Perf 11½-12½ mint, 15/- Perf 10
mint, and 2/6d, 10-/, 15/- and £10 (last with very dubious cancel) used. A couple with minor
faults, high catalogue value (9 M, 4 U)

$900

119

P

-: vertical key plate proof pair in Lilac from base of sheet on gummed no watermark paper, faint
toning at left edge of lower unit

$200

120

S/*

-: 15/- to £20 overprinted SPECIMEN (12½ x 2mm), the £4 and £20 Perf 10, 15/-, £1, £2, 50/-, £3,
£5 Grey, £10 and £15 Perf. 11½-12½. Few with perf faults, and £15 with gum toning (10)

$200

121

P

1894 5d top marginal imperforate plate proof block of 4 in Brown-purple (issued colour) on gummed
no watermark paper, diagonal crease in selvedge, otherwise very fine

$150

122

P

1899 ½d G.P.O. Adelaide imperforate plate proof block of 4 in Black on thin card, very fine

$120
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South Australia (contd.)
123

124

**/*/O

C

1902-12 Postage 'Long' stamps, a mint and used collection mounted on pages and on stockcards,
with both Thin 'POSTAGE' and the two watermarks with Thick 'POSTAGE well-represented, mint to
10/- (Thick 'POSTAGE') incl a few multiples, and used with shades. Also an extensive holding of SA
and OS punctures, mostly on pages ex Col. Harry Evans, and a quantity of 'A' perfins. Mostly fine
and with many pickings (78 M, 129 U)

$400

1902-12 3d 'Long' Stamp, an exceptional one-frame exhibit offered intact, which includes a
detailed study of the various printings on the three issues (Thin POSTAGE, Thick POSTAGE
Wmk Crown over SA, and Thick POSTAGE Wmk Crown over A) with mint blocks (including
sheet numbers), and OS and SA punctures. There are nine covers including combination
franking with 4d and 10d 'Long' stamps, and two used from Darwin. Individual rarities include
Thin POSTAGE with 'Watermark Sideways' (SG cat £1700), 'Misplaced Tablets mint (SG cat
£4500), mint vertical pair 'Imperforate at Right' with plate no, Thick POSTAGE Wmk Crown
over A mint block of 4 with marginal wmk error 'AUSTRLAIA', and Perf 11 used (SG cat £700).
There is also additional material including Thin POSTAGE mint sheet of 60 (rare), and five
further covers. A wonderful lot (144 M, 31 U, 14 covers)

$12500

125

*

1902-05 Watermark Crown over SA Thin 'POSTAGE' £1 Blue left marginal, fine with large part OG.
SG 279. cat £500

$350

126

*

1904-11 Watermark Crown over SA Thick 'POSTAGE' £1 Blue Perf 12 punctured 'SA' very fine
mint with large part OG, very scarce

$400

127

*

-: £1 Blue Perf 12½ large part OG, couple of shortish perfs at right. SG292a, cat £250

$150

128

R

Reprints: 1891 Printed Sheet headed 'REPRINTS AND SPECIMENS/OF SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
POSTAGE AND REVENUE STAMPS,/WITH DATE OF ISSUE.' with printed spaces for 56
stamps, 51 spaces filled with an all different selection overprinted REPRINT (36, including 1/Violet) or SPECIMEN (15). Sheet folded both vertically and horizontally with some resultant
splitting and wear, nevertheless a scarce sheet (Bill McCredie's similar sheet had spaces for
only 45 stamps)

$500

Official Stamps
129

O

1899-1901 Wide 'OS' Overprint largely used accumulation comprising ½d (39), 1d (63), 2d (58),
2½d (3), 4d (8), 6d (9), includes some varieties, misplaced overprints, mostly ex Col. Harry Evans
(180)

$100

Postal Stationery
130

PS

Group with Postcards (20, six used, two optd OS), Wrappers (17, five used, one opt OS),
considerable duplication and very mixed condition. Also 1911 ½d, 1d and 2d Envelopes, and 3d
Registration Envelope, very fine (41)

$75

Tasmania
131

132

133

*/O

(*)

C

1857-1912 mint and used range on hagners and stockcards, with imperf (9) and perf (24) Chalons
mint (some may be cleaned fiscals), and used, Sidefaces mint (incl 3d block of 6) and used, 1892
Tablets to 10/- mint, large quantities of Pictorials mint and used, incl 1d blocks, range of postal
fiscals and revenues, Mixed condition but with many useful stamps included (500+)

$400

1853 Locally printed 1d Pale Blue on thin hard white paper unused without gum, touched at
top and with light toning around periphery, more visible on reverse. A rare stamp in unused
condition. SG 3, cat £12000

$2000

-: 4d Orange Plate I Worn Impression pos [3], close to large margins and showing signs of a
double impression, tiny crease in lower left corner, cancelled '52' numeral of Hobart. SG 8,
cat £450

$300

134

(*)

-: 4d Orange Plate II unused without gum, margins three sides and touched at base, and
overall toning of paper. SG 10, cat £7000

$1500

135

O

1856-57 No Watermark Imperf 1d Pale Brick-red pair (touched at right), 2d Dull Emerald-green
(small to large margins three sides, cut into at right), 4d Blue (2, both fine with four margins).
SG 19,20,22 cat £2530 (5)

$700
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Tasmania (contd.)
136

137

O

*/O

1857-67 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Imperf 1d Pale Red-brown vertical strip of 5 cancelled
messy '62' (Newtown) numerals margins all round except top stamp just touched at left, a scarce
multiple. SG 26, cat £200+

$180

1858 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Imperf 1/- Vermilion, three margins and just touched at
left, part OG. Also 6d Dull Lilac four margins but with cleaned fiscal cancel. SG 40-41, cat £800 (for
1/-) (2)

$400

138

*

1870-71 Sidefaces Watermark '4' 4d Blue part OG but heavily hinged and with straight edge at right.
SG 130, cat £1200

$200

139

*

1892-99 Tablets ½d to £1 part OG, small tone spots on several values (£1 fine). SG216-225, cat £750

$300

140

O

1902-12 Pictorials used range of perforation varieties on sheet, mostly 'imperforates' all of which
must be presumed to be trimmed stamps, but also with Wmk V over Crown 1d Typo Perf 12½d
'Imperforate at Right' (2, one punctured 'T'), 2d Typo Perf 12½ 'Double Perf', Watermark Crown over
A 2d Stereotype Perf 11 'Double Perf', and 1d on 2d Perf 11 x 11 x 12½ x 11 (SG cat £300) (19)

$250

1912 1d on 2d Pictorial sheets of 60 (4), some gum toning and all with a few units with tone spots.
Also 1905 ½d typo Pictorial Perf 12½ sheet of 60 and 1892 ½d Tablet sheet of 120 severed down
gutter, also with some toning (420)

$150

Postal Fiscals: 1880 Platypus 1d Blue, 3d Chestnut, 6d Mauve and 1/- Rose-pink part OG and fine.
SG F26-29, cat £333 (4)

$200

141

142

**

*

Postal Stationery
143

PS

Small group of postal stationery, comprising Postcards (6, one used), Registration Envelope,
Envelopes (3, one ½ + ½d doubleton), and ½d KEVII Wrappers (2). Condition mixed, but several are
fine (12)

$40

Victoria
144

145

146

147

O

**/*/(*)

O

(*)

Used collection on Seven Seas printed pages, with 1d and 2d (2) Half-lengths, 2/- Woodblock
Imperf and Perf (*), 6d Too Late and 1/- Registered, 6d Woodblock Roulette, ranges of Emblems
with 2d Imperf pair, Beaded Ovals, Laureates, Bell Designs incl coloured papers, later issues largely
complete to 2/-, 1897 Charity 1d (*) and 2½d *, 1901-12 to 5/-, large size Stamp Duties to 25/mostly fiscally used, range of Postage Dues. Condition generally well above average (187, few
unused or mint)

$280

1850-1912 mint collection on hagners, with 1d, 2d, and 3d Half-lengths, 2d Engraved Queenon-Throne (2, one creased), 1/- Octagonal Jeffryes forgery, Woodblocks including 6d Black
and 2/- Imperf (no margins) and perf, 1d Queen-on-Throne (3), range of Emblems (8), and
Beaded Ovals (7, incl two 3d Maroon), Laureates to 1/- and 2/- Blue on Green (3, all no gum),
Bell Designs incl ½d pink paper, large-size Stamp Duties to £2 (post-1901 Perf 11 printing),
1884-1900 Stamp Duty issues incl 1/6d blue (2), 1897 Charity pair, and 1901-12 Wmk V over
Crown and Crown over Double-lined A to 5/- (4), plus £2 CRA Wmk (tone spot and adhesions).
A number of stamps have faults of varying significance, and many of the earlier issues up to
the 1860s have no gum, nevertheless a very useful assembly with many fine stamps, and a
high catalogue value (176)

$1200

1860-1912 duplicated used collection in stockbook, with 2/- Woodblock perf, a fine range of
Laureated printings (various wmks) to 5/- blue and red (2), Bell Designs to 2/- (2), later issues with
much duplication, 1901-12 issues to 5/- (2), and a small group of Postage Dues, condition mixed
(approx 700)

$240

1850-54 Half-Lengths Lithographed by Thomas Ham 3d Blue Fifth Printing ('White Veils') pair
(Types 7-8), cut into at left and with cut slit between stamps, right margin touched, no gum
but of good appearance. SG 14, cat £2800

$900

148

(*)

-: 2d Dull Brownish-lilac Sixth Printing unused without gum, margins touching design at top
and bottom, clear at left and right, rare in unused condition. SG 16b, cat £8500

$2000

149

(*)

-: 2d Cinnamon Eighth Printing unused without gum and good colour, margins touching at
top and bottom, but rare. SG 17, cat £4000

$1200

150

*

1854-57 Half-Lengths Lithographed by Campbell & Fergusson 1d Pink, margins good to clear
and part OG, fine. SG 28, cat £1700

$1100
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Victoria (contd.)
151

*

1854 6d Too Late part OG, small but even margins just touched at upper left, good colour. SG 33,
cat £3500

$900

152

*/(*)

1856-58 Queen-on-Throne 1d Yellow-green Imperf four margins and part OG, and 6d Bright Blue
Rouletted unused without gum, and with a couple of small thins. SG 40, 73, cat £850(2)

$250

153

P

1857 'Emblems' imperforate plate proof pair in Dull Rose variety 'Printed Both Sides', light stain at
base of first unit

$60

154

(*)

1859 Perforated 12 by Robinson 3d Greenish-blue Half-Length Lithographed by Campbell &
Fergusson, unused without gum, straight edge at top impinging on design, and light stain at
middle right, nevertheless a rare stamp which is unpriced by SG

$1500

155

*

1863-73 Laureates 8d Orange Watermark '8' part OG with typical toning, fine colour and
appearance. SG 112, cat £850

$400

156

*

1865 Laureate 10d Grey Watermark '8' with large part toned OG, centered upper right, very
attractive appearance and a very scarce stamp in mint condition. SG 119, cat £1100

$750

157

(*)

1867-81 Laureates Watermark V over Crown (V1) Perf 13 3d Lilac, fresh but largely no gum. SG
133, cat £475

$280

158

*

-: 5/- Blue on Yellow part OG (browned) and with two thins toward base of stamp, very fine facial
appearance. SG 139, cat £4250

$400

159

O

-: 5/- Blue on Yellow cancelled Melbourne duplex dated DC 28 67, fine. This famous stamp
was first delivered into stock on 26 December 1867, so this example may be the earliest
recorded date of use. SG 139, cat £450+

$500

160

*

-: 5/- Bright Blue and Red (Type II), part OG (some toning), otherwise fresh and fine. SG 141, cat £700

$300

161

*

1876 8d on 9d Lilac-brown on Pink surcharge centered upper left, part OG and fine, a scarce
stamp in mint condition with only 60,000 printed. SG 191, cat £650

$500

162

*

1884-96 Stamp Duties Typographed Watermark V over Crown (V1) Perf 12½ 5/- Claret on
Yellow, very fine with virtually full OG, trace of hinge. SG 260b, unpriced

$140

163

*

-: Perf 12½ 5/- Pale Claret on Yellow, part OG and fine. SG 260c, cat £130

$120

164

*

-: Perf 12½ 5/- Pale Claret on Yellow, very fine with large part OG. SG 260c, cat £130

$140

165

*

-: Perf 12½ 5/- Pale Claret on Yellow, part somewhat toned OG. SG 260c, cat £130

166

*

-: 5/- Reddish-Purple on Lemon Perf 12½ very fine with part OG. SG 260d, £120

$200

167

*

1884-96 Stamp Duties Typographed Watermark V over Crown (V2) Perf 12½ 3/- Drab, fine with
large part toned OG. SG 268, cat £150

$100

168

*

-: Perf 12½ 3/- Olive-drab fine with part OG. SG 268a, cat £140

$140

169

*

-: Perf 12½ 3/- Olive-drab part OG and fine. SG 268a, cat £140

$120

170

*

-: Perf 12½ 3/- Olive-drab very fine with large part OG. SG 268a, cat £140

$140

171

*

1896-99 Watermark V over Crown (V3) Perf 12½ 4/- Orange part OG, some adhesions on reverse.
SG 0346, cat £170

$120

172

*

1897 Charity 1d (1/-) Blue and 2½d (2/6d) Red-brown large part OG, somewhat toned. SG 353-354,
cat £150 (2)

$100

173

*

1899-1901 Watermark V over Crown (V4) Perf 12½ 2/6d Yellow, small gum thins, otherwise very
fine with part OG, a scarce stamp. SG 370, cat £600

$400

174

*

-: Perf 12½ 5/- Rosine, two small gum thins otherwise very fine with large part OG. SG 372, cat £200

$200

175

*

1900 Boer War Fund Charity 1d Olive-brown and 2d Emerald-green fine mint, large part OG. SG
374-5, cat £460 (2)

$250

176

*

-: 1d Olive-brown and 2d Emerald-green mint with large part OG, small stain on reverse of each. SG
374-375, cat £460 (2)

$200

177

*

1901-12 Watermark V over Crown and Crown over Double-lined A range of OS punctures on
hagner, mixed watermarks, with ½d (4), 1d (3), 1½d, 2d (3), 2½d, 3d (2), 4d, 5d, 6d, 9d (2), 1/-, 2/and 5/-, fine with large part OG (22)

$75
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Victoria (contd.)
178

^

1901-12 accumulation of 1d and 2d values on piece cancelled Melbourne cds or machine cancels,
mostly 1902 and 1903 dates, including a smattering of other values and of the 1890s 1d and 2d as
well. A particularly useful source for collectors of the Melbourne double circle numbered datestamps
(approx 1500)

$50

179

**

1901-12 Watermark V over Crown (V4) Perf 12 x 12½d 1d Rose-carmine Die III vertical block of 8
(top marginal) with printed black bars for coil experiments, superb MUH

$80

180

*

-: Perf 11 £1 Carmine-rose large part Toned OG. SG 407, cat £375

181

**

1905-13 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Perf 12 x 12½ 1d Rose-red overprinted with two
black bars for use in coil trials, strips of 10 and 4 and block of 4, superb MUH (18)

$90

182

*

-: Perf 12 x 12½ 1d Rose-carmine variety 'Double Perforation' down right side, fine with large part OG

$40

183

*

-: Perf 12½ £1 Dull Rose large part OG with couple of minor gum creases, toning on several perfs at
top visible only from back. SG 431, cat £350

$200

184

O

-: Perf 12½ £2 Dull Blue cancelled Omeo cds MR 9 11, fine. SG 432, cat £425

$300

185

CTO

1901 ½d to £100 cancelled-to-order set mounted on pages with Melbourne cds JA 5 01 (31)
the ½d to 45/- lightly mounted, and the £5 to £100 unhinged; also 1886, 1891 1d on pink paper,
1885 8d and 1892 9d Apple-green with cto date MY 27 01, these being obsolete stamps
included in Federal presentation sets, and scarce as such (35)

$750

1891 Reprints: Incomplete group comprising 5/- Laureate, ½d, 1d, 2d, 9d, 1/- and 2/- Bell Designs,
1d, 2d, and 4d Naish Designs, and ½d, 1d, 2d, 4,d 6d and 1/- Naish Stamp Duty designs, all optd
'Reprint', very fine with large part OG (16)

$120

186

R

$160

Postage Due Stamps
187

(*)

1890-94 Watermark V over Crown (V2) ½d Dull Blue and Deep Claret, 1d to 5/-Dull Blue and
Brown-lake all without gum. SG D1a, D2-10, cat £500 (10)

$150

188

*

1895-96 Watermark V over Crown (V2) ½d to 1/- Rosine and Bluish-green and 2/- and 5/- Pale
Red and Yellowish-green part OG (5/- with considerable gum loss), some values heavily hinged. SG
D11-20, cat £350 (10)

$180

189

**/*

-: 1d Rosine and Bluish-green mint block of 35 with full OG, only one unit hinged, very fine. BW
VD12A cat AU$525++, SG D12 cat £180++

$250

190

**

-: 2d Rosine and Bluish-green mint block of 56 MUH full OG, few very minor gum creases,
three units with stains on gum (not visible on face). A scarce multiple. BW VD12A cat
AU$840++, SG D13 cat £1568++

$800

-: 5/- Pale Red and Yellowish-green block of 6 (2 x 3) with manuscript cancel 'H J T/14 5 03', rare
multiple from use for bulk postage by Education Department, also 1903 Watermark V over Crown
(V4) 5/- Scarlet and Deep Green with portions of similar manuscript, overstruck by Williamstown cds.
BW VD20,33 cat AU$875, SG D21,D33 cat £340+ (7)

$280

1905-09 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A ½d Aniline Rosine and Pale Green block of 8, ½d
Scarlet and Pale Yellow-green block of 4, ½d Dull Scarlet and Pea-green block of 9, and 2d Dull
Scarlet and Pea-green block of 12, scarce mint multiples, most units MUH. BW VD34A,B,C,36B cat
AU$620+, SG D34,a,b,36a cat £472+ (33)

$250

1891 (27 Jul) front from Everton Station to Collingwood with 1d Reading Design cancelled '936'
numeral in blue, and struck with 'T' in oval in same blue ink twice, one with manuscript '2d' (double
1d postage deficiency) and the other with manuscript '6d' (officially registered due to valuable
enclosure). 1890-94 1d, 2d, and 5d Dull Blue and Brown-lake Postage Dues affixed and cancelled in
manuscript. Heavy vertical crease and damaged lower right corner, but possibly the only known
cover with three different values of the 1890-94 series

$140

1892 (29 Feb) cover to Melbourne with 1d Reading Design pair tied by Beechworth '9' duplex in blue
and with 'T' in oval in same colour applied with '2' in manuscript, 2d Dull Blue and Brown-lake
postage due affixed and tied by boxed 'L.C.2' ds. Minor peripheral faults and light soiling but
attractive

$110

1892 (8 Jul) cover from London to Melbourne with 2½d Jubilee, overweight and with handstruck 'T'
and '25' (centimes) in blue pencil. On arrival the double deficiency was indicated by the 'T5D' in oval,
and 1890-94 5d Dull Blue and Brown-lake PostageDue affixed and cancelled by smudged 'circle of
dots' obliterator (rare on cover), Few tone spots and flap tears, a scarce postage due on cover

$220

191

192

193

194

195

O

**/*

C

C

C
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Victoria - Postage Due Stamps (contd.)
196

C

1893 (26 Jan) cover to Bendigo with G.B. 1881 1d cancelled Peterborough squared circle ds, struck
with hexagonal 'T/15' and with 'T3D' in oval added on arrival. 1890-94 1d and 2d Dull Blue and
Brown-lake Postage Dues affixed and tied by Bendigo cds, MR 2 93. Minor creasing down right side
of envelope, otherwise fine

$180

197

PS

1893 (27 Dec) U.S. 1c postal card sent from New York to Melbourne, additional adhesive affixed has
fallen off and consequently the '15/CTMS/T' handstamp was applied, and the 'T3D' in oval double
deficiency handstamp struck on arrival. 1890-94 1d and 2d Dull Blue and Brownish-red Postage
Dues affixed and tied by boxed 'L.C. 2' ds, FE 7 94

$180

1897 (12 July) unstamped cover from unknown overseas origin addressed to Melbourne, endorsed
'per Taiyuan' and receiving Sydney cds on arrival in Australia, together with handstruck boxed
'PAQUEBOT' and '5d' (for double 2½d deficiency). In Melbourne the 'T' in oval was overstruck on the
'5d' handstamp, and Wmk V over Crown (V2) 5d Pale Scarlet and Yellow-green Postage Due tied by
double circle 'P.B.R./G.P.O./MELBOURNE'. Some minor cover defects, but a scarce stamp on cover

$220

1904 (18 March) front of large OHMS envelope (damaged at top and with other small faults) from
Nhill to Superintendent of Police at Stawell West, with 1d Punctured 'OS' (2, both slightly defective),
but with weight noted as 3½oz and therefore underpaid. Watermark V over Crown (V4) 1d Aniline
Rosine and Green block of 5 affixed (overlapping top of envelope and three with minor faults) tied by
Stawell West cds, MR 19 04. An unusual franking

$180

1905 (7 Mar) local Brisbane letter with 1897-1907 1d pair, redirected to Melbourne and with 'TAX 4D'
in oval applied before despatch, unusually without any corresponding Melbourne tax handstamp.
Watermark V over Crown (V4) 2d Aniline Rosine and Green Postage Due pair affixed and tied by
'P.B. ROOM/MELBOURNE' cds, MR 11 05. Portion of back flap missing and one or two small
peripheral faults, otherwise fine

$140

1905 (25 Nov) picture postcard from Munich to Melbourne with Bavaria 10pf, handstruck boxed 'T'
with manuscript '12½ cts' converted on arrival to 2½d due. Wmk V over Crown (V4) ½d and 2d
Aniline Rosine and Green Postage Dues affixed and cancelled in manuscript, but recipient refused
to pay deficiency, and struck with a fair strike of the rare boxed 'REFUSED/ON ACCOUNT/OF TAX'
(why pay once you have seen the message!) Few minor blemishes but very scarce

$320

1915 (Dec 15) stampless cover from Buenos Ayres addressed to W.P. Heslop at Wonthaggi,
with 'T' in hexagon with manuscript '050', censored on arrival with handstruck 'Passed' in violet,
and with 'T' in oval with manuscript '5d'. The postage due was collected using Victoria ½d Wmk
Crown over A (2) and Commonwealth 1909 1d Red and Green Die II (4, block of 3 on reverse
showing catalogued value tablet flaws g and h) affixed and tied by Powlett River cds. Two light
vertical folds otherwise fine and a very scarce State/Commonwealth combination usage

$550

198

199

200

201

202

C

C

C

PPC

C

Local Stamps
203

*/(*)

c1870 Murray Steam Navigation Co. ½d Black, 1d Red, 2d Blue and 3d Green, a defective set, 2d
and 3d no gum, ½d and 1d with adhesions, 2d thinned, and 3d straight edges right and bottom and
with small tear (4)

$200

Postal Stationery
204

205

206

PS

PS

PS

Group with Postcards (12, one used, and incl two 1½d Fleet cards), Envelopes (22, with three
used, and including 224 x 94mm sizes (6) and sto types), Lettercards (2), Registration Envelopes (5),
and Wrappers (11, three used). Condition mixed, but many good items included (52)

$90

Cancelled-to-order stationery, with 1891 1½d on 2d reply card JA 1 98, 1899 1½d reply card AP 7
02 and AU 26 (no year), 1901 1d reply card FE 5 01 and JY 3 01, 1901 2d envelope MY 15 01, 1901
No POSTAGE wrapper MY 15 01, and 1901 POSTAGE wrapper on manilla JE 28 02. Some with
small faults (8)

$90

Stamped-to-order Envelopes: 1905 ½d Blue-green KEVII for Barrow Brothers uprated with ½d
adhesive and used from Melbourne to Broadford 1 June 1905. A very early usage, the envelope had
been introduced in April 1905

$60

Postal History
207

C

1859 (6 August) cover from Melbourne to Hexham with 4d Emblems Perf 12 (SG 83) tied by '1' in
thin bars, reverse with Melbourne, Mortlake and Hexham datestamps, also a very fine strike of the
scarce 'SHIP LETTER/FREE/BELFAST VICTORIA' cds in red. Central stain on face, otherwise fine

15

$150
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Victoria - Postal History (contd.)
208

C

1861 (16 Sept) and (20 Oct) incoming stampless covers (2) from Copenhagen, Denmark to Ballarat,
with oval Hamburg transit ds, Melbourne and Ballarat backstamps. Both with faults but rare incoming
mail from Denmark at this early date (2)

$100

209

C

1871 (15 Jan) cover (repaired at top) from San Francisco to historic 'Whi Whi/North Shore'
(Careening Cove, Sydney) via Honolulu, bearing U.S. 2c + 10c pair tied by cork cancels, fine San
Francisco Cal Paid datestamp in red, and unusually fine strike of rare framed 'MIS-SENT
TO/MELBOURNE-VICTORIA' on front, backstamped Melbourne and Sydney

$250

210

C

1871-76 incoming covers from Norway, the first 1871 (10 Nov) from Christiania to Ballarat with 3sk
and 24sk Arms type cancelled cds, Ballarat arrival cds and italic 'Not known by/Letter Carrier',
redirected to Godfrey's Creek and with six backstamps; the second 1876 (29 April) with 3sk and 7sk
pair (one damaged) Posthorn types cancelled Christiania cds, addressed to Gobar with Melbourne
and Gobar backstamps. Each with small faults but good appearance, very rare origin for Victorian
mail at this date (2)

$200

1876 (27 Dec) cover to London endorsed 'Via Brindisi' with 1876 8d on 9d Bell Surcharge tied
by Melbourne duplex. Couple of very minor marks, otherwise very fine and a very scarce
stamp used on cover

$500

1895 (16 Mar) Inland Parcel Post label (black printing on white paper, 127 x 80mm) affixed to small
piece of brown parcel wrapping (weighing 1 lb), with ½d (2), 2d and 6d Stamp Duty tied by Hastings
cds. Label torn in half vertically and with portions missing in several places, but a very scarce type

$90

1900 (22 Aug) cover to Johannesburg with 2½d Stamp Duty cancelled Melbourne cds, censored on
arrival with black on pink 'Opened under Martial Law' label, and with oval 'O.R.C./JOHANNESBURG'
ds in blue, and Durban and Johannesburg backstamp. Flap tears, otherwise fine

$75

211

212

213

C

^

C

Western Australia
214

*/O

1864-1912 mint and used accumulation on hangers and stockcards, beginning with 1864 1d
mint (3), and with good range of later Engraved Swan issues to 1/- mint and used, surcharges
including 1874 1d on 2d mint and 1895 ½d on 3d Double Surcharge in Red and Green mint (3),
range of later De La Rue issues and good lot of 1902 Melbourne printings, including 5/- (3),
10/- and £1 mint. Also 1885 ½d block of 44, and 1912 1d on 2d severed block of 110 (faults),
postal fiscals and a few revenues. A good lot with many fine stamps (337)

$800

215

*/(*)

1854 Imperf 1d Black part OG with couple of small thins, virtually no margins, 1854 Lithographed 4d
Pale blue and 1/- Pale Brown no gum, both clear margins and fine. SG 1, 2, 4c, cat £2475 (3)

$400

216

O

1854 Watermark Swan 1d Black Rouletted 7½-14, fine with light void grid cancel and showing
roulettes on all four sides, with 1985 RPSL Certificate. SG 2, cat £750

$500

217

(*)

1857-59 Imperf 2d Brown-black on Red no gum, margins just clear on three sides, cut into at
lower right, good colour and a very rare stamp in unused condition. SG 20, cat £15000

$4000

218

O

-: 2d Brown-black on Red variety 'Printed Both Sides' (impression on reverse inverted), just
touched down right side otherwise fine used. SG 20a, cat £2250

$600

219

(*)

-: 6d Black-bronze, no gum, touched or just clear all round, and with a natural paper crease
through 'SIX PENCE'. Fine appearance and a very rare unused stamp. SG 22, cat £15000

$3000

220

O

-: 6d Grey-black showing marginal line watermark, margins close but clear, fine appearance. SG 23,
cat £1300

$450

221

O

-: 6d Grey-black with major transfer variety 'Headless Swan' fine used with four margins
(close at right and base) and cancelled 15-bar numeral '8'. SG 23 var, cat £1300++

$750

222

*/(*)

1860-64 Locally Printed Imperf 2d Orange-vermilion (no gum), 4d Deep Blue (part OG) and 6d
Sage-green (no gum, some staining on reverse showing through to front), all with full
margins. SG 25, 27, 28, cat £3750(3)

$750

223

O

-: 6d Sage-green cancelled 15-bar numeral '8', very fine with good to large margins all round and
excellent colour, a stamp rarely seen in this quality. SG 28, cat £400

$400

224

O

-: 6d Deep Sage-green, good to large margins, cancelled 15-bar numeral '17'. A very fine
example of this difficult stamp. SG 28a, cat £550

$600
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Western Australia (contd.)
225

O

1860-64 Locally Printed from Perkins Bacon Plates Rouletted 7½-14 6d Sage-green and
showing roulettes on three sides, couple of roulettes at top stained, and cancelled 15-bar
numeral '1' with 1985 RPSL Certificate. SG 32, cat £750

$500

226

*/(*)

1861 Watermark Swan small mint group, comprising 1d Rose-carmine Rough Perf 14-16 (no
gum), 6d Purple-brown Intermediate Perf 14-16, 1/- Yellow-green Clean-cut Perf 14-16 (no
gum), and 2d Blue and 4d Vermilion (3, two no gum) Perf 14 at Somerset House. 6d with perf
defect, others generally good to fine. SG 36, 39, 40, 43, 44, cat £4035 (7)

$750

227

(*)/O

-: Intermediate Perf 14-16 1d Rose, 2d Blue, 6d Purple-brown unused (no gum), and 2d Blue,
6d Purple-brown and 1/- Yellow-green used, mostly fine. SG 33, 34, 36, 37, £2500 (6)

$1200

228

*

-: Intermediate Perf 14-16 1/- Yellow-green, small part OG with some toning on perf tips. SG
37, cat £2000

$900

229

(*)

-: Perf 14 at Somerset House 2d Blue block of 4 no gum otherwise fine. SG 39, cat £640

$300

230

(*)/O

-: Clean-cut Perf 14-16 2d Blue (2), 6d Purple-brown and 1/- Yellow-green unused (no gum), 6d
with some perfs trimmed at left, plus 6d Purple-brown used, also a 6d forgery. Fine
appearance for this scarce group. SG 41-43, cat £1820 (6)

$650

-: Clean-cut Perfs 14-16 1/- Yellow-green, toned area in lower right corner, and a few perfs
toned at top, both visible only from reverse, otherwise fine with part OG and rare in this
condition. SG 43a, cat £1400

$1200

231

*

232

(*)

-: Rough Perf 14-16 1d Rose-carmine unused without gum, a little soiled. SG 44, cat £350

$150

233

*

1863-64 No Watermark Perf 13 1d Carmine-lake, 1d Lake and 6d Deep Lilac part OG but heavily
hinged with some adhesions on reverse. SG 49-51, cat £510 (3)

$180

234

*

1902-11 Watermark V over Crown Perf 12 x 12½ 10/- Deep Mauve, part OG. SG 127, cat £180

$140

235

*

-: Perf 12½ x 12 £1 Orange-brown, centred right, lightly hinged with large part OG. SG 128, cat £425

$350

236

*

-: Perf 11 5d Bistre, 2/- Bright Red on Yellow, 2/- Orange on Yellow fine mint part OG (5d gum a little
toned). SG 132, 134, 134a, cat £775 (3)

$400

237

**/O

Punctured OS: 1902-12 Watermark V over Crown and Crown over A mounted on page, comprising
3d MUH block of 4, used up to 5/-, mostly fine (25)

$60

Telegraph Stamps
238

*/(*)/O

1879 Watermark Crown CC 1d Bistre part OG and used, and 6d Lilac unused no gum and used
(few short perfs at left). SG T1, 2, cat £900 (4)

$300

Local Stamps
239

240

(*)

(*)

1895 Coolgardie Cycle Express 1/- and 2/6d Blue defective, and 1895 Camel Design 6d Redbrown and Green, 2/- Red-brown and Yellow and 5/- Red-brown and Mauve unused no gum, 2/- with
few short perfs at left (5)

$250

Locals: Lake Lefroy Cycle Mail 6d Carmine on Greenish unused without gum, short tear at
middle left just impinging on design, and large thin at centre top. With 1967 RPSL Certificate.

$1000

Postal Stationery
241

242

PS

PS

Small group comprising Postcards (7, one used), 2d Lettercard, Envelopes (2), and Registration
Envelopes (3, one used but adhesive missing, another fine mint with doubling of crossed rec lines
presumably caused by offset). Condition mixed, but a number are fine (13)

$60

Registration Envelopes: 3d Red-brown (147 x 90mm) with 1d and 4d adhesives added and used
from Bonnievale to Mulhausen, Germany, 16 March 1907. With oval 'POST & TELEGRAPH
OFFICE/BONNIEVALE W.A.' ds, reverse with oval 'REGISTERED/PERTH, W.A.' ds in blue and
Mulhausen arrival ds. Some toning both sides but a scarce usage

$120

Postal History
243

C

1878 (18 Apr) cover to Sheerness, England with 6d Mauve Wmk Crown CC Perf 12½ tied by Perth
GPO duplex, endorsed 'via Southampton' and with Sheerness arrival backstamp JU 6 78. Adhesive
damaged at lower left corner, otherwise a fine and clean cover

17

$350
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Western Australia - Postal History (contd.)
244

PPC

1903 (2 Dec) picture postcards (2) addressed to London and posted on board ship bound for
Australia, each franked with GB 1d KEVII tied by Fremantle 'PO' duplex and with handstruck
'PAQUEBOT', one very worn type approx 45mm long between lines, the other a fine strike 56 x 8mm
without lines, former with small tear repaired by sellotape. An interesting pair showing the use of two
different types of 'PAQUEBOT' mark at Fremantle on the same day on mail presumably off the same
boat (2)

Estimate A$

$20

Cancellations
245

O

Letter Obliterators: Range on hagners, with 11-bar type 'AL' (2), 'AR', 'B' (6), 'BE'. 'D' (2), 'E' (2), 'F'
(2), 'G' (2), 'GR' (4), 'GT' (6, one in blue), duplex types 'A' (2). 'B', 'D', 'F' (2), 'G' 4), 'K' (2), 'N', 'P' (2),
'V' (3), 'Y' (4), and small 'F.' (4) and 'K.G.S.' (4). Range of values up to 6d, generally fine with mostly
good to fine strikes (57)

$250

Australian Commonwealth
246

**/*

1927-65 largely complete collection on stockcards (but lacking Robes, Arms and Navigators),
issues to 1937 mostly lightly mounted, 5/- Bridge with gum creases and some toned perfs, also 1914
6d Kooka (2, one with crease, other part OG). Overall condition is very fine (214)

$350

Kangaroo Issues
First Watermark
247

O

Small used range on hagner with 1st Wmk ½d (2), 1d (2), 2d (2), 2½d (2), 3d (2), 4d (2), 5d (2), 6d
(3, one unused), 9d (2), 1/- (2), 2/-; 2nd Wmk 2d, 2d, 1/-,; 3rd Wmk 2d, 2½d, 3d, 6d Blue, 9d, 1/- (2),
2/- brown (2), 5/- (3), 10/- (fluffy perfs otherwise fine), Sm Multi Wmk 5/-, C of A Wmk 6d, 9d. Couple
with small faults, generally fine (41)

$100

248

*

½d to 1/- (3d Die I) large part OG (3d no gum), several values with small tone spots. Also 10/C of A Wmk part OG (disturbed gum) and £1 Light Brown and Pale Blue Third Wmk part OG
with small thin and a couple of short perfs (12)

$500

249

**/*

½d Green coil strip of 6 with coil join (MUH, but tone spot on one unit), and coil pair with coil join
with 'CA' monogram (fine), 1d Red Die I coil strip of 6 with coil join affixed at top (fine MUH but perfs
trimmed at right), and strip of 3 (perfs trimmed at right), a scarce group (17)

$200

250

*

½d Green and 1d Red Die I pairs with coil joins showing 'CA' and 'JBC' monograms respectively,
upper unit of 1d pair with vertical perfs severely trimmed, otherwise large part OG and fine (4)

$120

251

**

½d Green coil strips of 8 (coil join between fifth and sixth stamps) and 7 (coil join between fifth and
sixth stamps), former shows some units with trimmed perfs down left side. Both strips from Plate I,
with minor plate varieties noted, fine MUH (15)

$200

252

**

-: coil strip of 11 (perfs a little trimmed down left side), coil join between first and second stamps, and
with variety 'ROSTAGE' State 2 (2L12), and tenth stamp showing 'Weakness off Queensland Coast',
very fine; another coil strip of 11 with coil join between bottom two stamps, toned gum, and another
coil strip of 4, also gum toned (25)

$250

253

*

-: coil pair with coil join showing 'CA' monogram, very fine and lightly hinged

$100

254

C

-: showing characteristic coil perforation (perfs trimmed at left) used on small mourning cover from
Geelong to Bunninyong, 15 DEC 14. Fine and a very scarce usage

$250

255

*/O

1d Red group showing perfs characteristic of coils, comprising mint vertical pairs Die I and Die II (2),
Die IIA used with CA monogram, and Die I used with horizontal cuts (2), one with coil join attached,
mostly fine (6 M and 3 U)

$150

1d Red Die I, two coil strips of 10 each showing some degree of trimmed perfs down left side,
the first strip from Plate B showing coil join between second and third stamps, the eighth
stamps showing 'Retouch over RA' (L34), and the ninth stamp '1 Flaw S.W. of Tasmania' State
2; the second strip showing coil join between seventh and eighth stamps. All but a couple of
units MUH and of fine appearance (20)

$600

-: pair from coil machine (virtual straight edge right side) affixed to opened-out cardboard core of the
coil roll. Very unusual and believed to be unique

$250

256

257

**/*

**
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Kangaroos - First Watermark (contd.)
258

C

1d Red Die I showing characteristics of coil perforations, used with Victorian 1d and tied by Stock
Exchange 'LATE/FEE' duplex on 1913 (11 Jun) cover to Wellington, NZ. Very fine

$120

259

C

-: vertical pair showing characteristic coil perforation (right side trimmed) used from Perth to Bunbury
(WA), 9 MAY 21. Few tone spots on cover and small portion of back flap missing, a scarce usage

$150

260

C

1d Red Die II showing straight edges at top and bottom, indicative of use in a stamp affixing
machine, used on 1914 (1 May) window envelope, very fine

$90

261

C

1d Red Die II (possibly from a coil) used with ½d Green KGV and Tasmania ½d Pictorial on 1920 (6
Dec) cover from Melbourne to Birmingham, light vertical fold, otherwise fine

$60

262

**

1d Red Die IIA punctured Small OS coil strip of 27 showing two coil joins, one stamp folded
and a couple with small tone spots, perfs trimmed down right side of strip but the general
condition of a piece of this size is excellent. Punctured OS stamps were made into coils for
use in stamp affixing machines purchased by Government Departments. A very scarce piece,
catalogue of the stamps in normal sheet form alone is AU$6075

$2500

6d Ultramarine Punctured Small 'OS' variety 'Watermark Inverted', few small stains at upper
left. BW 17a, cat AU$4000 (in footnote)

$500

263

O

264

*

Second Watermark
6d Ultramarine Punctured 'OS' lightly tone large part OG. BW 18ba, cat AU$850

$270

Third Watermark
265

**

3d Yellow-olive Die I centred upper right, fine MUH

266

O

6d Ultramarine Cooke Plates variety 'Die IIA Substituted Cliche' (1R60, and showing line wmk
at right), few slightly short perfs at lower left, cancelled Sydney cds 2 MR 16. BW 19(1)ja, cat
AU$3750

$1500

2/- Brown Punctured Small 'OS' horizontal pair variety 'Watermark Inverted', cancelled Stock
Exchange Melbourne cds (1917). Partly severed and reinforced, otherwise very fine and a rare
multiple. BW 37baa, cat AU$4500+

$600

267

O

$40

268

*

10/- Grey and Intense Aniline Pink centred to base with part OG and barely discernible vertical gum
crease

$300

269

*

£1 Grey large part OG, tiny tone spots on several perfs

$500

270

S/*

-: optd SPECIMEN Type C large part OG and lightly hinged

$140

Small Multiple Watermark
271

CTO

5/- Grey and Yellow-orange CTO, centred top left with large part OG

272

S/**

10/- Grey and Pale Pink optd SPECIMEN Type C very fine MUH. BW 49x, cat AU$1250

$600

273

S/*

-: overprinted SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 2 with Shaved 'P', couple of shortish perfs at base,
large part OG and lightly hinged. BW49xd, cat AU$1750

$550

274

*

5/- Grey and Yellow very fine with large part OG

275

S/*

10/- Grey and Pink overprinted SPECIMEN Type C, sub-type 2 showing shaved 'P', lightly
hinged with large part OG, and with 2018 Drury Certificate. BW 50xd, cat AU$2000

$1400

276

*

£2 Grey-black and Rose-crimson full OG with slightest trace of hinge, toning on first four perfs at top

$1750

$90

C of A Watermark
$150

King George V Sideface Issues
277

**/*

Mint range on stockcards with Single Watermark to 5d incl 4d Lemon (2), plus a group of later
watermarks, mostly ½d, 1d and 4d values, also 1/4d C of A Wmk. A Few stamps with toned gum,
generally very fine with a proportion MUH (65)

19

$120
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Estimate A$

278

**/*

Coil Stamps: A mint range with 1d Green with coil join in middle (one stamp with rounded corner), 1d
Green coil join pair, 1½d Black-brown strip of 4 with coil join between lower pair (toned gum), 1½d
Brown strip of 6 (slightly toned gum and a few tone spots), and pairs (2, both with coil joins), 1½d
Green pair from Electro 17(toning, and status doubtful). Most units MUH, and a scarce group (22)

$300

279

O

½d Pale Green Electro 3 variety 'Crack Through S.W. Corner' (3L58), a late state, fine used
and cancelled Rockhampton machine. BW 63(3)o, cat AU$2000

$800

280

O

½d Pale Emerald Single Line Perf 14.2 showing line watermark indicating position to be No.
60 on pane, tiny stain on top right perf and one blunt perf at right otherwise fine and
cancelled Melbourne cds 8 FE 16. BW 64, cat AU$1000

$550

281

**/*

½d Green coil stamps strip of 8 with coil join between fourth and fifth stamps, and a further pair
showing coil join. Very fine with all but one unit MUH (10)

$100

282

O

1d Red accumulation of approx 300 used, mixed Smooth and Rough Papers, apparently unpicked for
shades with several scarcer ones apparent, proportion of OS punctures and a few multiples (ca 300)

$60

283

O

1d Red Comb Perf Die 2 with Watermark Inverted, with light machine cancel clear of Die 2 spur,
plated as II/32, BW cat AU$325

$150

284

O

1d Brown-red punctured 'OS' centred left, fine with part Dandenong (Vic) cds, scarce. BW 71Wbb,
cat AU$250

$150

285

**/O

1d Red coil stamp Smooth Paper strip of 4 From Pane 5 with coil join at middle, and Rough Paper
strip of 5 with coil join between second and third stamps; also used stamps (8) showing coil perf
characteristics, two with remnants of coil joins. Mostly fine (9 M and 8 U)

$120

286

O

1½d Red Electro 15 variety 'Substituted Cliche' (15R40) with very light machine cancel. BW 89(15)ib,
cat AU$800

$300

287

O

2d Orange Punctured 'OS' variety 'Watermark Inverted' five used examples all with dated
cancellations, couple of short perfs otherwise fine. BW 95b(a), cat AU$500 (5)

$100

288

O

2d Red group of major electro varieties, comprising 'Retouched Nose' (11R10), 'Recut Righthand 2' (12AR54), 'Retouched Face' (14L12), and 'Right Frame Largely Missing' (16L55), the
first three fine used, the last (cat AU$3500) with damaged top left corner. BW 96(11)i, 96
(12A)j, 96(14)f, 96(16)l, cat AU$4450 (4)

$800

289

O

-: Electro 11 variety 'Retouched Nose' (11R10) two fine used examples. BW 96(11)i, cat AU$600 (2)

$200

290

O

-: Electro 11 variety 'Retouched Nose' (11R10) punctured 'OS' and with 'Watermark Inverted', small
tear in top margin otherwise fine used and probably a unique combination. BW 96(11)a(i), cat
AU$300++

$160

2d Red Electro 16 variety 'Large White flaw in Left Value Tablet' (16L4) fine used with machine
cancel, matched with the pre-flaw state in red, and two examples of the variety in red-brown.
A fine group. BW 96(16)f, 97(16)f, cat AU$3800 (4)

$1500

291

O

292

O

4d Orange, Violet and Blue used range of plate varieties on hagners, Orange shades including
listed 1L58, 1R3, 1R25, 1R57, 2L7, 2L18, 2R12 (line through value), 2R30 and 2R58, Violet 2L18,
2L56, Blue 1R3, 1R45, 2L7, 2L18, 2L30, 2R6, 2R17, 2R30, 2R58, 2R59. Some punctured OS, a few
with minor faults, high catalogue value (36)

$350

293

C

4d Violet used on 1922 (2 March) cover from Melbourne to Switzerland, paying the short-lived
foreign letter rate, a scarce solo usage. Langnau receiving cds on reverse

$100

294

O

4d Dull Ultramarine Harrison Printing variety 'Watermark Inverted' used, a plated example (4L52)
with 2017 Drury Certificate. BW 113Baa, cat AU$1000

$400

295

*

5d Brown Single Line Perf JBC Monogram pair, R59 variety 'Retouched N.E. Corner State II',
R60 variety 'Flawed P of PENCE State II', pencil notes in right selvedge erased, and with
toned gum. BW 122zg, cat AU$1500

$600

1/4d Turquoise-blue Punctured 'OS' block of 4 very fine MUH. BW 128ba, cat AU$1500

$350

296

**

297

**

Small Multiple Watermark, Perf. 14
Coil Stamps: ½d Orange strip of 4 with coil join (Electro 8, Nos. 51/57/4/10), and 1d Green strip of 4
and pair both showing coil joins, all very fine MUH (10)
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298

**/*/O

1½d Red Plate 1a range of mostly plated stamps on hagners with some duplication, few are
mint including a block of 4, also two corner stamps with Plate Dot mint (one MUH but with
diagonal bend), and a Mullett imprint pair with curious red smudge in gutter (missing corner
perf otherwise fine). Very high cat value (9M, 47U)

$700

299

O

1/4d used range of hagners (50), mostly pairs with parcel post cancels, and similar for 1/4d
Small Multi Wmk Perf 13½ x 12½ (53) also including many pairs. A few stamps are damaged,
and many of the cancellations are heavy, however an unusual lot of high catalogue value (BW
AU$150 each for SMW Perf 14) (103)

$600

Small Multiple Watermark, Perf. 13½ x 12½
300

**

Coil Stamps: Mint selection with ½d Orange strips of 4 from Electros 8 and 9, each showing coil
joins at middle, 1d Green strip of 4 from Pane 6 showing coil join at middle, and a further pair with
coil join, 1½d Red strip of 4 with coil join at middle, and 2d Red Die 2 strip of 4 from Plate 1 showing
coil join at middle. All very fine MUH and a scarce group (22)

$200

301

**

1d Green coil strip of 7 variety 'Watermark Inverted', split and rejoined between the fourth and
fifth stamps, and showing coil join between the third and fourth stamps. Light toning on right
side of the lower two units, otherwise fine MUH and scarce in a piece of this size. BW 81a, cat
AU$1225+

$750

302

**/*

-:coil strip of 4 variety 'Watermark Inverted', two MUH but with toned gum. BW 81a, cat AU$550

$150

303

C

1½d Red vertical strip of 3 from coil machine (trimmed perfs both sides) used with 'Angel' vignette
on 1927 (20 Aug) Davis Bros. airmail cover from Melbourne to Cessnock (NSW), few tone spots on
perf tips otherwise fine, scarce

$100

304

**/*

-: from coil rolls, with strip of 6 (reinforced at middle), strip of 3 with coil join between lower pair, pairs
with coil join (2, one with black paper adhesion on reverse), a further severed pair, and two joined
half stamps showing a coil machine 'Gripper perf' error. Most units MUH, and a useful group (16)

$150

305

*

2d Red-Brown variety 'White Flaw on Emu's Body' (16R60) State II showing additional white flaws
on lower portion of stamp, slightly toned OG and centred lower right. BW 97(16)ua, cat AU$300

$50

C of A Watermark
306

**/*

Coil Stamps: 1d Green strip of with coil join (Pane VII, Nos. 59/55/1/2), and 2d Red strips of 4 and 3,
and pair, each with coil join. All fine and most units MUH (13)

$175

307

F

2d Red Postal Forgery No Watermark Perf 11 cancelled Sydney cds, toning of perf tips otherwise
fine. BW 103cc, cat AU$650

$250

Other King George V Issues
308

*

1930 Charles Sturt Centenary 1½d Carmine-red with Lord Howe Island manuscript overprint
'2d/paid/PM/LHI', large part OG and with small authenticating handstamp 'A.R.' (Alec
Rosenblum) on reverse, very fine. BW 139c, cat AU$850, SG cat £700

$500

309

**

1931 Kingsford Smith 2d overprinted 'OS' top right corner block of 4, fourth unit with tone spot
otherwise fresh MUH. BW cat AU$1300, SG cat £340++

$400

310

C

1931 2d and 3d Kingsford Smith overprinted 'OS' used with 3d Green Airmail pair, 3d Sturt (2)
and 6d Kingsford Smith pair on airmail cover, tied by 'PARLIAMENT HOUSE CANBERRA/
F.C.T.' cds, 12 MY 31, and addressed to Stanley Gibbons in London. A rare contemporary,
albeit philatelic, usage (the earliest possible use of the OS opts was on 4 May 1931). Cover
with peripheral wear and ink stain at left edge, and with 2003 Ceremuga Certificate

$1000

311

C

1931 Kingsford Smith 2d overprinted 'OS' used with 3d Victorian Centenary on 1934 (23 July)
Brisbane - Cairns cover, intermediate leg of Ulm Australia - New Guinea flight (AAMC 3955a), minor
staining. An unusual and very scarce use of this Stamp

$200

312

**

1935 Anzac 1/- Black block of 4 from top of sheet MUH, one unit with toned perfs at base

$150

King George VI Issues
313

C

1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 1d Green Queen Elizabeth strip of 3, one diagonally bisected tied by
Melbourne machine cancel on 1992 (2 July) cover to St. Kilda readdressed to Hurstbridge. An
unauthorised but apparently commercial usage, unusual

21
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314

315

P

P

Estimate A$

1953-56 3½d Queen Elizabeth II presentation die proof in issued colour liberated from its
sunken frame (50mm x 63mm), fine apart from a few wrinkles. Eight die proofs were prepared,
one of which is in the Royal collection. BW 296DP(1), cat AU$2500

$800

1957 4d Christmas presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '22/20.8.57' (for W.L. Russell, Stamp Advisory
Committee), fine apart from small sellotape stain along base just impinging on design. Eight
die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW339DP(1), cat AU$2500

$800

316

P

1962 1/2d Tasmanian Tiger presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note
Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '27.3.62/2' (for C.W. Davidson, PostmasterGeneral), fine apart from small stain in upper left corner outside design. Ten die proofs were
prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW364DP(1), cat AU$2500

$900

317

P

1959 2/3d Wattle presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '48/3.7.59' (for C.W. Davidson, Postmaster-General),
superb. Nine die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW368DP(1),
cat AU$2500

$1000

1959 3/- Waratah presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '60/7.5.59' (for W.L. Russell, Stamp Advisory Committee),
two small stains on mount, the proof is superb. Nine die proofs were prepared, one of which
is in the Royal Collection. BW372DP(1), cat AU$2500

$1000

1959 5d Queensland Self-Government presentation die proof in issued colours liberated from
sunken mount (45mm x 52mm), superb. Note that the violet colour of the jacaranda bush was
typographed on the issued stamp, and this colour is handpainted on the proof. Nine die
proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW 375DP(1), cat AU$2500

$1000

c1960 Presentation Booklet inscribed 'With the Compliments of the Director General Posts and
Telegraphs' bound by ribbon containing a set of current stamps (½d to £2) hinged to pages. Fine,
and this format and make-up not seen by us before

$200

1961 5d Christmas presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '29/20.11.61' (for C.W. Davidson, Postmaster-General),
small stain in bottom left corner of design. Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which is in
the Royal Collection. BW385DP(1), cat AU$2500

$800

1962 5d John McDouall Stuart presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note
Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '28.3.62/2' (for C.W. Davidson, Postmaster-General),
badly stained by sellotape used for mounting proof, also with original envelope which contained the
proof. Note that we have never seen a pristine example of this proof, all are apparently stained to
some degree by the sellotape. Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection.
BW386P(1), cat AU$2500

$400

1962 5d Country Women presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note
Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed ''27.8.62/6' (for W.L. Russell, Stamp Advisory
Committee), few stains on proofs and on frame. Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which
is in the Royal Collection. BW 388DP(1), cat AU$2500

$700

1962 5d Christmas presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '17.10.62/5' (for B.F. Jones, Deputy Director-General of
the P.M.G.s Department), significant staining of proof caused by sellotape used for mounting.
Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW 389DP(1), cat
AU$2500

$500

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

P

P

PR

P

P

P

P

King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II Coil Issues
325

**

Coil test strips of 16 (with coil join) and 4 in Green, and strips of 8, 4 and 3 (with coil join) in
Scarlet. Also 1966 photogravure test coil in Black strip of 10. All superb MUH. BW cat
AU$1530 (45)

$500

326

**

Coil test strip of 6 in green affixed to plain buff coil leader. Fine and very scarce, the test coils are
rarely found with coil leader. BW cat AU$60++

$150
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327

**/*

1941-1952 small collection of coil starter strips, with 1938 ½d (720 and 960), 1941 1d Maroon
QE (960), 2d KGV Bright Purple (960), 1942-44 2d Purple KGVI wmkd (720 and 960) and no wmk
(720 and 960), 1948 1d Princess (960), 1950-52 2d QE (960 in black and red), 3d Red KGVI (96)
and 3d Green KGVI (960). Some blemishes but a useful group (17 strips),

$250

328

**/*/C

1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 and 1948 No Watermark ½d Kangaroo coil stamps, an extensive collection
mounted on leaves and on hagners, with duplicated examples of all the various coil starter strips,
coil strips with varieties including 'Foggy Hills' retouch, No Wmk coil perf blocks with and without
imprint, 'gripper' perf errors. etc. Generally very fine and mostly MUH (283 plus 3 covers)

$400

329

**

1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 1d Green Queen Elizabeth coil perf with uniformly large holes strip of 6 fine
MUH, scarce in a multiple of this size. BW 182bh, cat AU$750

$400

330

**/*

-: coil perf (uniformly large holes) strips of 4 (2, one with coil join, other unit partly severed) and 3,
also normal perfs coil join pair, and strip of 4 of the test coil in green. Mostly fine with some units
MUH. BW 182bh, cat AU$750++ (17)

$350

331

**/*

-: coil pair with uniformly large holes fine with large part OG, lower unit MUH. BW 182bh, cat AU$150

$100

332

**

-: coil with uniformly large holes, pair attached to 960 (£4) coil starter strip, fine and rare, this
being the example illustrated in the BW catalogue. BW 182bi, cat AU$2500

$1500

333

**/*

-: coil starter strip (960 £4 in green) with pair with uniformly large holes attached (some perf
separation and end unit hinged). Very rare, BW 182bi, cat AU$2500

$1400

334

**

-: coil strip of 30 with normal perforations showing coil join after the first 20 stamps, several
stamps with tone spots on perf tips, otherwise very fine. A rare proving piece exhibiting
make-up from the 20-deep coil plate. BW 182bg, cat AU$2500 as pair attached to starter strip

$600

335

**/*

-: coil with uniformly large holes, block of 4 with john Ash imprint, from surplus sheets
placed on counter sale. Very fine with lower pair MUH. BW 182zr, cat AU$3000

$1750

336

**/*

-: coil block of 4 with uniformly large holes with John Ash imprint, small mark on gum of one
unit, lower pair MUH and a rare imprint. BW 0182zr, cat AU$3000

$1600

337

**/*/O/C

1937-49 1d Maroon Queen Elizabeth coil stamps with strips of 4 (4, two with coil joins), strip of 3
and pairs (3, one used), strip of 7 affixed to 960 £4 (green) starter strip, and strip of 4 late usage on
1958 cover from Melbourne. Generally fine and all but a couple of units MUH (32 plus 1 cover)

$120

1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 2d Scarlet KGVI pair with normal perforation attached to '960 TWO
PENNY STAMPS/VALUE, £8' coil starter printed in red on white paper (some faults at far end).
A scarce 'false' coil that was in use for only a short period prior to the introduction of the
'large holes' coil perf. BW 188bg, cat AU$2250

$900

338

**/*

339

**

-: coil with uniformly large holes strip of 4 with coil join between second and third stamps,
very fine MUH and rare with coil join. BW 188bh, cat AU$1000+

$700

340

**/*

-: vertical pair with uniformly large holes and showing coil join, fine with lower unit MUH, especially
scarce showing the coil join. BW 0184BH, cat AU$400+

$250

341

**

-: coil pair with uniformly large holes very fine MUH. BW 188bh, cat AU$500

$300

342

C

-: coil pair with uniformly large holes used with 3d KGVI and 6d Kookaburra on 1941 (3 Dec)
airmail cover from Melbourne to India, with censor tape and diamond censor handstamp,
plus triangular Indian censorship. Small cover defect at top left, but a very scarce usage of
this coil on cover

$500

-: coil perf pair with uniformly large holes used with 1d QE on 1939 (19 Sep) registered cover
addressed locally in St. Kilda. Undeliverable and with 'UNCLAIMED AT' and 'NOT KNOWN BY
POSTMAN' handstamps, and 'Pointing Finger'. Very fine and a scarce coil usage

$350

343

C

344

**/*

-: coil pair with uniformly large holes attached to '960 TWO PENNY STAMPS/VALUE, £8' coil
starter strip printed in red on lemon-yellow paper. Thinning at end of starter strip and some
toning of perf tips, otherwise fine. Unlisted in BW catalogue which mentions the existence of
a coil starter strip on lemon-yellow paper without any printing. A coil rarity

$2000

345

**

-:I coil perf with uniformly large holes block of 4 from top left corner of sheet very fine MUH,
from the surplus coil sheets placed on counter sale, very scarce and with 2001 RPSV
Certificate. BW 188bk, cat AU$2000

$1200

346

**/*

-: coil with large and small holes, strip of 8 with coil join between fourth and fifth units, very
fine with only top unit hinged. BW 188bl, cat AU$2700

$1400
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347

C

1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 2d Scarlet KGVI coil pair with large and small holes used on 1941 (26 Sep)
cover from Darwin to Chatswood (NSW), paying the 1d military concession rate + 3d airmail fee.
Few tone spots on cover, but a rare usage predating the BW suggested date of introduction of
October 1941

$400

348

**/*

-: coil with large and small holes strip of 3 (one pair detached) attached to '960 TWO PENNY STAMPS/
VALUE £8' coil starter strip printed in red on white paper. Fine and scarce, BW 188bj, cat AU$450

$280

349

**/*

-: block of 4 from lower right corner of sheet with normal sheet perforation (flush perf at base),
showing large part Plate No. '1' in corner. From the surplus sheets printed from the special
coil plates and perforated for counter sale. This plate number is unlisted in BW and believed
unique, very fine with lower pair MUH

$4000

350

**

-: coil plate block of 4 from top left corner of sheet showing large part Plate No. '4', normal
perforations with flush perfs at both top and left, superb MUH, and from the surplus sheets
printed from the special coil plates and placed on counter sale. A great rarity, with only two
examples recorded. BW 188zp, cat AU$7500

$4000

-: coil with uniformly large holes left corner block of 4 with John Ash imprint, from surplus
sheets placed on counter sale, very fine and rare with lower pair MUH. BW 0188zqa, cat
AU$2250

$1200

-: coil perf with uniformly large holes, John Ash imprint block of 4 from left corner of sheet,
from the surplus sheets placed on counter sale. MUH with light gum toning. BW 188zqa, cat
AU$2750

$1000

351

352

**/*

**

353

**/*

-: two blocks of 16 from left and right bottom sides of the coil plate with ordinary perforation,
showing flush perforation at base and no imprint, and showing perforation guide under lefthand pair of stamp and right-hand pair of stamps respectively. From the surplus sheets
printed from the coil plate placed on counter sale. The first block has several small tone
spots on reverse, otherwise fine and all but a couple of units MUH. BW 188zs, cat AU$1100+
(32) $650

354

**

-: coil with uniformly large holes, trimmed gutter block of 4 with John Ash imprint, very fine
MUH and rare, from the surplus sheets placed on counter sale. BW 188zsa, cat AU$2750

$1500

355

**/C

-: 'false coil' (normal perforations) MUH part imprint strip of 4 with coil join between second and third
stamps, plus 'gripper perf' error mint, and used on 1941 (12 Feb) cover. Also large and small holes
perforation with 'gripper perf' error on 1941 (6 Feb) cover (5 M plus 2 covers)

$150

356

**/*/O

1937-45 Perf 15 x 14 2d Bright Purple George VI coil perf collection including several strips,
some with coil joins, 'Watermark Inverted' strip of 4 and singles (3), 720 £6 black and 960 £8
red (2) coil starter strips, 'false' coil (normal perfs) strip of 5 with coil join and showing
'Medallion' flaw, and 'gripper perf' errors in mint strip of 3, and used on pieces (4). An
excellent group in generally fine condition, mostly MUH, and with high cat value (77)

$800

357

**/*/C

1942-50 2d 'Gum Trees' definitive coil stamp study, with C of A Wmk 720 £6 (black) and 960 £8
(red) coil starter strips, coil join strip of 4, and coil perf pair used with 1/6d Airmail on 1949 cover to
England; and No Wmk 720 £6 (black) and 960 £8 (red) coil starter strips, coil perf strips with coil
joins (one strip showing partial offset). Also additional 960 £8 (red) coil starter strips (mostly No Wmk)
in varying condition (11). The majority MUH and generally fine (88 plus 1 cover)

$400

-: coil perf (large and small holes) block of 4, very fine with lower pair MUH, each stamp
signed 'AR' (A.A. Rosenblum) in pencil. This stamp was not officially released in sheet form
with coil perfs, and very few blocks are recorded, a major coil rarity. BW 228bh, cat AU$6000

$3000

1947-50 1d Princess Elizabeth No Watermark coil stamps, with strips of 6 with coil join (4), strips
of 4 (2, one tete-beche) and pair with coil joins, strip of 4 with 960 £4 (green) coil starter strip, coil
perf imprint blocks of 12 (2), strip of 4 used on 959 cover from Melbourne, and divided strip of 3
showing coil machine 'gripper perf' error used on 1955 cover from Sydney. A fine and useful group
(68 plus 2 covers)

$220

1950-52 3d Scarlet George VI coil stamp strips of 4 with coil joins (3), and strip of 3 with 960 £12
(red) starter strip, plus 3d Green George VI with coil perf strips of 9 and 4 (3, shades) and pairs (3),
960 £12 (green) starter strips (2), and strip of 4 showing coil machine 'gripper perf' error. Largely
MUH and generally fine (60)

$200

358

359

360

**/*

**/*/O/C

**/*
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361

**/*/O/C

1950-52 2d Queen Mother coil stamp with strips of 12 and 4 with coil joins, 960 £8 (red) and 960 £8
(green (x 2) coil starter strips, pair with coil perf on cover, coil perf blocks including imprint blocks of
4 (2) and 8, and no imprint block of 8, and coil machine 'gripper perf' error used on piece with two
normals. Most are MUH and fine (76 plus 1 cover)

$250

362

**/*/C

1953 3d Green QEII coil range including coil join strip of 4, coil perf block of 6, 960 £12 coil starter
strips (7 incl three different shades of text), and 'gripper perf' error used with 1d QEII on 1955 cover.
Mostly fine and largely MUH (43 plus one cover)

$150

363

**/O/C

1959-64 QEII Definitives coil issues, range mostly mounted on pages, with 2d Red-brown coil
join strips and coil perf blocks, 960 £8 coil starter strips in green (2) and brown (3, two for
helecon printing); 3d Blue-green coil join strips, 960 £12 coil starter strips (4, including two
for helecon printing), scarce helecon coil perf strip of 4 used on piece, coil perf Plate No. 3
block of 6 and Plate No. 5 block of 32, and 2d and 3d coil perf pairs used on 1966 cover to
PNG; 5d Blue coil join strips and coil perf blocks, 960 £20 coil starter strips (2), and coil perf
blocks of 8 and 6 showing part Plate No. 2 (one only fragmentary). Mostly very fine and
largely MUH, a fine representation of these issues (230 + one cover)

$600

1959-66 3d Blue-green QEII coil perf block of 6 from left of sheet with Plate No. '3' no dashes,
blocks of 8 from left and right of sheet with Plate No. '5' lines after, also another block of 8 from left
of sheet with virtually unprinted Plate No. '5'. All very fine MUH, BW 350zb, zg, zh, cat AU$900 (30)

$400

1965 5d Red QEII Definitive coil stamp, an accumulation including two coil starter strips, and coil
perf strips of varying sizes (113)

$80

364

365

**

**

Decimal Issues
366

**

Photogravure test coil strips of 8 and 4 and single in Black, plus the Test Coil wrapper (scarce),
very fine (13)

$75

367

C

1966-75 large accumulation of coil wrappers, all issues represented with much duplication, and
showing shades of printing, and manuscript alteration of wording, an opportunity to acquire a
complete collection of this aspect of decimal coil issues (approx 250)

$80

1966-71 4c Red Queen Elizabeth II large mint specialised study, mostly mounted on pages
and largely comprising positional pieces, covering most of the listed plate varieties, with
many perf pip and plate number blocks, also the different paper types, and all with copious
notes identifying the various plates. Also a used range of the 5c on 4c booklet stamp with
plate varieties. An exceptional lot that would form a significant basis for a specialised exhibit
of this interesting issue. All very fine to superb and virtually all MUH (approx 2500)

$750

1966-71 4c Red QEII from left of sheet with error 'Imperforate at Left', two small tone spots on
reverse otherwise very fine MUH. Only ten examples recorded from the only sheet found. BW
439bn, cat AU$3500

$1500

1970 Queen's Head Definitive 6c Die Proof in Orange (issued colour) in sunken frame (95mm
x 100mm), superb. Only three die proofs are recorded in private hands, two of which are in
the issued colour. BW 446DP(1), cat AU$3000

$2500

368

369

370

**

**

P

371

**/O

1970 6c Orange QEII small mint and used study on pages including positional pieces and with a
number of the listed plate varieties (80 M, 98 U)

$90

372

**/O/C

1966-67 3c, 4c and 5c Photogravure Coils small studies of each value including cylinder varieties,
coil wrappers, commercial covers (3) plus another showing 4c 'gripper perf'' error used on 1966
cover. Very fine and MUH (a few are used) (257 plus 4 covers)

$80

373

**

1966 Photogravure Coils 4c QEII pair showing variety 'Black and Fawn Misplaced' (2mm upwards)
MUH and scarce. BW 488cc, cat AU$750

$400

374

P

1969 5c 150th Anniversary of Macquarie Lighthouse Die Proof in black on Pale Yellow stamp
paper (issued colour) affixed to thin card (51 x 85mm), thumbprint (probably of workman who
pulled the proof) at left clear of design, otherwise very fine

$750

1970-75 2c to 10c Floral Coils study mounted on pages illustrating the various papers used,
cylinder varieties, coil wrappers, 7c including strips of 5 and 4 with 'Buff and Green Omitted', and
strip of 4 with 'Buff Omitted and Green Misplaced'. A reasonably comprehensive collection of these
stamps with most of the listed varieties, all superb MUH (609)

$300

375

**
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376

**/C

-: 2c Sturt's Desert Rose study mounted on pages with the various papers, coil wrappers, and a
detailed study of the different cylinders used, including a complete reconstruction of the 14 strips of
the printing with thicker lettering. Also a similar, smaller, study of the 4c Sturt's Desert Rose. All very
fine MUH, plus a few FDC's and maximum card. (Approx 590)

$120

377

**

-: 2c Sturt's Desert Rose strip of 7 of which five units are trimmed diagonally and showing
error Imperforate', the lower three units showing portions of three normally perforated
stamps to the left. Between the fifth and sixth units appear short overlapping colour bars
which do not exist on the issued stamps. These imperforate stamps are believed to represent
an extra column of stamps that was on the printing plate but was normally trimmed off and
discarded. Probably of 'printer's waste' status but nevertheless of considerable technical
interest; the BW catalogue illustrates a similar strip of 3. BW 530ce, cat AU$1000

$600

-: 2c Sturt's Desert Rose colour separation proof of Magenta, Grey and Lemon-yellow colours
(Green omitted) superb MUH and very rare, only two examples are believed to be recorded.
BW 529PP(1), cat AU$2000

$1200

-: 2c Sturt's Desert Rose Colour Separation Proof of Yellow, Green and Grey (Magenta
Omitted) superb MUH and very rare, it is believed that four examples are recorded. BW
529PP(2), cat AU$2000

$1200

378

379

P

P

380

PR

-: 4c Sturt's Desert Rose (2) and 5c Golden Wattle (2) affixed to publicity card, superb. BW 532x, cat
AU$150

$100

381

**

-: 5c Golden Wattle Wiggins Teape paper printing error 'Yellow Omitted' very fine MUH and a
major rarity with only about half a dozen examples recorded. BW 532cj cat AU$5000,
SG 467aa cat £2250

$2500

-: 6c Sturt's Desert Rose strip of 3, the top unit with error 'Magenta Omitted', superb MUH.
The BW catalogue note for this error is incorrect. A strip of 6 with two stamps showing
magenta omitted has been divided into two strips of 3, of which this strip is the lower one.
Only one other example of the error, used on piece. is recorded. BW 534ce, cat AU$6000

$3000

-: 6c Sturt's Desert Pea error 'Magenta Omitted' used on small piece cancelled Sydney roller
cancel. Very rare, this being the only recorded used example, with two mint examples in two
strips of 3 the only others known. With 2002 RPSV Certificate. BW 534ce, cat AU$5000

$3000

-: 7c Sturt's Desert Pea detailed study on pages, including the various papers used, coil
wrappers, the various cylinder flaws including the progression of the 'Damaged AUSTRALIA'
varieties, missing colours comprising 'Buff Omitted and Green Misplaced (strip of 3), 'Buff
and Green Omitted' (strip of 3), 'Buff and Green Misplaced' (pair), 'Offset' (strip of 3). All fine
MUH and a very useful collection with high cat value (220)

$600

-: 7c Sturt's Desert Pea block of 4 cancelled by wavy line machine cancellation 19 NOV 74 and
with full OG. Only several such blocks are recorded, and an explanation for their existence
has not been forthcoming and the status is uncertain. BW 535b, cat AU$1200

$750

-: 7c Sturt's Desert Pea strip of 6 all with error 'Buff Omitted and Green Misplaced', stamps 3,
4, and 5 additionally with error 'Black Omitted' (partial on stamp 5), superb MUH. The rarest of
all the 7c missing colour errors, with 12 strips recorded. BW 535cd, cat AU$3500

$2500

382

383

384

385

386

**

^

**

CTO

**

387

**

-: 7c Sturt's Desert Pea strip of 5 error 'Buff and Green Omitted' superb MUH. BW 535cg, cat
AU$625

$380

388

**

-: 7c Sturt's Desert Pea strip of 4 with upper pair error 'Buff and Green Misplaced', and lower pair
error 'Buff and Green Omitted', superb MUH. BW 535cg, cat AU$250+

$200

389

**

-: 7c Sturt's Desert Pea strip of 6 with error 'Buff Omitted and Green Misplaced', and a second
strip of 6 with top two 'Buff and Green Misplaced', third stamp 'Buff and Green Misplaced with
Buff Partly Omitted', and lower three 'Buff Omitted and Green Misplaced', both strips superb
MUH, the second with 1998 RPSV Certificate. BW 535ce, cat AU$2700 (12)

$800

390

PR

-: 10c Sturt's Desert Pea pairs (2) affixed to publicity card, superb. BW 537x, cat AU$150

$100

391

**

1975 45c Callistemon Definitive vertical strip of 5 from lower left corner of sheet, error 'Dull Yellowgreen Omitted' from third unit, fourth unit with partial omission, superb MUH. BW 727ce, cat AU$750

$350

392

**

-: vertical strip of 5 from base of sheet, error 'Dull Yellow-green Omitted' from third unit, with slight
omission from unit above. BW 727ce, cat AU$500

$300
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393

**

1975 45c Callistemon vertical strip of 4 from bottom of sheet, second unit error 'Dull Yellow-green
omitted', third unit partly omitted, superb MUH. BW 727ce, cat AU$750

$320

394

**

-: vertical pair from left of sheet, lower unit error 'Dull Yellow-green Omitted' with slight omission from
upper unit. BW772cd, cat AU$500

$270

395

FDC

1977 18c Parliament House Anniversary on Australia Post FDC cancelled at Grenfell Street
Adelaide, showing error 'Illustration at Left Omitted', with normal FDC for comparison

$80

396

**

1980 National Stamp Week 22c right-hand pane of 50, fourth row with paper join variety through all
units. this and the following lot (from the same sheet) are the only recorded examples. Couple of
tone spots in selvedge, otherwise fine, BW 878ba, AU$400+

$300

-: 22c left-hand pane of 50 with all selvedge removed, the fourth horizontal showing a paper join
variety affecting all units. From the same sheet as the previous lot. Light tone spots on some units
including the variety stamps, BW 878ba, cat AU$400+

$200

397

**

398

**

1984 Frama Barred Edge Design strip (238mm) of unprinted paper with audit label printed in black
at top, few minor blemishes. BW 1023PP(4)z, cat AU$500

$150

399

B

1989 Sports Definitives 39c Fishing in $3.90 booklet (Leigh-Mardon Scoresby printing on CPL
paper Perf 13.33 x 13.60) error 'Misguillotined Booklet' resulting in booklet pane 'zig-zag'
effect with no stamps complete. BW 1374cb, cat AU$2000

$750

400

B

1992 45c Thinking of You Booklet error 'All Printing on Stamp Pane Omitted', very fine and
one of two recorded examples, with 2000 RPSV Certificate. BW B190Ac, cat AU$4000

$1500

401

B

1992 Threatened Species Self-adhesive Booklet Original Printing error 'All Printing (except
helecon) Omitted', very fine, with normal booklet for comparison. BW 1564ca, which states
about five booklets have been recorded, cat AU$3000

$1200

-: first reprint (1 Koala) variety 'Misplaced Die-cuts 6mm Downwards and 5mm to Left', very fine and
probably the most spectacular of all the various misplacements found on these booklets. BW 1565ba,
cat AU$750

$400

402

B

403

B

-: second reprint (2 Koalas) error 'Die-cuts Omitted', very fine, approximately 20 recorded. BW
1566(1)b, cat AU$450

$220

404

B

-: sixth reprint (1 Kangaroo 1 Koala) error 'Helecon Omitted', very fine and rare, BW 1566(5)c which
states four booklets exist, cat AU$1000

$400

405

**

1992 Threatened Species Self-adhesive Sheetlet of 5 with overprint for World Columbian Stamp
Expo error 'Imperforate', superb. It is believed that 48 sheetlets (an uncut printer's sheet) were
issued thus. BW 1328cb, cat AU$500

$220
$100

406

**

-: error 'Punch Hole at Bottom of Sheetlet', superb. BW 1567b, cat AU$200

407

**

-: trial printing with 'All-over Helecon'. BW 1328c, cat AU$150

408

**

1994 45c Kangaroos and Koalas Definitives se-tenant block of 6 error 'Misplaced Perforations
6mm upwards' superb MUH, with normal block for comparison. BW 1722ba, cat AU$500 (12)

409

**

-: sheetlet of 5 with error 'Punch Hole at bottom of Sheetlet' superb mint. BW 1752b, cat AU$150

410

C

1995 'The World Down Under' 45c Giant Trevally design error 'Misplaced Die-cuts 6mm to the
right' used on small piece with machine cancel. Believed to be from a booklet rather than a roll, and
showing a small portion of a marginal inscription to the right that is normally trimmed off the booklet
panes. Rare, it is not certain that any other examples survive. BW 1894b, cat AU$100

$100

411

B

1995 Christmas 45c Self-adhesive Booklet error 'Imperforate', very fine. BW 1901Ab, which
states three complete booklets exist, cat AU$3500

$1400

412

^

-: from $8 booklet error 'Die-cuts Omitted' block of 4 on small piece cancelled at Toowoomba
(Qld), May 1996. Minor wrinkles on lower units, otherwise very fine and the only recorded
used examples. BW 1901Ab, cat AU$3200

$900

$80
$250
$75

Booklets
413

B

1967 $1 (5c on 4c x 20) Edition G67/3 with advertisements 76, 78, 79, 64, 65, 77, 52a, 68, 16e and
with wax interleaving, fine. BW B119Cfv, cat AU$120
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414

B

1969 $1 Prime Ministers (20 x 5c) Edition G69/3 with advertisements 20, 18c, 19c, 82, 81, 6, 83, 86,
66 and with wax interleaving, fine. BW B132Cev, cat AU$120

$50

Postage Due Stamps
415

**/*/O

1902-1963 mint collection on hagners, with Monocolour 1902 Blank Base to 5/-, 1902-04 Design
Completed to 5/-, Bicolour 1909 Thick Paper to £1, good ranges of later issues to 5/-, a number of
the early issues have some toning, the later issues being fine and mostly MUH. Also a small group
of used monocolours, including a few NSW stamps (158 M, 23 U)

$250

1902 Blank Base
416

CTO

½d (2), 1d, 2d pair, 3d (3), 4d (3), 6d pair and singles (3), also 1902-04 Design Completed 5d and 2/pair, each cancelled-to-order with Hobart cds 6 FE/1908. A fine and scarce group with full gum (19)

$300

417

S/*

½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d and 8d overprinted vertical 'SPECIMEN' (18 x 2½mm) as used for the
Tasmanian U.P.U. distribution, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d and 6d with Watermark Inverted, fine with part OG.
BW cat AU$700 (7)

$400

½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d and 8d overprinted SPECIMEN (18¼ x 2½mm) vertically as used for the
Tasmanian U.P.U. distribution (1d, 3d, 4d and 6d with Watermark Inverted), part OG but 8d badly
toned gum. BW cat AU$700 (7)

$250

418

S/*

419

**

½d Emerald block of 30 (Left Panes Nos 18-42) including varieties BW 1d, e, f, g, h, i and k, some
gum toning on lower left block of 4, otherwise fine MUH. BW cat AU$720+

$300

420

*/O

6d Emerald variety 'SW of NSW Not Fully Removed', left stamp of horizontal fine mint (large part
OG) and another fine used. BW D9k, cat AU$875 (3)

$350

1902-04 Base Completed
421

422

S/*/(*)

*

-: ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 8d, 10d, 1/-, 2/-, 5/-, 10/- and 20/- overprinted SPECIMEN as used
for the N.S.W. U.P.U. distribution, generally fine part OG, a few (including 20/-) without gum.
BW cat AU$2000 (14)

$1000

1-: 10/- Dull Green large part OG (slight toning) and very fine colour for this scarce stamp. BW
D44 cat AU$3500, SG D43 cat £2000

$2000

1906-08 Watermark Crown over Single-lined A
423

424

**/*

*

½d Light Green sheet of 120 (Watermark Inverted), slight overall gum toning and central
gutter reinforced with hinges, very fresh appearance and very scarce as a complete sheet,
100 units MUH. BW D46a cat AU$3300, SG D45a cat £1920+

$1200

3d Light Green marginal from left of sheet, fine colour and very lightly hinged with virtually
full OG, the finest example of this very scarce stamp we have seen. SG D48 cat £700, BW D52
cat AU$750

$700

1907 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A
425

426

427

**

**/*

*/O

½d Light Green (Watermark Inverted) sheet of 120, some perf separation and one or two very
minor tone spots, otherwise remarkably fresh with all units MUH, a rare survivor. BW D58 cat
AU$9000, SG D53 cat £4200

$2500

½d Light Green 'Watermark Inverted' block of 12 from top of right pane, lower row with horizontal
crease and one unit thinned, large part OG with most units MUH. BW D56, cat AU$480 for hinged
block of 12

$200

½d M (13) and U (4), 1d M (5) and U (18, incl pairs (2)), 2d M (4) and U, 4d M and U (2), 6d M (3)
and U (12). Some stamps with faults, many of the mint with degrees of toning, however this
issue is rarely offered in quantity. Very high catalogue value (26 M, 37 U)

$800

1908-09 Stroke After Value
428

*/O

1/- Dull Green M (3, all with toning) and U (69 incl pair) and 5/- Dull Green U (32). Some faded or
with faults, but a remarkable accumulation suitable for research, high catalogue value (3 M, 101 U)
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429

*

1/- and 5/- Dull Green both part OG and good colour, 5/- with rough and irregular perfs down left
side. BW D61-62 cat AU$750, SG D58-59 cat £425 (2)

Estimate A$

$180

1909-10 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Thick Paper
430

431

*/O

**/*/O

Accumulation on leaves, with some plate varieties identified, comprising ½d 13 U), 1d Die I (11 M,
80 U), 1d Die II (28 M incl block of 4, 5 U), 4d (66 U), 6d (8 M, 9 U), 2/- (29 U incl block of 4), and 5/(1 M, 16 U), mostly fine (48 M, 218 U)

$100

½d to 2/- mostly mint collection on leaves, with ½d (9, incl block of 6), 1d Die I (12, incl four U),
1d Die II (16 incl block of 6), 2d Die I (8 incl two U), 2d Die II (5, plus U block of 12), 3d (12 incl
U block of 6), 4d (5), 6d (12 incl block of 6 and three U), 1/- (15 incl block of 6) and 2/- (5 plus
12 U). Generally very fine, BW cat AU$3400+ (85 M, 39 U)

$1500

432

*

½d to £1 including both dies of 1d and 2d very fine with large part OG and lightly hinged. BW
cat AU$1720 (13)

$1000

433

CTO

½d to £1 cancelled-to-order with Melbourne cds for U.P.U. distribution, £1 with small tone spot on
lower left corner, others all fine with large part OG, BW cat AU$940 (11)

$400

434

CTO

½d Rose-red and Green block of 30 from lower left corner of sheet with JBC monogram under
No. 10/3, superb with full gum, 18 units cancelled oval 'REGISTERED/PERTH W.A.' ds 7 JA 14.
An exceptional monogram piece, BW D76z, cat AU$875 as a mint monogram strip of 3

$1000

½d Rose-red and Green block of 30 from lower right corner of sheet with CA monogram
under No. 10/10, cancelled-to-order with oval 'REGISTERED/PERTH W.A.' ds 6 DE 12 and with
full OG. Two small black marks on gum of one unit, otherwise superb and a fine and scarce
monogram piece. BW D76zb, cat AU$875 as a mint monogram strip of 3

$900

1d Rose-red and Green Die II 'JBC' monogram block of 6 from lower left corner of sheet cancelled
'DELIVERY ROOM/G.P.O./SYDNEY' cds, SP 14. Some perfs strengthened by hinges, otherwise
fine. BW D78z, cat AU$600 for a mint monogram strip of 3

$400

435

436

CTO

O

437

**/*

1d Die II rose-red and Green 'JBC' monogram block of 8, lower row gum toned, however very fine
facial appearance with large part OG, lower row MUH. BW D78z, cat AU$600 as mint strip of 3

$400

438

CTO

1d Die II Rose-red and Green 'CA' monogram block of 6 cancelled oval 'REGISTERED/PERTH
W.A.' ds 9 MR 14, with virtually full OG, minor gum creasing otherwise very fine. BW D78zb, cat
AU$600 for mint strip of 3

$400

2d Rose-red and Green Die II 'JBC' monogram block of 12 cancelled 'REGISTERED PERTH/
WESTERN AUSTRALIA' cds 1 AUG 13 with full OG, few gum creases and small black mark on
gum of one unit, however very fine appearance and scarce. BW D81z, cat AU$600 for mint
strip of 3

$500

6d Rose-red and Green block of 16 from top left corner of sheet cancelled 'PARCEL POST/G.P.O.
SYDNEY N.S.W.' 'clock' cds, with large part OG, few gum creases and an attractive multiple. BW
D86A, cat AU$160+

$90

6d Rose-red and Green 'JBC' monogram block of 15 from lower left corner of sheet cancelled
Brisbane cds. Some perf separation in places, vertical crease down first column barely
visible on face and with large part OG, a rare monogram. BW D86z, cat AU$1500 as a used
monogram strip of 3, with no mint strips believed to be recorded

$1500

439

440

441

CTO

O

CTO

442

**/*

1/- Rose-red and Green very fine top left corner block of 18 with only one unit mounted. A
very scarce multiple. BW D88, cat AU$1300, SG D69, cat £540++

$700

443

CTO

1/- Rose-red and Green strip of 4 from bottom of sheet with 'CA' monogram under first unit
(marginal watermark 'MMONWEALTH' indicates position to be 10/3), cancelled 'POSTE
RESTANTE G.P.O. PERTH/WESTERN AUSTRALIA' cds 12 OCT 14. Few adhesions in bottom
selvedge, large part OG and a rare monogram. BW D88za, cat AU$600 as a single with monogram

$500

1913-21 Watermark Crown over Double- lined A Thin Paper
444

**/*/O

Mint and used collection mounted on leaves, with most of the ½d and 1d printings
represented, a number of multiples are included and many of the frame plate and value plate
varieties are noted, comprising ½d (29 M, 41 U), 1d (42 M, 188 U, 2d (12 M, 213 U), 4d ( M & U),
1/- (16 M, 73 U). There are a few faults but mostly fine to very fine, high catalogue value and
an excellent opportunity for further research into this issue (100 M, 515 U)
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445

**

Perf 11 ½d Rose-red and Green Watermark Sideways sheet of 120 without monograms (as
always) very fine with full OG and mounted in selvedge only, minor perf splitting in selvedge.
A very scarce complete sheet from Frame Plate 1 showing the relevant value plate varieties
demonstrating the setting used. BW D94, cat AU$3600

$2000

446

CTO

Perf 11 ½d Rose-red and Green Perf 11 Watermark Sideways block of 94 cancelled 'PR. BOX
ROOM/MELBOURNE' cds 20 AP 20 with full gum, top two rows partly severed. A fine block showing
the relevant frame plate and vignette plate varieties, useful for research. BW D94, cat AU$752

$300

447

O

Perf 11 1d Rose-red and Green 'JBC' monogram block of 6, additionally with variety 'Double
Perforations' between second and third vertical pairs, cancelled 'DELIVERY ROOM/G.P.O.
SYDNEY' cds, 7 JE 17. Very fine with large part OG, probably unique with monogram, BW D96bz

$800

448

**

Perf 14 ½d Rose-red and Green (Cooke printing) block of 6 from lower right corner of sheet,
strengthened perfs in selvedge, stamps very fine MUH and a rare block demonstrating the
absence of monograms from this very scarce printing. BW D95A, cat AU$3000

$1750

449

**

Perf 14 ½d Carmine and Deep Yellow-green sheet of 120 split into quarters (one stamp No. 7
on sheet missing) and mounted with frame plate and value plate varieties noted to
demonstrate setting of value plate. Few split perfs otherwise very fine MUH (mounted in
selvedge only) and with split Harrison one-line imprint, ex Ray Chapman. BW D95B, cat
AU$3000

$1200

-: left half sheet of 60 showing part T.S. Harrison one-line imprint, some minor toning around
perfs, especially along right-hand edge, otherwise MUH and a fine multiple for research. BW
D95B, cat AU$1500

$500

-: blocks of 114 (complete sheet without selvedge, lacking only Nos. 109-114), cancelled Footscray
(Vic) cds 18 MY 23, with full gum, some minor perf separation and a few creases, a useful multiple
for research. BW D95B, cat AU$1670 (167)

$400

450

451

**

CTO

452

**

-: T.S. Harrison one-line imprint block of 8, small gum thin on one unit, few split perfs in bottom
selvedge, otherwise fine MUH. BW D95zb, cat AU$750 for mounted strip of 4

$650

453

O

-: T.S. Harrison one-line imprint cancelled Footscray (Vic) cds 24 JL 23, with split perfs in several
areas reinforced with hinges. BW D95zb, cat AU$750 as a mint imprint strip of 4

$300

454

O

Perf 14 1d Scarlet and Pale Yellow-green 'CA' monogram block of 12 split into a pair and blocks of
6 and 4, cancelled 'DELIVERY ROOM/G.P.O. SYDNEY' cds, some additional splitting of perfs
otherwise fine. BW D97Bzb, cat AU$750 for a mint CA monogram strip of 3

$300

455

O

Perf 14 1d Carmine and Deep Yellow-green block of 6 from bottom of sheet showing part T.S.
Harrison one-line imprint, cancelled Perth cds 8 AU 21, few split perfs reinforced with hinges.
The BW catalogue notes regarding the Harrison one-line imprint 'the only recorded example
is a block of 24 in the Royal Philatelic Collection'. This piece is thus believed to be unique in
private hands and a major item for the serious postage due collector

$2500
$1500

456

**

4d Carmine and Pale Green superb MUH block of 4. BW D101B, cat AU$3000

457

*

-: variety 'Watermark Sideways' fine mint with large part OG, rare. BW D101a cat AU$1500, SG
D83b cat £1000

$750

458

O

-: variety 'Watermark Sideways' cancelled G.P.O. Adelaide cds MR 1 (22), very fine. BW D101a cat
AU$750, SG D83ba cat £450

$300

459

CTO

10/- and £1 Scarlet and Pale Green showing Melbourne CTO corner cancels, probably applied
non-contemporarily, fine with part OG (2)

$1000

1922-30 Third Watermark
460

**/*/O

Extensive mint and used collection mounted on leaves, including all printings and shades
and many multiples, and with many of the frame plate and value plate flaws identified,
comprising ½d (17 M, 232 U), 1d (62 M, 475 U), 1½d (101 M, 89 U), 2d (70 M, 290 U), 3d (75 M,
323 U incl block of 40), 4d Perf 14 (20 M, 70 U), 4d Perf 11 (5 M, 73 U), 6d (103 M, 99 U).
Remarkably few stamps are faulty. An exceptional opportunity for further research into this
most interesting issue which spans the work of three printers, and very high catalogue value
(the mint alone taking the cheapest shades adds up to AU$5500+) (453 M, 1651 U)
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461

**/*

Group of mint blocks comprising ½d blocks of 8 and 4 (2), 1d blocks of 4 (3), 1½d blocks of 6
(2) and 4 (4), 2d blocks of 4 (2), 3d blocks of 4 (2), 4d blocks of 4 (2) and 6d blocks of 4 (4).
Generally very fine and largely MUH, with most shades represented. A fine lot, BW minimum
cat AU$3200 (96)

$1200

462

**/*

Range of imprint blocks, with 1½d T.S. Harrison block of 8, 1d A.J. Mullett block of 4 and 1½d
A.J. Mullett block of 12, and 1d, 1½d (2), 3d, 4d and John Ash blocks of 4 and 4d John Ash pair.
Generally very fine with all but a few units MUH. A very scarce group, BW cat AU$2850+ (54)

$850

463

CTO

½d, 1d, 1½d (2), 2d (2), 3d and 6d (2) cancelled-to-order with 'G.P.O. MELBOURNE' cds for
U.P.U. distribution, also 1913-21 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Thin Paper 1/similarly cancelled. All large part OG and fine. BW D102w, 105w, 106w, 107w, 108w, 109w,
112w, cat AU$1000 (10)

$500

½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 3d and 6d cancelled-to-order with 'G.P.O. MELBOURNE' cds for U.P.U.
distribution, and with additional vertical 'SPECIMEN' handstamp applied at G.P.O. London to
specimens returned from Bechuanaland. Fine without gum, a unique set. BW D105wa, 106wa,
07wa, 108wa, 109wa, 112wa, cat AU$1950 (6)

$1500

½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 3d and 6d cancelled-to-order with 'G.P.O. MELBOURNE' cds for U.P.U.
distribution affixed to three small pieces, the ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d and 6d with additional diagonal
'Especimen' handstamp, and 1½d with additional diagonal 'COLONIAS' handstamp as applied
in Lisbon to stamps despatched to Portuguese Colonies. Also 1913-21 Watermark Crown
over Double-lined A Thin Paper 1/- similarly cancelled-to-order and with diagonal 'Especimen'
handstamp. Fine and rare group, BW D102wb, 105wb, 106wb, 107wb, 108wb109wb, 112wb,
cat AU$1950 (6)

$1500

464

465

CTO/S

CTO/S

466

**

½d Carmine and Pale Yellow-green (Harrison printing) block of 15 and ½d Carmine and Yellowgreen (Ash printing) block of 12, both very fine MUH. BW D105A, D, cat AU$345+

$160

467

**

-: sheet of 120 with T.S. Harrison two-line imprint superb MUH with virtually no split perfs, a
rare and possibly unique sheet from Frame Plate 2 with the relevant value plate flaws
demonstrating the setting. BW D105B, cat AU$1800

$1200

468

CTO

½d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green block of 36 from lower left corner of sheet cancelled
Katanning (WA) cds 11 DEC 25, and showing fragment of T.S. Harrison imprint. With full gum,
seven units with tone spots on gum. BW D105C, cat AU$144+

$50

469

**

-: sheet of 120 divided into quarters and mounted on pages with frame plate and value plate
varieties noted to indicate the setting of the value plate. Very fine with all but a few units MUH,
and with split Mullett imprint ex Ray Chapman. BW D105C, cat AU$1200

$650

470

CTO

-: right-hand pane of 60 cancelled Katanning (WA) cds 6 NOV 26, very minor perf separation
otherwise very fine and with full gum, a fine multiple. BW D105C, cat AU$240+

$150

471

**/*

½d Carmine and Yellow-green (Ash printing) matching blocks of 16 from lower left and right
corners of sheet, very fine with all but a few units MUH. BW D105D, cat AU$320+

$160

472

**/*

-: John Ash (N over A setting) imprint block of 4 very fine large part OG with lower pair MUH. BW
D105zb, cat AU$175

$100

473

**/*

1d Carmine and Pale Green block of 48 from lower left corner of sheet showing part T.S. Harrison
imprint, minor perf separation otherwise fine and with most units MUH, a scarce multiple. BW D106A,
cat AU$240 as mounted mint

$250

474

CTO

1d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green (Harrison printing) block of 42 (partly split) cancelled
Katanning (WA) cds 19 MAY 27, with full gum. BW D106C, cat AU$42+

$30

475

**/*

-: Mullett imprint block of 4 showing variety 'Break in Frame over U of AUSTRALIA' (L60), bands of
gum toning but very fine facial appearance with lower units MUH. BW D106za, cat AU$250

$100

476

**/*

1d Carmine and Yellow-green John Ash (N over A setting) imprint block of 12 showing varieties
'Left Frame of Value Tablet Broken at Base (R9/1) and 'Left Frame of Value Tablet Buckled in
Centre' (L10/1), very fine with only two units hinged. BW D106zb, cat AU$175 as mounted imprint
block of 4

$250

-: John Ash (N over A setting) imprint block of 8 with varieties 'Left Frame of Value Tablet Broken at
Base (L9/1) and 'Left Frame of Value Tablet Buckled at Centre (L10/1), some perf separation down
gutter, otherwise fine with lower units unmounted. BW D106zb, cat AU$175 for block of 4

$120

477

**/*
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478

**/*

1½d Carmine and Pale Yellow-green sheet of 120 divided into quarters and mounted on
pages with frame plate and duty plate varieties noted. Sone minor perf splitting otherwise
very fine with all but a few units MUH, and showing split Harrison two-line imprint, ex Ray
Chapman. BW D107A, cat AU$1440

$600

479

**/*

-: T.S. Harrison imprint block of 8, typically with second line of imprint trimmed off due to its low
placement, six units MUH, but with some gum toning. BW D107z, cat AU$475 for imprint block of 4

$200

480

CTO

-: block of 58 (left pane, lacking lower left vertical pair) cancelled Katanning (WA) cds 19 MAY 27,
minor perf separation, full gum and fine. BW D107A, cat AU$464+

$200

481

**/*

-: horizontal pair with variety 'Double Perforation' between (gum toning), and 4d Carmine and Pale
Yellow-green 'Double Perforation' down right side (very fine large part OG and the example that is
the basis of the BW listing). BW D107Ab, D110Bb, cat AU$475 (3)

$300

482

*

-: variety 'Vertical Double Perforations' between units. Fine and scarce with part OG. BW D107b, cat
AU$125

$100

483

CTO

-: strip of 3 on small piece cancelled-to-order 'G.P.O. MELBOURNE/1' cds for U.P.U.
distribution, additionally with two strikes of the Madagascar receiving handstamp in red. Fine
and unique, BW D107wc, cat AU$1000

$750

1½d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green A.J. Mullett imprint block of 18, reinforced perfs in bottom
selvedge and bands of toning on gum, however very fine facial appearance with stamps MUH. BW
D107za, cat AU$275 for an imprint block of 4

$300

484

**

485

**

-: A.J. Mullett imprint block of 8 MUH but with bands of gum toning. BW D107za, cat AU$275 for
mounted imprint block of 4

$120

486

**

1½d Carmine and Yellow-green John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 18 showing variety
'Shading Break in Front of Large 1' (D25) very fine MUH. BW D107zb, cat AU$275+ for imprint block
of 4

$300

487

**

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 8 very fine MUH. BW D107zb, cat AU$275 for a
mounted imprint block of 4

$300

488

**

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 8, very fine MUH. BW D107zb, cat AU$275 for
mounted block of 4

$300

489

CTO

-: blocks of 20, 18 and 10 cancelled Woodville (SA) cds 5 AP 50, fine and with full gum. BW D107C,
cat AU$768

$300

490

**

2d Carmine and Pale Yellow-green sheet of 120 divided into four quarters and mounted on
pages with frame plate and duty plate varieties noted to indicate the setting of the value plate.
Very fine MUH (mounted in selvedge only) and showing split Harrison two-line imprint, a rare
sheet despite having been divided, ex Ray Chapman. BW D108B, cat AU$2400

$1200

491

**/*

3d Carmine and Pale Green (Harrison printing) block of 36 from top left corner of sheet, very
fine with most units MUH and a scarce multiple. BW D109A, cat AU$540 as mounted mint

$600

492

**/*

3d Carmine and Pale Yellow-green block of 12 from lower right corner of sheet showing part
Harrison two-line imprint, some split perfs however a scarce multiple, six units MUH. BW D109B, cat
AU$372

$150

493

**

-: gutter pair showing a fragment of the top row of the Harrison two-line imprint, very fine MUH. The
very low placement of the imprint gave rise to the idea that this value exists without imprint, but it is
believed that all such pieces are due to the imprint being trimmed off. BWD109z, cat AU$400 for
imprint block of 4

$100

494

CTO

3d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green (Mullett printing) block of 20 and 8 and strip of 6 cancelled
Katanning (WA) cds 27 JUN 28, fine and with full gum. BW D109 C, cat AU$170+

$80

495

**

3d Carmine and Yellow-green John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 20 with variety 'Broken
Frame and Shading Right of Stop' on Left Pane, No. 60, superb MUH. BW D109zba, cat AU$275 as
an imprint block of 4

$350

496

**/*

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 8 (right-hand vertical pair detached), toned gum, lower
strip MUH. BW D109zb, cat AU$200 for imprint block of 4

$100

497

**

-: John Ash imprint ( N over N setting) block of 4 showing variety 'Broken Frame and Shading Right
of Stop' (L60) very fine MUH, BW D109zba, cat AU$275+

$200
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498

499

500

**

O

*8/*

Estimate A$

3d Red and Yellow-green John Ash (N over A setting) imprint strip of 12 with variety 'Broken Frame
and Shading Right of Stop' on Left Pane, No. 56. Superb MUH, BW D109zca, cat AU$275 as
mounted imprint block of 4

$400

-: John Ash (N over A setting) imprint block of 4 showing variety 'Broken Frame and Shading Right of
Stop' (L60), cancelled Manjimup (WA) cds 25 SE 31. Partially severed down right side of gutter,
otherwise fine. BW D109zca, cat AU$275 as mint imprint block

$140

4d Carmine and Pale Green blocks of 4 (2, one with part Harrison imprint), and 4d Carmine and
Pale Yellow-green blocks of 4 (2, one split into two pairs, other toned gum), most units MUH. BW
D110A, B, catAU$640 for hinged (16)

$200

501

**/*

4d Carmine and Pale Green and 4d Carmine and Pale Yellow-green in matching left marginal
blocks of 9, very fine with most units MUH. BW D110A,B, cat AU$1370 for 13 MUH and 5M (18)

$700

502

**

6d Carmine and Pale Green (Harrison printing) gutter block of 20 from top of sheet, few split
perfs, very fine MUH other than for a few marks on gum of several units, a scarce multiple.
BW D112A, cat AU$1500+

$600

503

**/*

6d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green sheet of 120 divided into quarters and mounted with
duty plate flaws noted. Some perf splitting and gutter selvedge missing opposite three units,
all but a few units MUH and showing split Mullett imprint. Despite having been divided a rare
sheet proving the value plate setting for the Mullett printing, ex Ray Chapman. BW D112C, cat
AU$9000 for MUH

$2500

504

**/*

-: Mullett imprint block of 4, typical 'fluffy' perfs and upper pair lightly mounted, very fine and scarce.
BW D112za, cat AU$400

$280

505

**/*

6d Carmine and Yellow-green John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 4 showing variety 'Break
in Frame over U of AUSTRALIA' (L60) very fine with lower pair MUH. BW D112zb, cat AU$350

$250

506

**

Perf 11 4d Carmine and Yellow-green block of 9 from upper right corner of sheet, very fine MUH.
BW D111, cat AU$450

$250

507

**

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 4, small mark on L60 otherwise very fine MUH. BW
D111z, cat AU$200

$120

508

**/*

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 4, lower pair MUH, and upper left unit with several
short perfs. BW D111z, cat AU$200

$80

1931-37 C of A Watermark
509

510

511

512

**/*/O

**/*

**

**

Extensive collection mounted on leaves with large quantities both mint and used, many
multiples, and with frame plate and value plate varieties noted, comprising ½d (69 M, 53 U),
1d Perf 14 (16 M, 73 U), 1d Perf 11 (40 M, 124 U), 2d Perf 14 (9 M, 117 U), 2d Perf 11 (63 M, 516
U), 3d (7 U), 4d (51 M, 80 U), 1/- (4 M, 69 U). A few faults but mostly fine to very fine, very high
catalogue value (mint alone catalogues over AU$4000), and offering exceptional
opportunities for further research into this issue (252 M, 1039 U)

$1200

Range of John Ash imprint blocks and pairs, comprising 1d and 2d Perf 14 blocks of 4, and
½d (2), 1d (3, N over A setting), 2d (2) and 4d (2 x N over N setting, 1 x N over EA setting) Perf
11 blocks of 4, 1d Perf 11 pairs (3), and 4d Perf 11 strip of 3. Condition very fine and with
most units MUH, a fine group. BW cat AU$2285+ (53)

$650

Perf 14 1d Carmine and Yellow-green John Ash (N over A setting) imprint block of 4 showing
varieties 'Left Frame of Value Tablet Broken at Base' (L9/1) and 'Left Frame of Value Tablet Buckled
in Centre, and Scratch in Lower Left Corner' (L10/1), tiny rust spot on gum of one unit, stamps MUH.
BW D114z, cat AU$225+

$150

Perf 14 2d Carmine and Yellow-green John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 18, R55 without
variety 'RA' of 'AUSTRALIA' joined, very fine MUH and scarce in a block of this size. BW D116z, cat
AU$450+

$350

513

*

Perf 11 ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 6d and 1/- Carmine and Yellow-green fine with large part OG (7)

$350

514

**

½d Carmine and Yellow-green John Ash (N over N setting) imprint strip of 4 showing varieties
'Break in Frame over U of AUSTRALIA' (L60) and 'RA of AUSTRALIA Joined' (R55), MUH but some
gum toning. BW D113z, cat AU$250+ for a block of 4

$120
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515

516

517

**

**/*

**/*

Estimate A$

1d Carmine and Yellow-green Perf 11 horizontal pair from right of sheet error 'Imperforate
Between Stamp and Margin', superb MUH, with 2002 RPSV Certificate. BW D115b, cat AU$1750 for
hinged

$1500

-: John Ash (N over A setting) imprint block of 4 showing varieties 'Left Frame of Value Tablet
Broken at Base' (L9/1) and 'Left Frame of Value Tablet buckled in Centre and Additional Scratch in
Lower Left Corner' (L10/1), very fine with lower pair MUH. BW D115z, cat AU$100

$70

-: John Ash (N over A setting) imprint block of 4 showing varieties 'Left Frame of Value Tablet
Broken at Base (L9/1) and 'Left Frame of Value Tablet Buckled in Centre and Additional Scratch in
Lower Left Corner' (L10/1), very fine with lower pair MUH. BW D115z, cat AU$100

$70

518

O

2d Carmine and Yellow-green Perf 11 vertical pair with error 'Imperforate at Left' (from gutter)
cancelled Adelaide cds, perfs reinforced and with several short perfs at top and left. A very rare error,
with only four used examples recorded, comprising this pair, a horizontal pair and a single. BW
D117b, cat AU$7500

$3500

519

O

-: error 'Imperforate at Left' (from gutter) with manuscript pencil cancel, thinned in gutter. A
very rare error, with only this single, a vertical pair (the previous lot) and a horizontal pair
recorded. BW D117b, cat AU$3750

$1500

520

**

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 8 showing varieties 'Break in Frame over U of
AUSTRALIA' (L60) and 'RA of AUSTRALIA Joined' (R55), very fine with stamps MUH. BW D117z,
cat AU$125+ as imprint block of 4

$150

521

**

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 4 showing varieties 'Break in Frame over U of
AUSTRALIA' (L60) and 'RA of AUSTRALIA Joined' (r55), very fine MUH. BW D117z, cat AU$125+

$120

522

**/*

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 4 from Frame Plate 2, very fine with upper pair MUH.
BW D117za, cat AU$100

$70

523

CTO

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 4 from Frame Plate 2, cancelled Glebe (NSW) cds 3
DE 37. Very fine with full OG, lower units MUH. BW D117za, cat AU$100 for mint imprint block

$60

524

**

3d Carmine and Yellow-green Perf 11 bottom marginal example, superb MUH. BW D118, cat AU$325

$180

525

**

-: bottom marginal example superb MUH. BW D118, cat AU$325

$180

526

CTO

-: left marginal block of 10 cancelled by Murrumbeena (Vic) cds 26 MY 37. Full OG with light toning,
but rare in a multiple of this size. BW D118, cat AU$800+

$350

527

O

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 4 with varieties 'Break in Frame over U of
AUSTRALIA' (L60) and 'RA of AUSTRALIA' joined (R55), cancelled Glebe (NSW) cds 28 DE 37.
Several short perfs otherwise very fine and scarce. The R55 variety is normally corrected by
makeready on this stamp, but is very clear on this block. BW D120z, cat AU$1400 for a mint
imprint block

$800

-: John Ash (N over EA setting) imprint block of 12 showing varieties 'Break in Frame over U
of AUSTRALIA' (L60) and 'RA of AUSTRALIA Joined' (R55), very fine MUH. An exceptional
imprint, possibly the largest block known, and a major rarity of this issue. BW D118za, cat
AU$1500 as a mounted imprint block of 4 (the MUH stamps alone cat AU$3900)

$2500

528

**

529

O

4d Carmine and Yellow-green Perf 11 used block of 24 (6 x 4) cancelled 'DELIVERY ROOM/
G.P.O. SYDNEY' cds, a fine multiple. BW D109, cat AU$120+

$60

530

**

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 4 with varieties 'Break in Frame over U of
AUSTRALIA' (L60) and 'RA of AUSTRALIA Joined' (R55), very fine MUH. BW D119z, cat AUS140+

$120

531

*

-: John Ash imprint (N over EA setting) pair, very fine. BW D119zc, cat AU$120 for block of 4

532

**/*

-: John Ash (N over N setting) imprint block of 4 with varieties 'Break in Frame over U of
AUSTRALIA' (L60) and 'RA of AUSTRALIA Joined' (R55), very fine with lower pair MUH. BW D111z,
cat AU$200

$120

$40

533

**

6d Carmine and Yellow-green Perf 11 superb MUH. BW D120, cat AU$975

$500

534

*

-: from bottom of sheet showing left half of John Ash imprint, very lightly hinged. BW D120, cat
AU$475+

$400

535

CTO

-: block of 4 centrally cancelled hexagonal 'S.A. CEN. & 7TH AUS. PHIL. EXHBN./ADELAIDE
S.A.' ds 23 OCT 1936. Very fine with full OG, and a rare multiple. BW D120, cat AU$1600+

$900
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536

537

O

O

Estimate A$

1/- Carmine and Yellow-green sheet of 120 divided into left and right panes (gutter missing)
and cancelled 'PRIVATE BOX ROOM/MELBOURNE' cds 2 AU 34. Three or four tone spots and
several stamps affected by mild crease, however a rare survivor. BW D121, cat AU$3000

$800

-: block of 21 (7 x 3) cancelled 'MELBOURNE/L.C. ROOM' cds 29 OC 37, few split perfs and most
units with large part OG. BW D121, cat AU$525

$220

1938 Original Value Plates with Intaglio Frame Plates
538

539

**/*/O

**/*

Mostly mint collection on leaves with frame plate and value plate varieties noted, with ½d (69
incl blocks of 48 and 12), 1d (29 incl 7 x blocks of 4), 2d (21 incl 5 x blocks of 4), 3d (27 incl 4
x blocks of 10 and 4), 4d (19 incl blocks of 6 and 3 x 4), 1/- M and used blocks of 48 and 4).
Very fine with many MUH and ex Ray Chapman. BW minimum cat AU$2963 (166 M and 52 U)

$750

Group of Ash imprints, comprising No Dot Plate ½d, 1d, 3d, 6d and 1/- blocks of 4 and 4d
block of 8, and Dot Plate 1d, 2d blocks of 4 and 6d block of 8, very fine with most units MUH.
BW cat AU$1860++ (44)

$800

1946-57 New Value Plates
540

541

542

543

**/*

**/*

**/*

**/O

John Ash imprint blocks of 8, comprising 1d and 3d from Dot Plate, and 2d, 5d and 1/- from No
Dot Plate, all very fine and only several units mounted. BW D130zc, 131za, 132zc, 134za and 138zb,
cat AU$565 as imprint blocks of 4 (40)

$250

By Authority imprint blocks of 8, comprising Dot Plate 1d, 3d, 5d, 1/-, No Dot Plate 3d, 4d, 6d
and McCracken Plate 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d, 7d, 8d, 1/-. Very fine with all but a few units MUH. BW cat
AU$1195++ (112)

$600

Range of By Authority imprint blocks of 4, comprising Dot Plate 2d and 6d, No Dot Plate 1d, and
McCracken Plate ½d, 1d (2), 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 7d (2) and 1/-. Very fine, with most units MUH. BW cat
AU$840+ (52)

$450

Range of values showing significantly misplaced value tablets, comprising 1d pair, 3d, 4d, 5d
block of 6, pair and single, 6d pair and single, 7d blocks of 4 (2) and pair, and 1/- (2). The 1d pair
used, others MUH and very fine. Not all the misplacements qualify for catalogue status, but
nevertheless a scarce assembly (28)

$250

544

**

½d Carmine and Deep Green By Authority imprint strip of 4, and 4d Carmine and Yellow-green By
Authority imprint pair, both showing 'Misplaced Value Plate' (2-2.5mm upwards), fine MUH (6)

$100

545

**/*

½d Brown-red and Deep Green gutter block of 8 from top of sheet showing large part Plate No. '-1' with dashes, very fine and rare, mounted in selvedge only. BW D129z, cat AU$750

$450

546

**

1d Carmine and Deep Yellow-green imprint block of 8 showing complete Plate No. '1' without
dashes, superb MUH and rare. BW D130z, cat AU$750

$500

547

**/*

2d Carmine and Deep Yellow-green variety 'Misplaced Centre' block of 12 from left of sheet,
very fine full OG with only two units mounted, rare in a multiple of this size. BW D131c, cat
AU$2000

$1200

548

**

3d Carmine and Deep Yellow-green left marginal vertical block of 6, fourth unit with large white
flaw through value caused by imposition of foreign matter during printing, fine MUH

$75

549

**/*

-: By Authority imprint block of 20 showing large part Plate No. '-1-' very fine with all but four
units MUH, rare. BW D132za, cat AU$1000

$750

550

**/*

4d Carmine and Deep Green bottom marginal block of 4 variety 'Misplaced Value Plate (2.5mm
down)', very fine with three units MUH. This block barely misses the criterion for listing as a
misplaced centre

$80

551

**

-: with 'Misplaced Centre' 3mm to right (qualifying for catalogue listing), and 5d Red and Deep Green
block of 4 showing 'Misplaced Centre' 2.5mm upwards, both blocks fine MUH (10)

$200

552

**/*

5d Red and Deep Green block of 4 with variety 'Misplaced Centre' (3mm upwards), very fine with
lower pair MUH. BW D134c, cat AU$850

$400

553

**/*

6d Carmine and Deep Green gutter block of 8 from top of sheet showing large part Plate No.
'2' without dashes, very fine and rare and mounted in selvedge only. BW D136za, cat AU$1000

$800

554

**

7d Carmine and Yellow-green By Authority imprint block of 8 showing approximately half of
Plate No. '2', the imprint and plate no. being quite weakly printed, nevertheless very fine MUH
and rare. BW D136za, cat AU$1000

$500
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555

**/*

1/- Carmine and Deep Green By Authority imprint block of 8, very fine with only two units hinged.
BW D139C, cat AU$175

$100

556

**

1/- Carmine and Deep Green gutter block of 8 from top of sheet showing complete Plate No. '1-' with dashes, superb MUH and very rare. BW D139z, cat AU$1250

$900

557

**

2/- Carmine and Deep Yellow-green sheet of 120 with minor perf separation in places in
selvedge, otherwise very fine MUH. BW D140b, cat AU$3600 plus premium for imprint

$1200

558

**

2/- Carmine and Yellow-green By Authority imprint block of 8 superb MUH. BW D140Az, cat
AU$325 for block of 4

$250

559

**

2/- Carmine and Deep Green, superb MUH example of this scarce shade. BW D140C cat AU$900,
SG D130a cat £300

$350

560

**

2/- Carmine and Deep Green-:SG D130a cat £300

$350

561

**

-: vertical block of 10 from upper left corner of sheet, superb MUH and with '25 Sheets No . . . '
accounting handstamp in violet on reverse, a rare multiple from this scarce printing. BW
D140C cat AU$9500, SG D130a cat £3000

$4500

5/- Die II Bright Brown-red and Deep Green block of 4 from lower right corner of sheet, three
units showing medium strength offset of value. Very fine with lower units MUH, believed to be
the only recorded examples, this being the block illustrated in the BW catalogue. BW D142c,
cat AU$750

$500

5/- Carmine and Yellow-green By Authority imprint block of 4 (one unit hinged) and 5/- Brown-red
and Deep Green By Authority imprint block of 8 (two units hinged), both very fine. BW D141Aza,
D141Eza, cat AU$550+ as imprint blocks of 4

$300

562

563

**/*

**/*

1958-60 No Watermark
564

**

Horizontal strips demonstrating the use of 10 x 6 and 12 x 5 pane layouts, comprising ½d, 1d,
4d, 5d, 8d and 1/- Die I strips of 6, and ½d Die II, 1d Die II, 3d, 4d Die II, 5d Die II, 6d, 8d Die II,
10d, 1/- Die II and 2/- strips of 5. Superb MUH, BW cat AU$2320 (86)

$500

565

C

1d Red and Deep Green Die I gutter block of 8 from base of sheet showing complete Plate No.
'-2-' with dashes, superb MUH and rare. BW D145zb, cat AU$1100

$800

566

**

4d Bright Brown-red and Deep Green sheet of 120 (12 x 5 format) superb MUH. BW D149, cat
AU$1200

$400

567

CTO

5d Bright Brown-red and Deep Green Die II sheet of 120 (12 x 5 format) cancelled-to-order
with Adelaide cds, min or perf separation between two rows otherwise very fine. BW cat
AU$7200

$1500

8d Red and Deep Green Die I gutter block of 8 from top of sheet showing large part Plate No.
'-2-' with dashes, superb MUH and rare. BW D153za, cat AU$1100

$750

568

**

569

C

Postage Dues on Cover

570

571

572

C

PPC

C

1902 (30 Oct) cover from Port Elizabeth, Cape Colony with 1d, underpaid 1½d for U.P.U. rate and
octagonal 'T/15c' applied. addressed to Toowoomba (interesting routing backstamped Hobart) with
handstruck 'T' on arrival with manuscript '3' double deficiency, 1902-04 1d Postage Due vertical strip
of 3 affixed and tied by Toowoomba cds. Some toning on postage dues, otherwise fine

$150

1903 (17 Feb) U.S. 2c stationery envelope uprated with 3d, sent from Nashua to Toowoomba, rated
as overweight and handstruck 'T/25' in circle added, with double deficiency of 5d indicated by 'T5D'
in oval on arrival. 1902-04 1d and 2d pair Postage Dues affixed and tied by Toowoomba cds,
Brisbane and Toowoomba backstamps. Fine and attractive

$180

1908 (25 Aug) picture postcard sent from Mount Perry (Qld) using South Australian 1d adhesive, not
at that stage valid for postage so left uncancelled with Mount Perry cds alongside and manuscript
'T2d', Brisbane machine transit cancel, addressed to Sydney with 1906-08 1d Postage Dues (x 2, a
little damaged due to overhanging postcard) affixed and tied by Markets NSW cds, the card
subsequently re-addressed to Grantham, Qld

$150

1914-1929 group of underpaid picture postcards from Great Britain (4) or Switzerland, underpaid
with appropriate tax markings and with ½d pair, 1d (3) or 1d plus ½d bicolour postage dues affixed,
generally fine (5)

$120
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573

C

1914 (26 Oct) cover from New York to Sydney with U.S. 2c tied by machine, underpaid 3c and twin
circle 'T/NY CENTIMES/30/A' applied. 'OPENED BY CENSOR' tape at left, unusually without tax
handstamp on arrival, double deficiency indicated by affixing 1913-21 1d strip of 3 cancelled by the
'376' numeral used at the G.P.O., very fine

$120

574

C

1919 (2 Apr) OHMS 'NOTIFICATION of a case of/INFECTIOUS DISEASES' lettersheet posted at
Melbourne without stamp, and with oval 'T1½D', 1912-23 Wmk Crown over Double-lined A Thin
Paper ½d and 1d Postage Dues affixed and tied by faint 'L.C. ROOM/MELBOURNE' datestamps.
Fine and a scarce deficiency rate

$90

1921-36 underpaid picture postcards from U.S.A. to New South Wales (3) or Victoria, with
appropriate tax markings and with 1d bicolour postage dues affixed, one 1936 card showing 1d
postage due cancelled Neutral Bay (NSW) cds in violet, generally fine (4)

$120

1921 (Dec) cover from New York with U.S. 2c, addressed to Sweden but underpaid and with twin
circle 'T/N.Y./CENTIMES/30/A' applied, Swedish 25 ore postage due label affixed on arrival, but then
redirected to Sydney where a 1913-21 1d Postage Due strip of 3 was affixed and tied by 'DELIVERY
ROOM/G.P.O. SYDNEY' cds. Fine and attractive, an unusual dual country postage due usage

$160

1925 (25 Jul) picture postcard (Gold Coast Building at the Wembley Exhibition) with 1d Wembley
cancelled Exhibition machine, addressed to Cleveland, Queensland, with hexagonal 'T', on arrival
the oval 'T1½D' was applied and 1922-30 1½d Postage Due affixed cancelled in manuscript. Corner
crease otherwise fine, and a scarce postage due on cover, BW cat AU$200

$90

575

576

577

C

C

PPC

578

C

1931 (7 March) U.S. 2c stationery envelope used from Boston to North Adelaide, underpaid 3c for
U.P.U. rate and circular 'CENTIMES/30/T' applied, and at San Francisco a five-line informative
handstamp in purple was struck relating to the deficiency. On arrival the double deficiency was
indicated by the 'T3½D' in cartouche, and 1922-30 Third Wmk ½d and 3d Postage Dues affixed and
cancelled in manuscript

$150

579

C

1934 (10 Dec) airmail cover (opened three sides) from Nottingham to Kerang (Vic) carried on the
second direct flight from England to Australia. Franked 4d representing only the surface rate plus
airmail within Australia, the correct rate was 1/3d and hence 10½d underpaid, indicated by
hexagonal 'T' handstamp with mss '210' (gold centimes), and with 'T' in oval added on arrival with
mss '1/9' double deficiency. Reverse with 1941-36 ½d pair, 2d pair and 4d block of 4 Postage Dues
cancelled Kerang cds 1 JA 35. A fine underpaid air mail cover

$120

1957 (24 Apr) unaddressed cover with Adelaide cds and framed 'T8D', 8d Postage Due affixed and
tied by scalloped oval 'DELIVERY WINDOW/G.P.O. ADELAIDE' ds of 24 APR 1957, being the day
of issue. BW D137y, cat AU$200

$100

580

FDC

Local Stamps
581

**/B/C

Lord Howe Island Courier Post: A very extensive single volume study of the Courier Post,
1998-2009, including sheets of the various issues, the scarce stamp booklets including
proofs of the booklet covers, first day covers, souvenir covers and much ancillary material. A
study that would be almost impossible to assemble today, comprising several hundred
separate items

$1750

Postal Stationery
Postal Cards
582

PS

1904 Postcard Design Competition: two postcards (138 x 88mm) with half-tone illustration of
'PRINCES' BRIDGE, MELBOURNE' printed in black and chestnut, the chestnut card with
pencil-drawn post card heading inscribed 'NEW SOUTH WALES/COMMONWEALTH/OF/
AUSTRALIA/PICTORIAL POST CARD', and dated 'JULY 1904' at bottom left. The Princes'
Bridge illustration is identical to that used on the back cover of £1 stamp booklets (see BW
No. B1(N)a). Fine and a unique pair, ex Dr Leslie Abramovich
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583

584

585

586

587

588

589

PS

PS

PS

PS

PS

PS

PS

1904 Postcard Design Competition, watercolour handpainted pictorial design on off-white
card (180 x 95mm), endorsed on face 'Kindly let me know what you think of this rough design.
Mabel Scott, 78 Nicholson St Fitzroy'. Reverse with a few blemishes, 'COMMONWEALTH OF
AUSTRALIA/POSTMASTER/GENERAL'S/DEPARTMENT' double circle ds 10 DEC 04, and
endorsed 'The Postmaster-General Melbourne' and 'G04/4173' file number. Attractive, very
few designs seem to have survived from this competition

$600

1911-36 all-different range of George V issues, comprising BW P1, 23, 24, 27zx, 28, 28d, 48(1),
48(2), 52, 53, 56, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68. All very fine to superb unused, BW cat AU$1500
(19)

$650

1911 1d Rose Full-face 'ADDRESS ONLY TO BE WRITTEN THIS SIDE' off-white stock variety
'Major Double Strike of AUSTRALIA and Admonition' cancelled Melbourne machine 29 SEP 11 and
addressed to Sydney, very fine. BW P1(1)f, cat AU$250

$120

1911 1d Coronation cards, comprising a set of the portrait types and sub-types, lacking only
George V in oak leaf wreath (BW P8(2), and Queen Mary in diffuse oval (BW P10(2)). Wide
range of colours and mixture of buff and white stock on reverse. A couple with minor
blemishes, however very fine for these, BW cat AU$3625 (29)

$1800

-: an all different selection comprising 23 of the 31 portrait types and sub-types, wide range
of colours and mixed white and buff stock on reverse, few minor blemishes but generally fine,
BW cat AU$2875 (23)

$1300

-: a selection comprising George V types unused (9) and used, Queen Mary types unused (2)
and used, and Prince of Wales types unused (2) and used. Range of colours and mixed white
and buff stocks on reverse, few with small faults (16)

$600

1918-19 'THREE/HALFPENCE' on 1d Red George V Sideface obsolete 1916 issue, superb
unused, very rare. BW P50, which states 'At least three unused cards are recorded', cat
AU$2500

$1600

590

PS

1923 'ONE/PENNY' on 1½d Red-brown George V Sideface without admonition at base very fine
unused, a scarce card. BW LC58, cat AU$500

$220

591

PS

1930-37 1½d Red-brown George V Sideface with 88.5mm admonition printed on flimsy white stock
very fine unused and scarce. BW P68(2), cat AU$300

$180

592

PS

1938-1959 duplicated range of KGVI and QEII cards, comprising BW P70 unused (3) & used, P71
unused, P72 unused (2), P73 unused (2), P74 unused (3) and opt SPECIMEN in red, P75 unused (4)
and opt SPECIMEN in red, P75 unused (2), P78 unused (5), all superb (25)

$250

Stamped-to-order Cards: 1930-37 1½d Brown George V Oval Embossed for J. Kitchen & Sons
with printed message on reverse including advertising for Velvet Soap, used from Morwell to
Chelsea (Vic), 1 February 1931. Some minor spotting on left side of card, otherwise fine and
rare. BW PS24, cat AU$1500

$850

-: 1941-50 1½d Green George VI Oval Embossed headed 'ADVICE CARD' and with printed
message for H. Jones & Co. Ltd., used from Hobart to Launceston, 23 June 1949, showing the
variety 'Die Crack Below ½ at Left'. Very fine and scarce, BW PS29d

$150

Official Cards: 1919-21 1½d Red-brown George V with 'OS' in cut-out letters (Type 3 with
white flaw in kangaroo's tail) and with red printed heading and on flimsy stock. For use by the
Victorian Education Department with 'I.347/8.19.-11397.-20M.'imprint on reverse, very fine
unused, ex John Sinfield. BW PO3C, cat AU$1000

$700

-: 1924-30 1d Green George V Die 1 with 'OS' in colourless dots (Type 1), for use by the Victorian
Education Department with additional printing on front and reverse in red, 'I.342/8.25.-10792.' imprint
on reverse at lower left, superb unused. BW PO5A, cat AU$750

$350

-: 1924-30 1d Green George V Die 1 with 'OS' in cut-out letters (Type 1 with white flaws on King's
head and emu), for use by Victorian Education Department, additional printing on front and reverse
in red, and 'I.342/8.25.-10792.' imprint on reverse at lower left, superb. BW PO6A, cat AU$300

$180

-: 1924-30 1d Green George V Die 1 with 'OS' in cut-out letters (Type 2, showing nicks in left frame
opposite kangaroo), for use by Victorian Education Department with additional printing on front and
reverse in red, 'I.342/8.25.-10792.' imprint at lower left on reverse. Some very minor toning,
otherwise fine unused. BW PO6B, cat AU$300

$160

593

594

595

596

597

598

PS

PS

PS

PS

PS

PS
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599

PS

Official Cards: 1930 'THREE/HALFPENCE' on 1d Green Die 1 with 'OS' in cut-out letters (an early
state of Type 3 with weak top right corner), for use by the Victorian Education Department with
additional printing on front and reverse in red, and 'I.342/4.28.-/4232.' imprint on reverse at lower left.
Staining at lower left. BW PO9A, cat AU$400

$100

Lettercards
600

PS

c1905 Goodman's Patent Reply Lettercard Essay in Violet, featuring the Australian coat-of-arms
on both halves. Stain on reverse of outward half, otherwise very fine, and scarce

$300

601

PS

1911-18 used group, comprising 1911-12 1d KGV Fullface on White Enamelled Card 'COLLINS ST,
MELB' and 'LOG TRAIN JARRAH FOREST, W.A.', 1913 1d Kangaroo original die 'CENTRAL
R'LY S'T'N BRISBANE', 1914-18 1d KGV Sideface Die I 'A BLUE GUM LOG TASMANIA', 'COLLINS
ST. MELBOURNE' (3), 'MURRAY BRIDGE S.A.', 'PALL MALL, BENDIGO' (2), most with minor
faults (10)

$200

602

PS

1911-12 1d KGV Fullface Setting 1 on Off-white Chalky Card 'QUEEN'S GARDENS/PERTH, WA'
framed oval in Pale Claret, very fine. BW LC3(108A)

$120

603

PS

1911-12 1d KGV Fullface Setting 2 on Grey Unsurfaced Card 'SYDNEY HARBOUR,/N.S.W.'
framed oval in Purple-brown, slight peripheral toning, otherwise fine. BW LC8(128A)

$90

604

PS

-: 'VIADUCT NEAR ADELAIDE S.A.' framed oval in Red-brown, used from Melbourne to
Birmingham, UK, 25 OCT 11, small stain on face otherwise fine. BW LC8(136A)

$60

605

PS

1911-12 1d KGV Fullface Setting 2 on Grey Surfaced Card 'CAIRNS RAILWAY./QUEENSLAND.'
framed oval in Red-brown, fine, BW LC10(28A)

$70

606

C

-: 'CENTRAL R'LY S'T'N SYDNEY' framed oval in Chestnut, used from Hobart to Howden (Tas), 5
OC 13, fine. BW LC10(33)

$60

607

PS

-: 'MONTEZUMA FALLS , HOBART', two examples in Dull Purple (used Blumberg to Unley, SA, 18
DE 12) and Deep Blue-green (used Glenthompson (Vic) to Unley, JU 29 12), both small faults but a
scarce view. BW LC10(76), cat AU$300(2)

$120

608

PS

1911-12 1d KGV Fullface Setting 2 on White Enamelled Card (Cream Inside) 'MOSMAN'S
BAY,/SYDNEY, N.S.W.' framed oval in Bright Red, very fine. BW LC11(78A)

$60

609

PS

-: 'COLLINS ST, MELB' framed oval in Brown, Text Setting B (no comma after 'AUSTRALIA'), used
from Balaklava (SA) to Sydney, couple of minor marks. BW LC11(40)dd

$40

610

PS

1911-12 1d KGV Fullface Setting 2 on White Enamelled Card (Buff Inside) ''GLENELG, SOUTH
AUST' framed oval in Bright Violet, uprated with Victoria ½d and 1d and cancelled '145' numerals
(Chewton), used to Denmark 19 NO 12. A very fine overseas usage, BW LC12(54)

$100

611

PS

1911 Reply Lettercard 1d + 1d KGV Fullface 'HOBART, FROM THE BAY.' + 'VIADUCT/NEAR
ADELAIDE S.A.' in Red-violet, some perf separation otherwise fine. BW LC13(63 + 136A)

$70

612

PS

1914-18 1d KGV Sideface Die I Perf 10 'MURRAY RIVER WEST AUST' framed oval with sky in
Violet-black, very fine. BW LC17(87A)

$60

613

PS

-: 'NORTH TERRACE/ADELAIDE' framed oval in Deep Purple, very fine. BW LC17(93)

$60

614

PS

1914-18 1d KGV Sideface Die I Perf 12½ 'A BLUE GUM LOG/TASMANIA' framed oval in Greyblack, slight toning to periphery. BW LC18(11)

$50

615

PS

-: 'CITY COURT, MELBOURNE' framed oval in Grey-green, a scarce view, very fine

$90

616

PS

-: 'MT IDA, LAKE ST. CLAIR/TASMANIA' framed oval in Grey-black, very fine. BW LC18(83)

$80

617

PS

-: 'MT. IDA, LAKE ST. CLAIR/TASMANIA' framed oval in Deep Blue-green, mark on face otherwise
fine. BW LC18(83)

$70

618

PS

-: 'TASMAN PENINSULA,/TASMANIA' framed oval in Brown, very fine. BW LC18(130)

$80

619

PS

-: 'RUNDLE ST. ADELAIDE' framed oval in Deep Grey-blue, used from Moombooldool to Benalla
(Vic), 15 OC 16, fine. BW LC18 (116A)

$40

620

PS

-: 'SHIPPING BUTTER, BRISBANE' framed oval in Sepia, used from Adelaide to New York 26
August 1915 (underpaid but untaxed) and with 'PASSED' (56 x 8mm) censor mark in violet. Fine,
with perforated margin intact on two sides. BW LC18(123)

$50

621

PS

1914-18 1d KGV Sideface Die II Perf 10 'BALLARAT' framed oval in Greenish-black, very fine. BW
LC21(8) $60
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622

PS

1914-18 1d KGV Sideface Die II Perf 10 'HARVESTING TAMWORTH N.S.W.' framed oval in Sepia,
very fine. BW LC21(60)

$60

623

PS

-: 'LAKE ST. CLAIR/TASMANIA -' framed oval in Sepia, very fine. BW LC21(68)

$60

624

PS

-: 'WATERFALL GULLY/ADELAIDE' framed oval in Deep Purple, very fine. BW LC21(140)

$60

625

PS

1914-18 1d KGV Sideface Die II Perf 12½ 'MT. BUFFALO, VICTORIA.' framed oval in Sepia, very
fine and scarce. BW LC22(80)

$90

626

PS

1917 Divided Reply Lettercards 1d KGV Fullface Perf 12½ Outward Half 'NATIONAL PARK
N.S.W.' framed oval in Olive-green, very fine. BW LC31(91)

$90

627

PS

-: Perf 12½ Reply Half 'QUEEN'S GARDENS/PERTH, WA' framed oval in Brown, very fine. BW
LC32(108A)

$90

628

PS

-: Perf 12½ Reply Half 'VIADUCT/NEAR ADELAIDE S.A.' in Emerald-green, some small marks and
some perf separation. BW LC32(136A)

$60

629

PS

1922-23 2d Red KGV Sideface 'PINEAPPLES/QUEENSLAND' framed oval, very fine. BW
LC49(102B)

$100

630

PS

1925-36 range of George V issues, comprising 1½d Red BW LC58 unused (2) and used, LC59
unused (2) and used, LC61 unused (2), LC62 unused (3), 'TWO/PENCE' on 1½d Red LC63 unused
(2) and used, 2d Red LC 64 unused (2). Two badly toned, and a couple of others with small
blemishes, BW cat AU$1085 (16)

$350

1925-27 1½d Red George V Perf 12½ with rounded corners cancelled-to-order with 'G.P.O.
MELBOURNE/1' cds 1 MY 25 used for U.P.U. distribution, 413 lettercards were so treated, very fine.
BW LC58w, cat AU$250

$120

631

PS

632

PS

1951-53 3½d Red George VI overprinted large SPECIMEN (79mm x 12mm) in red for U.P.U.
distribution, 356 lettercards were so treated, superb. BW LC75w, cat AU$150

$70

633

PS

1953-54 3½d Red QEII overprinted large SPECIMEN (79mm x 12mm) in red for U.P.U. distribution,
superb. BW LC76w, cat AU$125

$60

634

PS

1957-59 4d Claret QEII with price at top left, overprinted large SPECIMEN (79mm x 12mm) in red
for U.P.U. distribution, superb. BW LC81Aw, cat AU$150

$70

635

PS

Stamped-to-order Lettercards: 1915-18 1d Red George V sideface for Reid Bros. with reverse
illustration of 'Elephants stacking timber' on greenish-grey surfaced granite card, usual
vertical fold and small stain at lower right corner, otherwise fine unused and very rare,
illustrated in Brusden-White. BW LCS1A(1), cat AU$5000

$3500

636

PS

-: 1915-18 1d Red George V Sideface for Reid Bros. with reverse illustration of 'Elephants
stacking timber' on thick unsurfaced greenish-grey granite card, usual vertical fold otherwise
very fine unused, the lettercard illustrated on the front cover of the Brusden-White catalogue.
BW LCS1A(1), cat AU$5000

$3500

-: 1915-18 1d Red George V Sideface for Reid Bros. showing reverse illustration of 'Felling
timber' on surfaced greenish-grey granite card. The card has been stuck together and
subsequently opened out resulting in some minor damage to the inner periphery, otherwise
of very fine appearance. BW LCS1A(3), cat AU$5000

$3000

-: 1915-19 1d Red George V Sideface for Reid Bros. with reverse illustration of 'Long logs on
flat car' on greenish-grey surfaced granite card, usual vertical crease otherwise very fine
unused and very rare. BW LCS1A(4), cat AU$5000

$3500

-: 1918-19 1½d Black-brown George V Sideface for Reid Bros. with reverse illustration of
'Large logs on flat car' on greenish-grey surfaced granite card, some soiling along fold and a
few small marks on reverse and with the usual vertical fold. A major rarity, this being the only
recorded example of this lettercard for Reid Bros. BW LCS3A(2), cat AU$3000

$2500

-: 1919-20 1½d Brown George V Sideface for W.H. Burford & Sons, front only with printed list
of products on reverse, on greenish card, tone spot on right edge and usual vertical fold, no
complete card is believed to be known. BW LCS4A, cat AU$1500

$700

-: 1919-20 1½d Brown George V Sideface for W.H. Burford & Sons, front only with printed list
of products on reverse, on greenish card, usual vertical fold, no complete card is believed to
be known. BW LCS4A, cat AU$1500

$900

637

638

639

640

641

PS

PS

PS

PS

PS
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642

643

644

645

PS

PS

PS

PS

Stamped-to-order Lettercards: 1920-22 2d Orange KGV 'Star' Embossed on mottled grey card
with printed address for Reid Bros unused, and showing illustration of 'Felling Timber' on
reverse. Usual vertical fold, a couple of very small marks do not detract as this is one of two
recorded examples of this issue, and the only one with this illustration, ex Walter Lederer.
BW LCS5(3), cat AU$3000

$2500

-: 1920-22 2d Orange KGV 'Star' Embossed on buff card with printed address for Reid Bros.
unused and showing illustration of 'Redwood Forest' on reverse. Usual vertical fold, some
perf reinforcement and some gum staining apparent from sloppy application of gum. One of
two recorded examples of this issue, and the only one with this illustration, being the
example illustrated in the BW catalogue. BW LCS5(5), cat AU$3000

$2000

-: 1922-23 2d Red KGV 'Star' Embossed on buff card with printed address for Reid Bros.
unused, with illustration of 'Eucalypt Forest' on reverse. Vertical fold, and with lower margin
removed otherwise very fine and one of only two recorded examples of this issue, this being
the one illustrated in the BW catalogue. BW LCS6A(6), cat AU$3000

$2300

-: 1924-28 1½d Red KGV 'Star' Embossed unused with printed address for Reid Bros. and
showing an illustration of their factory on reverse, with the usual vertical fold and stain at top,
nevertheless very rare, this being the example illustrated in the BW catalogue. BW LCS8, cat
AU$2000

$1400

646

PS

-: 1924-29 1½d Red KGV 'Star' Embossed on thin greenish card with printed address for W.H.
Burford & Sons unused, with illustration on reverse of Forget-me-nots. Usual vertical fold
otherwise very fine and rare, with only three examples recorded. BW LCS8B, cat AU$2000

$1500

647

PS

-: 1924-28 1½d KGV 'Star' Embossed on cream card with rounded corners and printed
address for J. Kitchen & Sons unused, blank on reverse and with printed list of products
inside. Usual vertical fold, with a few small marks and worn along fold, however the only
recorded example of this user. BW LCS8C, cat AU$2000

$1400

: 1928-30 1½d KGV Oval Embossed on greyish mottled card with printed address for Reid
Bros. uprated with ½d adhesive (damaged) unused, with illustration of their factory on
reverse. With usual vertical fold, stain and face and corner piece of card missing from
reverse. Rare with only three recorded examples, this being the one illustrated in the BW
catalogue. BW LCS9A, cat AU$2000

$1200

648

PS

649

PS

Military Lettercards: 1916 1d KGV Sideface Carmine on Greyish mint, couple of tiny blemishes on
face otherwise very fine. BW LCM1, cat AU$500

$300

650

PS

-: 1916 1d KGV Sideface Carmine on Greyish mint, fine appearance but with short cut piercing
paper in first address line. BW LCM1. cat AU$500

$200

Envelopes
651

PS

1915 ½d Bright Emerald KGV 'Star' Embossed CTO with 'MELBOURNE/VICTORIA' cds 3 JL 15
for U.P.U. distribution, very fine. BW EP6, cat AU$250

$130

652

PS

1928 KGV Oval Embossed ½d Orange, 1d Green, 1½d Red, 2d Brown each CTO with
'G.P.O./MELBOURNE' cds for U.P.U. distribution, very fine. The ½d, 1d and 2d represent the
only printings of these values on Post Office stock, the dies being reserved otherwise for
stamping of private envelopes. BW EP29,30,31w,33, cat AU$1100 (4)

$500

653

PS

Stamped-to-Order Envelopes: 1920(?) KGV 1d Red 'Star' Embossed + ½d Green 'Star' Embossed
+ ½d Green Sideface cut-out cancelled at Melbourne, 12 March 1921. The famous 'tripleton' of
which only about half-a-dozen complete envelopes are recorded. BW ES38, cat AU$500 as cut-out

$350

654

PS

Military Envelopes: 1916 1d Carmine KGV Sideface 'AUSTRALIAN MILITARY FORCE' Setting 1
(9mm between lines and top line of address), Type 1 with left end of lines under middle of 'R' of
'MILITARY', mint with light toning down left side, two stains on back from hinges. BW ME1, cat
AU$300

$130

-: 1916 1d Carmine KGV Sideface 'AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE' Setting 1 (9mm between lines
and first line of address), Type 2 with left end of lines under left side of 'R' of 'MILITARY', very fine
mint. BW ME1, cat AU$300

$180

-: 1916 1d Carmine KGV Sideface 'AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE' Setting 2 (19mm between
lines and first line of address) very fine mint and very scarce. BW ME2, cat AU$1500

$900

655

656

PS

PS
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657

658

659

PS

PS

PS

Military Envelopes: 1916-17 1d Carmine KGV Sideface 'A.I.F., ABROAD' Setting 1 (lines in header
of equal thickness) on buff laid batonne, couple of faint stains on face otherwise very fine unused.
BW ME3B, cat AU$300

$200

-: 1916-17 1d Carmine KGV Sideface 'A.I.F., ABROAD' Setting 1 (lines in header of equal thickness)
on buff laid batonne, fine appearance but small stain on face and flap stuck down with toning across
top. BW ME3B, cat AU$300

$140

-: 1916-17 1d Carmine KGV Sideface 'A.I.F., ABROAD' Setting 1 (lines in header of equal thickness)
on buff laid batonne, addressed but unused, couple of small marks and back flap partially stuck
down. BW ME3B, cat AU$300

$140

660

PS

-: 1916-17 1d Carmine KGV Sideface 'A.I.F., ABROAD' Setting 1 (lines in header of equal thickness)
on buff laid batonne, superb unused. BW ME3B, cat AU$300

$220

661

PS

-: 1917-19 1d Carmine KGV Sideface 'AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE, ABROAD' Setting 1 (top of
stamp level with bottom of heading), two minor stains on reverse otherwise very fine unused. BW
ME5, cat AU$300

$200

Wrappers
662

PS

Small collection of 1914-19 George V issues, with 1915 ½d Green mint (x 3), 1914 1d Red mint (x
5) and used (x 5), and 1919 ½d + ½d Green mint (x 2). Range of paper stocks, all folded and some
with creases or small tears. BW 3,4,5, cat AU$855 (13)

$250

663

C

1924 KGV Sideface 1d Green Die II on vertical laid paper fine unused. BW W13(2), cat AU$500

$220

664

PS

Small collection of KGVI issues, with 1938 1d Green mint (x 3) and used (trimmed), 1942 1½d
Green used (tears), 1942 1½d Green mint (x 5, two reduced width), 1950 1½d Violet mint (x 2), 1951
2½d Brown mint (x 3) and overprinted SPECIMEN in red, mostly unfolded, few with small faults but
generally fine. BW W20-25, cat AU$1120 (16)

$250

Duplicated collection of QEII wrappers, with 1953 2½d Brown Die I mint (x 2), CTO (x 2) and
opt SPECIMEN in red, Die II mint (x 4), 1959 5d Blue mint (x 3), CTO, and opt SPECIMEN in red,
1965 5d Red mint (x 2). Mostly unfolded and fine, few with minor blemishes. BW W26-30, cat
AU$380 (16)

$140

Stamped-to-Order Wrappers: 1919 1½d Black-brown KGV Sideface cut-out (37 x 36mm) on
typical thin wrapper stock cancelled Hobart cds. Listed as BW WS14, however no example had been
recorded at time of publication and unpriced

$450

665

666

PS

PS

667

PS

-: 1924 2d Brown KGV on part illustrated Tasmanian Mail manilla wrapper, addressed to California
and cancelled Hobart 1925 cds. Tear at left but very rare

$220

668

PS

-: 1938 1d Green Queen Elizabeth used locally in Sydney, 1947 2½d KGVI Red Embossed used
from Melbourne to Indiana 31 Dec 1947 (earliest known date), 1950 2½d + 2½d KGVI Red
Embossed used from Melbourne to Argentina, generally good except last has two short tears at left.
BW WS21, 27 and 28, cat AU$325 (3)

$120

-: 1938-40 2d Red + 1d Green used by Nicholas Pty Ltd for posting medical samples, and
used from Melbourne to Hamilton (NSW), 3 NO 39(?), Roughly opened along right side, and
with several folds, very scarce. BW WS23, cat AU$1500

$500

669

PS

670

PS

-: 1959 5d QEII Dark Blue for Sydney Stock Exchange Official Gazette unused, several light
horizontal folds otherwise fine unused. BW WS35, cat AU$350

$180

671

PS

-: 1966 4c Red and 1967 5c Orange QEII embossed used for Sydney Stock Exchange Official
Gazette, the former uprated with 12c adhesive, fine and very scarce. BW WS38-39, cat AU$500 (2)

$220

672

PS

Official Wrappers: 1918-21 1d Red George V with 'OS' in colourless dots (Type 1) uprated with ½d
Green punctured OS for use by the Victorian Education Department on OHMS wrapper (275mm
wide) with printed 'Commercial Papers', used from Werribee to Melbourne, 7 August 1919, very fine.
BW WO1A, cat AU$750

$400

Lettersheets
673

PS

Range of unused unfolded lettersheets, comprising 1961-66 5d QEII (3, incl both shades and one
optd 'SPECIMEN' in red), 1966 4c QEII, 1967 5c QEII (2), all very fine (6)

$60

674

PS

1961-65 5d QEII handstamped large SPECIMEN (104mm x 16mm) in red used for U.P.U.
distribution, folded and superb. BW LSP1Aw, cat AU$75

$40
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Postal Stationery - Lettersheets (contd.)
675

PS

Stamped-to-order Lettersheets: 1919 1½d Brown George V for James Moore & Sons Pty. Ltd.
cancelled by Melbourne machine and used to Launceston, 29 July 1919. Light central fold
otherwise very fine and rare. BW LSS7, which states 'Approximately half a dozen examples
are known', cat AU$1500

$1000

676

C

-: 1919 1½d Brown George V for James Moore & Sons Pty. Ltd. uprated with ½d Green and
cancelled by Melbourne cds, used to Launceston 10 December 1920. Vertical fold and small
tear at base, otherwise of good appearance. BW LSS7, which states 'Approximately half a
dozen examples are known', cat AU$1500

$700

-: 1928(?) 1d Green George V Oval Embossed on unused unfolded lettersheet (pale green stock) for
Victorian Education Department to be used for truancy reports, very fine and rare, no used examples
have been recorded. BW LSS11, cat AU$500

$400

677

PS

Postal History
678

PPC

1938 (26 Oct) picture postcard (Koala) from Sydney to Japan franked 2d N.S.W. Sesquicentenary
tied by machine cancel, paying the foreign postcard rate, message in Japanese

$60

679

PS

Registration Labels: Small accumulation of largely New South Wales and Victorian registration
labels (only blue types), wide range of offices (approx 300)

$30

Postage Meters
680

^

Impressions on pieces from Universal Midget unengraved dies, the first dated 14 III 28 and
denominated 1½d struck on position of envelope with printed description, the other dated 11 VII 29
denominated 1d with handstruck 'SPECIMEN ONLY' in violet (2)

$50

681

^

1930 cut-out of Machine A1, the first franking machine with 1½d denomination dated 13 III 30, and
a second similar piece with only part imprint but with Neopost slogan (2)

$100

682

^

1930 demonstration machine imprint on cut-out with 1½d denomination and attractive Neopost '
"NEOPOST" YOUR MAIL DONT USE STAMPS' slogan

$50

683

^

1956 cut out of Midget machine with error '55' for 'Y5' in licence number (used by The Federal
Mutual Insurance Company, Melbourne, with normal Y5 cut-out for comparison, rare (2)

$50

Military Postal History
684

C

1942 (15 September) censored air mail cover to Sydney with 4d Koala cancelled 'FIELD P.O./098'
cds at Ferndale (Qld), listed as 'Not Seen' by Proud

$40

685

C

1943 (19 July) OHMS cover from militia camp at Orange (NSW) to Parramatta with 2½d KGVI tied
by 'O.NSW' relief datestamp, a little roughly opened at back

$30

686

C

c1943 Mother's Day and Father's Day cards used to Virginia, U.S.A., the first with indistinct
datestamp and with circular 'PASSED BY/BASE/1624/ARMY/EXAMINER' in violet, the other with
'U.S. ARMY POSTAL SERVICE A.P.O. 32' datestamp (2)

$40

687

C

1945 (5 July) censored air mail cover to Melbourne with 3d George VI tied by 'FIELD POST
OFFICE/037' cds (Labuan, British North Borneo)

$50

688

C

1947 (20 January) air mail cover from Melbourne to Switzerland franked 1/- Mitchell paying the
P.O.W. concessionary air mail rate to Europe. 'SERVICE OF PRISONERS OF WAR' and
'APPROVED FOR TRANSMISSION BY CAMP COMMANDANT' cachets (Tatura Camp). A very
scarce solo usage of the 1/- Mitchell stamp (BW cat AU$400)

$180

1951-63 small group of concession rate covers, with 3d airmail rate on 1951 Tattersalls cover
from Japan, and 1960 and 1963 illustrated covers from Woomera to Adelaide and U.K. respectively;
1955 local Sydney cover with 1d QEII and 'NAVAL SERVICE' in blue; and 1956 cover from HMAS
'Anzac' with ½d and 4d cancelled 'PASSED FREE/SURFACE/POSTAGE machine and with 'H.M.A.
SHIPS' in violet. Generally very fine and a useful group (5 covers)

$60

1962 (6 September) OHMS stampless cover from Iron Range Military P.O. with 'RELIEF/19/QLDAUST' datestamp

$30

689

690

C

C
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Military Postal History - World War I
691

PPC

1914 (3 December) stampless picture postcard (Camel Market No. 2 Aden) sent from Egypt
following the arrival at Port Said of the first AIF convoy. Melbourne cds (9 JA 15) applied on arrival
and 'PASSED' censor handstamp in purple. Interesting message to his father from Major Frederick
Tubb who was later awarded the VC for his actions at Lone Pine, Gallipoli in August 1915

$60

692

PPC

1915 (29 May) picture postcard (Greek Church of Mudros) sent during Gallipoli campaign, endorsed
'Posted on Active Service no stamps', and with no postal markings. Message includes 'I have just
received our first mail since April 25th . . . We are on a boat conveying wounded to hospital and get
plenty of work . . .I expect the list of Tasmanian casualties are to hand ere now'. Sender was Pte.
Albert Wymouth of 3 Field Ambulance AAMC

$60

1917 (2 August) OHMS 'State War council' printed lettersheet with 1d Red KGV punctured OS
cancelled Melbourne cds, addressed to Richmond and with message authorising payment of £30 to
Mr J.H. Wilson to allow him to resume his former occupation, Ink marks due to misplaced machine
cancellation, otherwise fine

$75

1918 (2 August) cover with printed corner card for 'ANZAC CLUB AND BUFFET', addressed to
Hobart and with straight-line 'ON ACIVE SERVICE' and triple oval 'AUSTRALIAN AUXILIARY
HOSPITAL/St. Marylebone Street SOUTHALL', both in violet

$60

1918 (30 September) stampless Y.M.C.A. envelope endorsed 'On Active Service' with enclosed
letter on Y.M.C.A. notepaper headed 'Westham Camp Weymouth', addressed to Sydney and with
'A.I.F. CAMP P.O./16' cds, fine

$60

1918 (Nov) Y.M.C.A. stampless postcard addressed to Digby (Vic) and endorsed on reverse 'At sea',
with double-lined rectangular '????? EMBARKATION/OFFICE/LANE COVE WHARF,/CIRCULAR
QUAY.' In blue, very fine and scarce

$120

1919 (11 Jan) cover with 1d Red KGV cancelled Wynyard (Tas) cds, addressed to a Private in the
1st Machine Gun Battalion, with (on reverse) printed label 'AUSTRALIAN Imperial Forces/This
bundle of letters is Not to be opened except by Addressee./Redirected A.B.P.O., London.', some
soiling

$40

693

694

695

696

697

C

C

C

C

C

698

CIN

Cinderellas: 'Delandre' multicoloured label featuring HMAS 'Sydney'. 'Delandre' (Gaston Fantanville)
produced very few labels with Australian themes, and these are scarce

$80

699

CIN

-: Selection of patriotic labels, with various types of War Bond labels (7, with one duplicate),
Tasmanian label encouraging enlistment (2), also ½d perforated 'DISABLED SERVICE' War Seal,
and Y.M.C.A. 'SNAPSHOTS FROM HOM E LEAGUE' seal, generally fine and a scarce group (11)

$250

-: 1915 Citizen's War Chest Fund labels published by the NSW Division of the Australian Comforts
Fund, the sheet of 12 multicoloured labels divided into three strips of 4, vertical crease affects three
labels, and a few spots on reverse, large part OG

$150

-: World War I 'LIBERTY LOAN' patriotic label featuring sailor and flag sheet of 25, large stain at
lower right corner, few other blemishes and splitting of roulettes between second and third rows,
however very scarce as a complete sheet

$200

700

701

CIN

CIN

702

CIN

-: World War I 'LIBERTY LOAN' labels, the three designs in part sheets of 20, all with some splitting
of roulettes but otherwise generally fine, scarce multiples (60)

$250

703

LIT

Documents: 1925 flyer from the Toowoomba Branch of the R.S.L. advertising their £1000 Art Union
lottery, together with the envelope in which it was posted, addressed to South Australia and franked
with 1d Green KGV

$40

-: Group of papers for Peter Kenworthy Clark, who enlisted in October 1915 as a gunner in Field
Artillery Brigade 2, comprising his Certificate of Discharge, his Soldier's Pay book, and a Railway
Warrant 2nd Class for free travel from Melbourne to his home in Mildura. A fine lot, which includes
details of Gunner Clark's service

$150

704

LIT

705

LIT

-: Folder for 'A GIFT from/The Australian Comforts Fund', being a folded and stitched card designed
to contain letters and photographs, some soiling and ageing

$50

706

LIT

-: December 1918 Military Pass for Private J. Budd (41 Battalion) to travel to London, with
'HEADQUARTERS/O/SEAS TNG. BGDE. A.I.F.' double oval handstamp, some soiling and splitting

$80

707

LIT

-: September 1919 Military Pass for Corporal R.D. Woodland (4th battalion), handstamped 'FAMILY
SHIP ___ INDEFINITE LEAVE' and with double oval 'FURLOUGH DEPT./AUSTRALIAN IMPERAIL
FORCES' ds, some soiling and splitting

$80

st
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708

LIT

Literature: 'Soldier Songs From Anzac' by Signaller Tom Skeyhill, 2nd edition published by George
Robertson & Co. (1915), 40 pages, comprising poems composed by the author during his service in
Egypt and Gallipoli. Some minor spotting and with some pencil annotations on inside and outside
back cover, however very scarce

$100

709

LIT

-: 1918-19 Christmas and New Year printed pamphlet from the 57th Battalion with coloured insert
showing the Battalion's battle honours, attractive and very fine and scarce

$100

710

LIT

-: 'Aussie', the Australian Soldiers' Magazine, Issue No. 13 (April 1919), 'printed in the field by the
AIF Printing Section', 20 pages, somewhat fragile and with ragged edges, and with inscription at top
of front cover indicating this to be the final issue. A scarce survivor

$50

-: 'Diggers' Poems' including "The Landing at Gaba Tepe" by Returned Soldiers, incomplete contents
(only 8 of 16 pages)and printed by Renwick, Pride, Nuttall Print, Melbourne. Some peripheral
damage to cover, contents very fine

$50

-: 'Orders for Australian Imperial Force', issued by the Military Board for units included in Personnel
Table No. 2 and Subsequent Tables, published by the Government Printer, Melbourne, 1915, 87
pages. Some minor spotting, but otherwise very fine condition

$100

-: Souvenir on the 1919 Peace Day Carnival held at Crystal Brook South Australia), 19 July 1919,
with Roll of Honour, list of deceased forces members, anthems, and programme of sporting events.
Attractive and in exceptional condition

$100

-: 'Soldier's Battle Hymn and Words of Comfort for the Anxious, Weak & Dying' by E.R. Bampton,
2nd edition (1915), 16 pages, published by "Times" Print, Burnie (Tas). Handwritten dedication
inside front cover, otherwise very fine

$90

711

712

713

714

LIT

LIT

LIT

LIT

715

LIT

-: Folded printed programme for 'Vocal and Instrumental concert in aid of the Australian Comforts
Fund', held at the Mechanics Institute, Sunbury (Vic) 10 July 1918. Small stain otherwise very fine

$75

716

PPC

Picture Postcards: Range of cards featuring War Memorials in Australian capital cities and regional
towns, all but one black and white, and with a range of different makers, also two cards showing
Australian soldiers in the Victory March through London. Generally fine and a difficult group to
assemble (34)

$150

717

PPC

-: Patriotic design featuring Britannia and Australian soldiers 'To Constantinople', with verses
referencing Gallipoli, slight soiling and ink marks on reverse

$60

718

PPC

-: Very attractive design showing the Anzac emblem and Australian coat-of-arms frames by wattle
sprays, published by Gale & Polden, London, very fine

$60

719

PPC

-: Christmas and New Year greeting card featuring a reproduction of an original sketch showing
solider in trench and with 'from Lady Rawlinson and the friends of the 4th Corps. Some spotting
(more severe on reverse)

$50

720

PPC

-: Patriotic design featuring Australian soldier with flap on map of Australia, minor wear but very
attractive

$40

721

PPC

-: range of patriotic designs, mostly multicoloured, the large majority with Australian themes (a few
are British, two are pre-WWI), generally fine (one duplicate) and a difficult group to assemble (16)

$120

722

PPC

-: Group of Christmas, New Year or Birthday Greetings cards, mostly attractive multicolour patriotic
designs, mostly fine and a scarce lot (11)

$100

723

PPC

-: group of patriotic cards featuring the flags of the Allied countries, mostly attractive multicoloured
designs, with one used in France and two used with 1d Red KGV, generally fine (10)

$70

724

C

-: Printed card used for acknowledgment of receipt of food hampers from R.G. Wilson & Co.,
Melbourne grocers, inscribed 'Your Hamper of Dainties Received', and sent 24 January 1919, very
fine and scarce

$60

725

PPC

-: Four cards featuring patriotic verses or songs, comprising 'Australia's Anzac Marseillaise', 'The
Appeal of the Red Cross', 'A Wireless', and 'Australian National Anthem', one with stain on reverse,
generally very fine (4)

$40

726

PPC

-: Published by Monac and featuring an infant, the reverse shows a patriotic design with space for
the message, including an illustration of HMAS 'Sydney', very fine and scarce

$80

727

PPC

-: Christmas Greetings patriotic card featuring flag and inset photograph of Australian soldiers, slight
peripheral wear otherwise fine and scarce

$100
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728

PPC

Picture Postcards: photographic card reproducing drawings of an Australian soldier, his sweetheart,
the Anzac emblem and Middle East scene, small blemishes but scarce

$60

729

PPC

: Patriotic design featuring flags and map, 'AUSTRALIA EXPECTS THIS DAY THAT EVERY ONE
WILL DO THEIR DUTY'. Minor blemishes but scarce

$50

730

PPC

: Patriotic design featuring 'John Bull' and Australian soldier flanked by warships, published by
Turner & Sons, Sydney, very fine and scarce

$50

Aerophilately
731

FFC

1930 (9-10 July) Perth - Wyndham and (14-15 July) Wyndham - Perth first flight covers
including all intermediates, each cover regis7ered and franked with 1½d and 3d Sturt and 3d
airmail, fine and very scarce as a complete set (45 covers)

$750

732

C

1932 (17 May) cover franked 1/3d cancelled 'LATE FEE/MELBOURNE' cds to Switzerland endorsed
'KARACHI - LONDON', manuscript date '17.VI.32' on reverse may indicate arrival date

$40

733

C

1934 (26 November) cover from Julia Creek (Qld) franked with 9d Macarthur Centenary pair for
carriage on the opening flight of the regular QANTAS service from Australia to England, back flap
missing

$75

734

C

1938 (18 November) registered cover to Switzerland franked 4 x 6d Kookaburra, with Bern arrival
cds (28 Nov) on reverse

$40

735

C

1938 (9 December) cover from Sydney to Liechtenstein (scarce destination) franked 1/9d tied by
'CHIEF PARCELS OFFICE/N.S.W.' cds

$75

736

C

1939 (1 April) cover from Outer Harbour (SA) to Switzerland franked 1/9d, and with scarce
'AUSTRALIA - ITALY' handstamp in violet

$50

737

C

1940 (21 October) registered cover from Dutch Consul-General in Sydney to Batavia, NEI, franked
1/8d. Official consular certification and with diamond '2/NOT/OPENED BY/CENSOR' handstamp in
violet, and Batavia arrival cds (25 October) on reverse

$50

738

C

1941 (26 May) censored cover from Cottesloe (?) (WA) to Colombo, Ceylon franked 1/3d for the
airmail rate, some peripheral faults

$30

739

C

1941 (14 November) censored cover to Scotland franked 5/10d, likely to have been carried on the
last 'California Clipper' FAM 19 service which departed Auckland on 24 November

$60

740

C

1942 (30 November) censored cover from Perth to Portugal franked 1/11d for surface carriage to
USA and thence by air to Lisbon, with Lisbon arrival machine cancellation (4 Feb 1943) on reverse

$60

741

C

1943 (date unclear) cover from Swan Hill to Switzerland with Australian and German censorship,
franked 2/1d and endorsed 'By Boat to America. Thence Air Mail to Switzerland'. Lisbon transit
machine cancel (15 June) and Wallisellen arrival cds (24 June) on reverse

$30

742

C

1944 (8 November) censored cover endorsed 'Bay AIR via INDIA' from Sydney to Portugal, franked
1/6d Hermes, with Gibraltar transit cds (22 Nov) and Lisbon receiving machine cancel on reverse

$40

743

PS

1945 (21 March) air letter sent from Perth to Scotland with scarce '5 Opened by Censor' red on
yellow resealing tape (Smith Type L5-12) and with diamond '5/PASSED/BY/CENSOR/22'
handstamp in violet

$80

B.C.O.F.
744

C

1945 (18 November) registered cover to Australia with 3d George VI cancelled 'AUST UNIT
POSTAL STN/452' cds (GHQ SCARP Tokyo). Backstamps include 'No. 8 AUST BASE P.O./E' cds
(23 Nov), very scarce and Hobart (27 Nov), indicating carriage to Australia by air

$60

745

C

1947 (5 November) Certified Official cover (140 Aust Bde Workshops AEME) to Perth with 'FIELD
P.O./080' cds (Hiro)

$30

746

C

1949 (3 February) Certified Official cover (BCOF Signals Regiment) to New South Wales with
'AUST ARMY P.O./215' cds (Kure). Envelope made from reversed WWII privilege envelope stock.
Backstamps include Sydney G.P.O. and Paddington (7 Feb) indicating carriage to Australia by air

$50
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747

748

749

PS

C

C

1949 (16 April) OHMS stampless wrapper with 'AUST UNIT POSTAL STN/452' cds and
'CERTIFIED OFFICIAL/BCOF PRESS UNIT' in violet and with printed address to Associated Papers,
Sydney. Somewhat spotty, but unusual

$60

1950 (1 April) Certified Official cover (Australian Mission in Japan) to Newtown (N.S.W.) with 'AUST
ARMY P.O./214' cds (Tokyo). Carried by air in direct bag and then passed through civil P.O. at
Paddington (6 April) where franked for 2½d local postage

$50

1950 (3 April) registered commercial air mail cover (Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank) to Fiji franked 2/Kangaroo tied by ‘AUST UNIT POSTAL STN/452’ cds (Osaka). A scarce solo franking

$80

Rest of the World
Aden and States
750

*

1937 Definitives ½a - 1r fine and lightly mounted. SG 1-9, cat £135 (9)

$90

751

O

1939-48 Definitives ½a - 10r fine used. SG 16-27, cat £40 (13)

$30

752

*

1951 Decimal Surcharges 5c on 1a - 10s on 10r fine and lightly hinged. SG 36-46, cat £85 (11)

$50

753

**

Kathiri State in Seiyun: 1942 Definitives ½a - 5r blocks of 4 superb MUH. SG 1-11, cat £260 (44)

754

*

Qu'aiti State in Hadhramaut: 1942-46 Definitives ½a - 5r fine and lightly hinged. SG 1-11, cat £70 (11

$180
$40

Bahamas
755

P

1859 1d Imperforate Plate Proof in Black on Card, pair from base of sheet, cut close at left
otherwise fine and fresh

$300

Barbados
756

*

Small selection of Britannia mounted on pages, with 1853-55 Blued Paper Imperf ½d Deep
Green, 1d Blue (2), 2d Greyish-slate, 4d Brownish-red, and unissued slate-blue pair and
singles (2) and Unissued Deep Slate (2); 1855-57 White Paper Imperf 1d Pale Blue, 1d Deep
Blue; 1861 No Wmk Clean-cut Perf 14-16 ½d Deep Green (4); 1861-70 No Wmk rough Perf 1416 ½d shades (8), 1d Blue, 4d Dull Rose-red, 1/- Black; 1875-78 Wmk Crown CC Perf 14 ½d
Bright Green, 3d Mauve-lilac (2), 4d Carmine (wmk reversed), 6d Chrome-yellow, 1/- Purple.
All very fine and mostly with large part OG. SG cat £3400+ (34)

757

P

6d Britannia 1902 'Crawford' reprinted die proof in Carmine on thin card (18 x 35mm), fine and
attractive $200

758

P

-: in Indigo-blue on wove paper (22mm x 42mm), very fine and attractive

$1600

$200

British Solomon Islands
759

*

1907 'Large Canoes' ½d to 1/- mint with large part OG, 1908 'Small Canoes' ½d, 2½d, 4d, 6d, 2/6d
and 5/- mint with large part OG, plus KGV Keyplate ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2½d, 3d, 4d and 6d part OG,
generally fine (21)

$220

British Honduras
760

S/*

1922-33 KGV Definitives range overprinted SPECIMEN, comprising 25c, $5 Wmk Multiple Crown
CA, and 2c Brown, 2c Rose-carmine, 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c, $1 and $2 Wmk Multiple Script CA, lightly
hinged with large part OG. SG 124s,125s,131-137s (10)

$250

British Guiana
761

S/*

1934-51 Definitives Watermark Multiple Script CA 1c - $1 punctured SPECIMEN, lightly hinged
with large part OG. SG 288-300s, cat £250

47

$200
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British Virgin Islands
762

*/S

1904 Keyplate Definitives ½d to 5/- (lacking 3d) overprinted SPECIMEN, some with adhesions on
reverse, 1/- with small thin and 5/- with significant thin (8)

Estimate A$

$60

Burma
763

764

**/*

*

1937-1981 mint collection mounted on leaves, with 1937 KGV 3p to 15r, 1938 KGVI 3p to 5r,
1945 to 1981 apparently complete, Service overprints 1937 KGV 3p to 2r, 1939 KGVI 3p to 10r,
1946 and 1947 sets complete, also Japanese Occupation, with Peacock opts (2), and 1943
and 1944 sets complete. Generally very fine (a few KGV stamps show some toning), lightly
hinged to 1946, thereafter MUH, and a fine lot, SG cat £2200+ (472)

$1200

Officials: 1937 SERVICE Overprints 1r Chocolate and Green and 2r Carmine and Orange, very fine
mint and lightly hinged, the 2r with 'Watermark Inverted'. SG O11,12w, cat £97 (2)

$90

Canada
765

766

*/(*)

*

Small selection of mint QV issues on hagner, with 1851 3d Vermilion and 6d Black
Imperforate Plate Proofs on India, 1859 First Cents issue 1c (2), 2c, 5c and 10c brown-purple
(latter no gum), also 12½c and 17c U, 1868 'Large Cents' ½c, 1c, 2c, 3c, 6c, 12½c and 15c (last
three no gum), 1870-97 'Small Cents' ½c, 1c, 2c, 3c, 5c, 6c, 8c and 10c, 1893 20c and 50c
(latter no gum), 1897 'Maple Leaves' ½c to 10c, 1898-1902 'Maple Leaves' ½c to 20c, 1899
Penny Postage 2c (2), and 1899 2c on 3c. Some with faults including toning, but many fine
stamps with large part OG and high catalogue value (47)

$500

1897 Diamond Jubilee ½c to 20c, $1, $4 and $5, part OG and generally fine appearance with
mixed centering, some (including the three high values somewhat heavily hinged).SG 121133, 136, 139, 140, cat £4099

$2000

767

*/(*)

1903-12 King Edward VII Definitives 1c to 50c part OG (7c no gum), 20c with small defect at top,
50c fine apart from tone spot on one perf, plus 2c mint imperforate pair. Also 1908 Quebec
Tercentenary ½c to 20c part OG (3c and 5c no gum), but all heavily hinged and/or with some
adhesions on reverse. SG cat £1650+ (17)

$400

768

*

Mint King George V selection on hagners, with 1911-22 1c to 50c Admirals, 1922-31 1c to $1
Admirals, 1927 Confederation sets, 1928 50c 'Bluenose' and $1 Pictorials, later low value definitives
and 1930s commemoratives. Few with small faults, but generally very fine with large part OG and
lightly hinged (62)

$250

Cape of Good Hope
769

^

Mafeking Siege: 1900 3d Deep Blue on Blue (18½mm wide) Baden Powell used on small piece
cancelled Mafeking cds MY 7 1900, fine. SG 20, cat £450

$250

Ceylon
770

*/(*)

1857-59 Imperf 2d Yellowish-green no gum and just touched at top right, and 10d Dull
Vermilion four margins and part OG, small mark at base of neck, some soiling at top left,
however both acceptable examples of these scarce stamps. SG 3a, 9, cat £1400 (2)

$500

771

*

1857-59 Imperf 1/9d Green margins all round and part OG, few small marks on reverse but an
attractive stamp. SG 11, cat £800

$500

772

*

1937-1969 mint collection mounted on leaves, the KGVI Definitives complete except for 3c and
50c Perf 13 x 13½ and including 10r postal fiscal, later issues are complete, very fine and lightly
mounted (189)

$250

Cook Islands
773

*

1899 'ONE/HALF/PENNY' on 1d Blue block of 4 large part OG, light diagonal crease in top right
unit; SG 21, cat £128+
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Falkland Islands
774

*

1891-1902 QV ½d to 1/-, 1898 QV 2/6d and 5/-, 1913-21 KGV 5/- Deep Rose-red, 1918-20 ½d, 1d
and 1/- 'WAR TAX' Overprints, 1921-29 KGV 3/- Slate-green, 1933 Centenary ½d to 1/-, plus a few
others, a couple with faults, but mostly fine with large part OG (31)

775

*

1891-1902 Watermark Crown CA 1/- Yellow-brown fine with part OG. SG 38, cat £75

776

**

1929 Definitives Watermark Multiple Script CA ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d, 6d, 1/-, 5/- and 10/- fine MUH.
SG 116-119,122,124,125, cat £390+ (8)

Estimate A$

$350
$40
$300

Great Britain
777

778

779

**/*/(*)

*/(*)

O

1841-1952 mint ranges on hagners, with line-engraved ((7, incl 2d LC14), QV surface-printed
with 1856 6d (straight edge), 1862-64 3d, 4d, 6d and 9d, 1867-80 3d pl 8, 4d pl 12, 6d pl 8
(straight edge), 10d, 1/- pl 4, 6d chestnut pl 11, 1873-80 2½d rosy-mauve pls 1, 15, 4d sagegreen, 6d pl 14, 1/- pl 8, 1880-83 2½d, 3d, and 1/- plus 3d on 3d and 6d on 6d, 1880-81 ½ to 5d,
1884 ½d to 1/-, 1883-84 2/6d, 5/- and 10/- white paper, 1887 Jubilee ½d to 1/- (both), KEVIII ½d
to 5/-, KGV simplified with all issues, including 2/6d and 10/- Seahorses, 1929 £1 PUC (heavily
toned and small tear), and 1934 re-engraved Seahorses 2/6d, 5/- and 10/-, KGVI including 1939
2/6d to £1 and 1951 2/6d to £1. A number of the QV surface printed are no gum or have small
faults, but issues from 1880 are generally part OG and good to fine, with a proportion of 20th
century issues MUH. Enormous catalogue value, with many fine stamps included (167)

$2000

1840 1d Black Plate 4 lettered 'F-G' part OG with clear to good margins all round, light soiling
on face, and 1840 2d Blue Plate 1 lettered 'H-I' unused without gum, goog colour, margins
clear at left and base, touching bottom right and with roughly torn top margin causing small
intrusions into design at left end. SG cat for the two stamps is £50500 (2)

$3500

1855 1d Red-brown (shades) Watermark Large Crown Perf 14 attempted reconstruction of the
sheet mounted in a Walter Morley printed booklet, missing the A to F and T rows, plus several
stamps from the other rows, condition mixed (150)

$75

780

(*)/S

1855-57 Watermark Emblems 1/- Green unused overprinted SPECIMEN (Type GB7), trimmed
perfs in places and with repaired lower right corner

$130

781

C

1865-67 Watermark Emblems 6d Lilac Plate 5 lettered ‘C-A’ regummed and with rounded lower
right corner. SG 97, cat £1200

$200

782

O

1867-83 Watermark Maltese Cross 10/- Greenish-grey lettered 'DH', centered right and with
neat Glasgow cds. Weak corner perf at bottom right, otherwise of fine appearance. SG 128,
cat £3200

$900

783

O

1867-83 Watermark Anchor White Paper 10/- Greenish-grey lettered 'E-C', cancelled oval
'REGISTERED/CHARING CROSS W.C.' ds, a remarkable 1907 late usage. Few shoer perfs at
top left and light toning of perfs. SG 135, cat £4000

$1500

784

FDC

1952-54 Wilding Definitives Watermark Tudor Crown 3d, 6d and 7d, 4d, 1/3d and 1/6d, 5d, 8d
and 1/-, and 9d, 10d and 11d on four separate addressed first day covers cancelled by Axminster
datestamps (4 covers)

$75

785

**

1977-83 Machin Definitives £1, £2 and £5 MUH blocks of 4, SG 1026-1028 (12)

$60

Grenada
786

P

1861 Chalon Head Proof in Black on wove paper (17 x 25mm), 1d Imperforate Plate Proof pair
and single in Rose, and 6d imperforate Plate Proof pair in Rose (a little toned) (6)

$180

787

*/(*)

1863-71 Watermark Small Star (sideways) Rough Perf 14-16 1d Green, 6d Rose (2, pale and deep
shades, latter part OG) and 6d Orange-red unused, generally fine. SG 4, 6 and 7, cat £1960 (4)

$400

788

P/*

1875 1/- Deep Mauve with part OG (2), one a paler shade, also Imperforate Plate Proof in Black of
undenominated fiscal plate. SG 13, cat £700+ (3)

$300

789

O

1875 Watermark Large Star (upright) Perf 15 1d Green, centred top right, fine and rare, with
1999 RPSL Certificate. SG 15, cat £2250*

$900
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Grenada (contd.)
790

*

1888 4d on 2/- Orange group, with 4mm Surcharge (3), one with variety 'Wide Spacing
between TWO and SHILLINGS' (couple of tone spots on reverse), and another variety 'Upright
d', and 5mm Surcharge (2), one variety 'Wide spacing between TWO and SHILLINGS', all part
OG and generally fine. SG 41, 41a, 41b, 42, 42a, cat £1595 (5)

$500

791

S

1902 Watermark Crown CA ½d - 10/- overprinted SPECIMEN with additional ULTRAMAR
handstamp in blue as applied to stamps distributed to Portuguese Colonies, affixed to piece, very
fine and scarce (10)

$270

792

*

Postage Dues: 1892 '1d./SURCHARGE/POSTAGE' on 8d Grey-brown very fine with large part
OG and lightly hinged, a major British Commonwealth postage due rarity. SG D5, cat £3000

$3200

793

*

-: 1892 '2d./SURCHARGE/POSTAGE' on 8d Grey-brown fine with large part OG. Very rare and
a major British Commonwealth postage due rarity. SG D7, cat £5000

$4500

Heligoland
794

*/(*)

1867-90 duplicated mint selection on hagners, with 1867 Rouletted ½sch, 1sch (4, one U), 2sch (5,
one U), and 6sch (5), 1869-73 ¼sch (8), ¼sch reversed colours (6), ½sch (9), 3/4sch (6), 1sch (2),
1½sch (5), 1875-90 1pf 11), 2pf (7), 3pf (8), 5pf. A number with faults, good representation of
genuine printings but unquestionably a number are reprints (78)

$250

Hong Kong
795

*

Mint QV and KEVII selection, with 1863-74 Wmk Crown CC 2c, 4c, 6c and 12c (2), 1882 Wmk
Crown CA 4c, 5c, 10c and 30c, 1885 20c on 30c, 1891 7c on 10c, 1898 $1 on 96c with Chinese
surcharge, 1898 10c on 30c with Chinese surcharge, 1900 Wmk Crown CA 2c, 4c, 5c 10c and
30c, 1904-06 KEVII Wmk Multiple Crown CA 2c, 4c, 5c, 8c, 10c, 12c, 20c, 30c, 50c and $1, and
1907 New Colours 1c, 4c, 6c and 10c. 1863-74 issue some no gum and a couple of other small
faults, later issues generally fine with large part OG. High catalogue value (33)

$600

796

*

1863-74 Watermark Crown CC Perf 14 2c Brown, couple of shortish perfs, otherwise fine with part
OG. SG 8a, cat £130

$75

797

O

-: 4c Slate Perf 12½ cancelled B62, couple of short perfs and rounded lower right corner. SG 9f, cat
£275

$90

798

O

1876-77 16c on 18c Lilac with faint bend and a weak corner perf, cancelled with somewhat heavy
strike of the S1 obliterator (Shanghai). SG Z784, cat £170

$60

799

(*)

1880 Watermark Crown CC Perf 14 2c Rose, regummed and with light ironed-out bend, fresh
appearance. SG 28, cat £275

$50

800

*/O

1885 Surcharges 20c on 30c Orange-red toned gum otherwise fine mint, and 50c on 48c Yellowishbrown fine used. SG 40-41, cat £250 (2)

$120

801

*

1898 $1 on 96c Grey-black Surcharge with handstamped Chinese characters, part OG, with tone
spot over head. SG 52a, cat £200

$60

802

**

1898 10c on 30c Grey-green Surcharge with handstamped Chinese characters, fine MUH with
typical toned gum and showing distinct kiss print of surcharge. SG 55 variety, cat £75+

$120

803

**

1948 Royal Silver Wedding $10 Carmine superb MUH. SG 172, cat £275

$250

India
804

**/*

1860-1970s mint accumulation on stockbook pages and hagners, with QV issues duplicated
issues up to 5r, most KGV issues up to 2r including commems, KGVI definitives and commems up to
2r, Service issues with a few QV, KEVII and KGV, then KGVI up to 2r and later issues largely
complete. Also Indian Overseas Forces, a few Convention States, and some interesting Native
States issues including a few better stamps. Condition mixed, with the earlier issues hinged and
some with varying degrees of toning, modern issues MUH. An interesting lot with many pickings
(approx 800)

50
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Ionian Islands
805

*

1859 (½d) Orange, (1d) Blue and (2d) Carmine, last just touched at top right, otherwise fine and
part OG. SG 1-3, cat £218 (3)

Estimate A$

$100

Japan
806

807

O

PR

1871 Imperforate 48m Brown (5), 100m Blue (7), 200m Orange (4) and 500m Pale Green (3),
mixed shades and papers, and 1872 New Currency Perf ½s Brown (4), 1s blue (5) and 2s
Orange (2) including shades. Some faults, but nearly all imperfs are four margins and
condition generally above average for these difficult stamps. High catalogue value (30)

$750

Presentation Booklet for distribution to the delegates to the 19th U.P.U. Congress (1984)
containing the 64 stamps issued in 1982 and 1983 mounted in Hawid mounts and with text
describing the issue, in cloth bound booklet contained in a box

$70

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika
808

*

1904-07 Watermark Multiple Crown CA KEVII 2r Dull Purple and Bright Purple fine mint. SG 27, cat £55

$40

809

*

1935-37 Definitives Watermark Multiple Script CA £1 Black and Red fine and lightly hinged. SG 123,
cat £325

$250

Labuan
810

*/(*)

1892-93 Lithographed Definitives 2c to 40c part OG (6c and 16c no gum) and generally fine. SG
39-47, cat £100 (7)

$60

811

*

Postage Dues: 1901 2c Black and Green error 'Overprint Double' fine with large part OG. SG D1a,
cat £275

$250

812

*

-: 1901 2c Black and Green error 'Overprint Double' part OG but heavily hinged. SG D1a, cat £275

$160

813

*

-: 1901 2c Black and Green error 'Overprint Double' large part OG somewhat toned and heavily
hinged. SG D1a, cat £275

$150

Malaya and States
814

*

Straits Settlements: 1936-37 Definitives Watermark Multiple Script CA 1c to $5 very fine and lightly
hinged. SG 260-274, cat £225 (15)

$180

815

*/S

Selangor: 1895-99 Definitives $10 Green and Purple overprinted SPECIMEN lightly hinged and
very fine. SG 65s, cat £180

$160

Malta
816

*

Small mint selection on hagner with some better stamps, including 1882-84 Wmk Crown CA ½d
Orange-yellow, 1885-90 QV ½d to 1/-, 1886 QV 5/- Rose, 1899 2/6d Olive-grey, range of KEVII
issues to 1/-, 1922-26 £1 Wmk Upright, 1926 ¼d to 10/- 'POSTAGE' Definitives. A few with tone
spots, but generally fine (75)

$350

Mauritius
817

(*)

1858-62 (4d) Green, (6d) Vermilion and (9d) Dull Magenta unused without gum, the 9d defective,
the 4d and 6d fine with four margins. SG 27-29, cat £1420 (3)

$350

818

(*)

1859 Dardenne Lithographs 1d Dull Vermilion unused without gum, margins very close to
touching, few tiny black marks on face, and some staining on reverse not apparent from front,
a rare stamp. SG 42, cat £10000

$1500
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Newfoundland
819

(*)/*

Fine mint collection on hagners, with 'Pence' issues 1d to 1/- (rose-lake shades), 1865-70 2c
to 24c, 1868 1c to 6c, 1876 5c roulette, 1880-82 1c to 5c, 1887 ½c to 10c, 1894 ½c to 12c, 18971947 issues virtually complete on a simplified basis except for airmail opts and surcharges.
Many of the stamps up to 1897 are without gum, and a couple have faults, thereafter very fine
with large part OG. A fine lot with high catalogue value (211)

Estimate A$

$600

New Guinea
820

*/(*)

1925-27 Huts Definitives ½d to £ including the three shades of the 6d, the 1/- to £1 without gum.
SG 125-136, cat £400 (15)

$150

821

*

1932-34 Birds of Paradise Definitives Without Dates 1d to £1 fine and lightly mounted. SG 177189, cat £250 (15)

$200

New Zealand
822

**/*

Mint selection on hagners with Chalon Watermark Large Star Perf 12½ 2d Vermilion, 3d, 4d Yellow,
6d Blue and 1/-, 1882-1900 Second Sidefaces to 1/-, 1898 Waterlow Pictorials ½d to 5/- (5/- no gum),
1906 Christchurch Exhibition set, 1909-16 KEVII ½d to 1/-, 1915 KGV Engraved 1½d to 1/-, 1927 2/and 3/- KGV Admiral, plus a few later. Few with faults but generally fine and large part OG or MUH
(130)

$400

823

O

1864 Watermark 'NZ' Imperf 1d Carmine-vermilion, small to large margins all round, very fine. SG
97, cat £350

$200

824

O

-: 1/- Green, small to large margins all round, very light obliteration leaving profile clear, an attractive
stamp. SG 100, cat £1100

$600

825

*/O

-: 1d Carmine Vermilion four good margins, with reduced manuscript cancellation, and 2d Pale Blue
close to clear all round, unused with small part OG. SG 97, 98, cat £2050 (2)

$700

826

*

1878 Watermark NZ and Star Perf 12 x 11½ 1d Mauve-lilac, 2d rose, 4d Maroon, 6d Blue and
1/- Green, also 1874-78 Watermark NZ and Star Perf 12½ 3d Brown, each part OG and
somewhat heavily hinged. good appearance. SG 168, 180-184, cat £1185 (5)

$500

827

*

1878 Watermark NZ and Star Perf 12 x 11½ 5/- Grey part OG and centered upper right, good
appearance. SG 186, cat £375

$250

828

*

1905-06 Stamps for Coil Machines 1d Rose-carmine imperf all round with two large holes each
side, fine and part OG. SG 365, cat £160

$80

829

*

1909 Watermark NZ and Star De La Rue Paper 1d Dominion showing strong variety 'Offset' on
reverse, couple of toned perf tips on reverse. SG 405 var

$100

Postage Due Stamps
830

C

1901 (10 May) cover from the South African Campaign endorsed 'Soldier's letter' and
'4266/N.Z.M.R.' plus 'On active service no stamps available', addressed to Auckland and with
Durban double circle despatch cds. Circular 'TO PAY/1d' applied on arrival and 1899 1d Due Type II
Large 'D' affixed and tied by Auckland cds. Some tone spots and peripheral damage, but a scarce
Boer War cover

$280

831

*

1899-1900 Type I Large 'D' ½d, 8d, 1/- 2/-; Type I Small 'D' 5d, 6d, 10d; Type II Large 'D' ½d, 1d (2),
2d, 3d (2); Type II Small 'D' 4d. All fine with large part OG and lightly hinged. SG D1-12, D16, cat
£622 (14)

$450

832

S

-: ½d, 8d Type I Large 'D', 5d, 6d, 10d Type I Small 'D', 1d, 2d, 3d Type II Large 'D', 4d Type II
Small 'D' (few toned perfs), 1/- and 2/- affixed to piece, each with 'ULTRAMAR' receiving
authority handstamp as applied to U.P.U. specimens distributed to Portuguese Colonies. Ex
Goa Archive. Generally fine and very scarce (11)

$1000

-: ½d, 8d Type I Large 'D', 5d, 6d, 10d Type I Small 'D', 1d, 2d, 3d Type II Large 'D', 4d Type II
Small 'D', 1/- and 2/- each with 'ULTRAMAR' receiving authority handstamp in blue, as applied
to U.P.U. stamps distributed to Portuguese Colonies. Full gum and unmounted, exceptional
quality for such specimens (11)

$1100

833

S/**
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New Zealand - Postage Due Stamps (contd.)
834

835

836

837

S

S

C

C

Estimate A$

1899 Postage Dues ½d, 8d Type I Large 'D', 5d, 6d, 10d Type I Small 'D', 1d, 2d, 3d, Type II
Large 'D', 4d Type II small 'D', 1/- and 2/- affixed to two pieces and with Natal 'SPECIMEN'
receiving handstamp in violet as applied to U.P.U. specimens; also 1904 ½d, 1d and 2d
Second Issue similarly handstamped. A few toned perfs on some stamps (especially 1899
½d), but of fine appearance and a desirable and unique group, with 1981 BPA Certificate (14)

$1600

1904-08 Postage Dues on Cowan Paper Wmk NZ and Star, ½d and 1d Perf 11 and 2d Perf 14
(few toned perfs), each on small piece and with 'ULTRAMAR' receiving authority handstamp in violet,
as applied to U.P.U. specimens distributed to Portuguese Colonies; plus 1935 3d on Cowan Chalky
Paper Perf 14 on small piece with 'Especimen' diagonal handstamp. Ex Goa Archive and rare (4)

$350

1899 (21 Apr) handmade postcard with G.B. ½d Vermilion used locally but undeliverable, and
readdressed to Dunedin, N.Z. Various instructional markings applied, and two tax markings crossed
through, but apparently eventually delivered with 4d postage due tied by Dunedin squared circle ds,
2 DE 99. A remarkable item posted eight months before the issue of New Zealand's postage dues,
and showing use of the 4d stamp on the second day of issue. An important cover

$600

1938 (15 Sep) cover from Cambridge U.K. to Hamilton with ½d KGVI strip of 3 (one damaged),
overweight and thus underpaid, and 'T' in hexagon and '30' handstamp applied. Circular 'TO
PAY/3d/DOUBLE DEFICIENT POSTAGE in rose-pink struck on arrival and 3d postage due tied by
'POSTMEN'S BRANCH/HAMILTON' cds. Subsequently unable to be delivered, and various
instructional markings added front and back, including boxed 'PLEASE ADVISE SENDER
THAT/LETTERS SHOULD BE PREPAID/1½D FOR EACH HALF OUNCE', eventually arriving at
Wellington Dead Letter Office 13 NO 38. Some creasing but an interesting item

$70

Postage Meters
838

^

1925 postmark impression from the first attempt to put postmark into a New Zealand machine,
struck on piece of cream wove paper (88 x 125mm), extremely rare

$125

North Borneo
839

**/*

1886-1965 mint selection on hagners including some better stamps, with 1886 ½c to 10c (no
gum), 1894 1c to 24c Pictorials, 1897 1c to 24c Pictorials, 1909 1c to 24c Pictorials, 1911 25c
to $5, 1931 3c to $1 Anniversary, 1939 1c to $5 Pictorials, 1950 KGVI 1c to $10, and 1961 QEII
1c to $10. A few stamps are toned, but condition mostly fine and with large part OG, high
catalogue value (108)

$500

Postage Due Stamps
840

841

842

CTO

S/*

S/*/(*)

1895-97 Overprints on 1894 Pictorials 2c Black and Lake error 'Overprint Omitted' top unit of
vertical pair fine CTO without gum, perfs sensibly strengthened with hinges, very rare. 1990
and 1993 RPSL certificates. SG D2c, cat £2000

$1200

The set of SPECIMEN overprints as distributed to the U.P.U., comprising 1895-97 3c, 5c, 12c,
18c and 24c, 1897-99 2c 6c and 8c, 1918-30 2c and 1930-38 16c, part OG, few stamps with small
tone spots on reverse. SG cat £348 (10)

$180

SPECIMEN overprints as distributed to the U.P.U. comprising 1895-97 3c, 5c, 12c, 18c and 24c,
1987-99 2c, 6c and 8c, 1918-30 2c and 1930-38 16c, 1895-97 24c, 1897-99 2c and 8c and 1930-38
16c no gum, others part OG, few tone spots on gum of some (especially the 6c). SG cat £348 (10)

$120

843

CTO

1895-97 Overprints on 1894 Pictorials 8c Black and Dull Purple error 'Overprint Inverted' CTO
without gum, some tone spots on reverse. SG D7ba, cat £200

$90

844

CTO

-: 12c Black and Blue error 'Overprint Double' (closely spaced) very fine CTO without gum. SG D8a,
cat £400

$350

845

*

-: 18c Black and Deep Green error 'Overprint Inverted' large part OG but with several tone spots on
reverse, some affecting the perfs on the face. SG D10a, cat £375

$180

846

*

1897-99 Overprints on 1897-1902 Pictorials 2c Black and Lake variety 'Overprint Horizontal' part
OG with light horizontal bend. SG D12a, cat £325

$170

847

*

-: 2c Black and Lake variety 'Overprint horizontal' very fine with large part OG and lightly mounted.
SG D12b, cat £325

$250
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Estimate A$

848

*

1897-99 Overprints on 1897-1902 Pictorials 2c black and Green variety 'Overprint Horizontal' part
OG but heavily hinged. SG D13e, cat £350

$220

849

CTO

-: 3c Green and Rosy-mauve error 'Overprint Double (Kiss Print)' CTO with part OG, light diagonal
crease. Doubling is apparent in all the letters. SG list an Overprint Double error as D14e, unpriced

$140

850

*

1901-02 Overprints on 1897-1902 Pictorials with Stop after 'DUE' 3c Green and Rosy-mauve
error 'Overprint Double' fine with large part OG, rare. SG D27a, cat £275

$220

851

*

1902-12 Overprints on BRITISH PROTECTORATE Issue 3c, 5c, 8c and 24c with 'Overprint
Vertical Reading Upwards' large part OG but 3c with significant gum toning and 24c less so, a
scarce group. SG D33-36, cat £1275 (4)

$550

852

*

-: 2c Black and Green horizontal opt error 'Overprint Double (Kiss Print)', large part OG and lightly
hinged but with light gum toning. With 1999 RPSL Certificate. SG D38 unlisted

$70

853

*

-: 4c Black and Carmine horizontal opt error 'Overprint Double' part OG but heavily hinged. SG D40a,
cat £600

$360

854

*

-: 5c Black and Orange-vermilion Horizontal Opt variety 'No Stop After PROTECTORATE' fine with
part OG, with 1992 RPSL Certificate. SG D41a, cat £250 used, unpriced mint

$200

855

CTO

-: 6c Black and Bistre-brown error 'Overprint Inverted' from left of sheet very fine CTO with large part
OG and lightly mounted. SG D42a, cat £140

$100

856

CTO

-: 6c Black and Bistre-brown error 'Overprint Inverted' very fine CTO with large part OG and lightly
hinged. SG D42a, cat £140

$100

857

CTO

-: 18c Black and Green error 'Overprint Double' very fine CTO with large part OG and lightly hinged.
SG D48a, cat £85

$60

858

**

1918-30 Overprints on 1909-23 Pictorials 4c Black and Scarlet with Overprint at Top block of 4
from left of sheet with wrinkled OG and unmounted. SG D54, cat £600

$350

859

**/*

-: 5c Black and Yellow-brown with Overprint at foot block of 4 with Offset of Overprint on reverse,
very fine practically full OG with trace of hinges on upper units. SG D57 var

$90

860

P/**/*/O

1939 2c - 10c M plus 4c (2), 6c, 8c M blocks of 4, 2c, 4c (3), 6c, 8c, 10c (2) U, and 2c - 10c
Imperforate Plate Proofs with punch holes. Very high catalogue value, but used stamps are not
guaranteed (21M, 8 U, 5 proofs)

$400

861

S/**

-: 2c - 10c punctured diagonal 'SPECIMEN' for U.P.U. distribution, few small tone spots on reverse
of some values, mostly confined to perf tips, otherwise MUH. SG D85-89s, cat £200 (5)

$130

Northern Rhodesia
862

O

1953 QEII Definitives ½d to 20/- fine used. SG 61-74, cat £100 (14)

$70

Papua
863

*

Small mint selection on hagners including 1911 Monocolour 1d to 2/6d, 1916-31 Bicoloured
Lakatois to 1/-, Airmail opts, 1932 Pictorials to 1/-, 1939-41 Airmail 2d to 1/6d, generally fine with
large part OG (61)

$80

Peru
864

(*)

Pacific Steam Navigation Company: 1862 Unissued on White Paper Imperf 1r in Green, and
Yellow, 2r in Green, Blue, Rose, and Brown, mostly no gum and designs touched on one side. SG
cat £300 (6)
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Rhodesia
865

*/O

Estimate A$

Mostly mint selection on hagners with 1892 1d, 6d (2), 1/- (3), 2/-, 2/6d, 10/- and ½1, plus 1d (2),
6d (2), 1/-, 2/6d, £1, £2, £5 (2, one perfinned) and £10 used, 1892 ½d on 1d, 1892-94 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d,
8d, 3/- and 4/-, 1895 4d, 1896-97 Die I ½d, 1d, 3d, 8d, 1/-, 3/-(2), 4/- and Die II ½d, 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d,
8d (2), 2/6d and £1 (latter used), 1896 ½d to 1/- opts on CGH, 1897-1897 to 3/-, 1909 RHODESIA
opts to 3/-, 1909 surcharges, etc. A few have faults, but most are fine with part to large part OG (84)

$350

866

S/(*)

1898-1908 Arms Definitives £2 Brown punctured SPECIMEN, shortish perfs at base otherwise fine
without gum

$70

867

*/O

1910-16 Double Head' issue ½d, 1d, 2d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 8d, 10d, 1/-, 2/6 and 10/- part OG and
generally fine, also 3d, 4d, and 6d used (14)

$300

868

*

-: 2½d, 3d, 3/-, 5/- and £1 with Clandestine Roulettes part OG, 3/- with peripheral toning, others fine.
These roulettes were prepared by a Waterlow employee probably using waste sheets, and only a
few sheets of each were prepared (5)

$250

1913-24 'Admiral' issue ½d to 7/6d mint and £1 perfinned (no gum), mixed printings with large part
OG, generally fine but 2/6d and 5/- toned gum. Also ½d to 3/- used, mixed printings and mostly fine
(31)

$300

869

*/O

St. Helena
870

*

1863 1d Lake Type A surcharge (16-17mm long), clear to good margins all round, small part OG.
SG 3, cat £150

$120

871

*

1884-94 Watermark Crown CA Perf 14 1/- Yellow-green, two examples with large part OG, fine.
SG 45, cat £130 (2)

$100

Sarawak
872

873

**/*

C

1869-1965 mint collection on hagners, with 1869 3c, 1875 2c to 12c, 1888 keyplate 1c to $1
(badly toned), 1889-92 surcharges (also toned), 18952c to 8c, 1899 surcharges, subsequent
1899, 1918, 1922 and 1928 keyplate definitives complete, then all issues from 1932 to 1965
complete with a few duplicates. Other than the first issues already noted and the odd stamp
with toning condition is very fine lightly mounted or MUH for most KGVI and QEII issues. A
good lot (244)

$600

Australia Used in Sarawak: 1945 (8 Nov) philatelic cover with 1d Purple-brown QEII, 3d Brown
KGVI, 6d Kookaburra and 1/- Lyrebird tied by Kuching cds

$90

Sierra Leone
874

(*)/S

1903 KEVII Keyplate Definitives Watermark Crown CA ½d to £1 overprinted SPECIMEN unused
without gum. SG 73-85s, cat £250 (13)

$150

875

*

1932 KGV Rice Field and Palm Tree Definitives ½d to £1 very fine mint and likely hinged, dealer's
mark on reverse. SG 155-167, cat £275 (13)

$200

Southern Rhodesia
876

O

1937 KGVI Definitives ½d to 5/- used, 1/6d stained otherwise fine. SG 40-52, cat £23 (13)

$20

Tanganyika/Tanzania
877

**/*/O/C

Officials: 1961-1990 mint and used collection of overprinted Official stamps on hagners with 1961
Tanganyika set, Tanzania 1965 set, 1967 1/-, 5/- U, 1967-71, 1970-73, 1973 sets, 1977 set
(including 10c misplaced opts in pairs (4) and single), 1980-85 and 1990 sets (latter in imprint blocks
of 4), also 1967, 1973 and 1980 covers to UK with multiple frankings (58 M, 112 U, 3 covers)
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Tanganyika/Tanzania (contd.)
878

879

**/**/O/C

O

1965-2000s large mint and used accumulation of issues, including mint sheets, FDCs, various
plate varieties, some modern unauthorised issues including 1980-85 Wildlife Definitives, with 10c
imperforate proof, 1981 Commonwealth Postal Administrations Conference 1/- colour variations,
1986 World Chess Championships M/Sheet, 1987 60th Birthday of Queen 10/- misplaced perfs,
printing block for Gold Foil issue (!). Also smaller ranges of Tanganyika, Kenya and Uganda, and
Zanzibar 1964 'JAMHURI' overprint, including local handstamp on 30c Uhuru and 35c Definitive
pairs, one opt omitted. An interesting lot (many 100s)

$250

Officials: 1970-73 'OFFICIAL' overprints 40c Fish variety 'OFFICIA' (SG O36b), 50c Fish variety
'OFFCIAL' (SG O037a), and 1977 'OFFICIAL' overprints 10c Butterfly pair, left unit variety 'OFFCIAL'
additionally with overprint misplaced, each fine used and scarce. SG cat £270 (3)

$200

Tonga
880

**/*/(*)

Mint selection on hagners, with 1886 1d, 2d, 6d and 1/-, 1891 4d on 1d and 8d on 2d, 1891 1d and
2d star opts, 1892 1d to 1/-, 1893, 1894 and 1895 surcharges, 1896 ½d on 1½d on 2d perf 12
(surcharge reading up, cat £475), ½d on 7½d on 2d perf 12 x 11½ surcharge reading down, 1897
Pictorials ½d to 5/-, most later issues up to 1953 Definitives to £1. Few small faults on early issues,
some no gum but mostly fine with large part OG (106)

$400

881

*

1899 Royal Wedding 1d Black and Scarlet horizontal marginal pair (R8/1-2), left unit showing error
'1889' for '1899', fine with large part OG and lightly hinged. SG 54a, cat £250

$150

882

S/*

1920-35 Watermark Tortoises ½d to 1/- overprinted (2½d Black and Blue, 5d, 7½d, 10d, 1/-) or
punctured (½d, 1½d, 2½d Ultramarine) SPECIMEN, 2d gum toning, others large part OG and lightly
hinged. SG 55-63s, cat £275 (9)

$150

883

**/*

1920 Surcharges 'TWO PENCE' on 1/- Black and Red-brown block of 4, upper right unit being the
variety 'No Hyphen Before TAHA', large part OG (lower pair MUH) but toning on reverse affecting
especially the right-hand pair (incl the variety). SG 67a, cat £375+

$150

Tristan da Cunha
884

E/FDC

1971 Island Families preliminary pencil sketch by the artist (R. Granger Barrett) for the first day
cover on tracing paper (233mm x 150mm), together with the set used on FDC

$50

885

E

1979 International Year of the Child large size (240 x 155mm) original coloured pencil drawing of
'The Padre's House', endorsed on reverse 'Darren Repetto Age 9 years', being the design
subsequently adopted for the 50 value. Also two other large size drawings by children that were
never adopted (3)

$120

886

**

Postage Dues: 1957 Watermark Multiple Script CA 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d and 5d sheets of 60, superb MUH.
SG D1-5, cat £600 (300)

$300

887

**/C

-: 1986 1p - 25p set in plate number blocks of 4 (x 2) and in sheets of 50, first day cover, and
examples of philatelic usage on 1988 cover from Australia, 1994 cover from GB, 1995 covers from
Pitcairn Island (2), 1996 cover from Italy, and on three picture postcards (348 M + 9 covers)

$100

888

PPC

Picture Postcards: Large accumulation with scenic views, flora and fauna, both black and white
and coloured, some duplication and about 10% are stamped and/or with cachets. Also a small group
of colour photographs of island scenery, buildings and people. A fine lot rarely offered in this quantity
(212)
$220

889

PPC

-: range of picture postcards and real photos showing ships associated with Tristan da Cunha,
including Caronia, Franconia, Bergensfjord, Sagasfjord, Lindblad Explorer, and British naval ships
including Jaguar, Protector, London, Juno, Kent, Eskimo, Arethussa, etc. Excellent collateral
material (27)

$120

Postal History
890

C

Small group of covers, with 1954 6d on unaddressed cover, 1954 2d pair on 1956 unaddressed
cover cancelled at Gough Island, 1960 ½d - 9d on unaddressed cover, and ½d - 6d on 1960 cover,
1965 ½d, 1d, 1½d, 1/-, 1/6 and 2/6 on PPC to Hong Kong, and 1971 cover with 6d National Savings
opt block of 4 with University of Witwatersrand Medical Research Project cachet, all fine (6)
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891

892

893

C

C

C

Estimate A$

1938 (Jan) two covers carried by SS 'Anatolia' bearing Type VI cachet in black, one with 1937
Coronation cachet to South Africa, 1d postage due affixed on arrival, the other to England with 1½d
charge mark and G.B. ½d and 1d postage dues affixed (few cover stains) (2)

$70

1938 (2 Feb) cover from Johannesburg to Tristan da Cunha with South Africa 1½d, endorsed on
reverse 'Flown to England and forwarded by HMS Milford to Tristan', with 'REPOSTED/
JOHANNESBURG' backstamp (27 JUN 38), Type VI cachet in purple applied at Tristan on arrival

$75

1949 (1 Dec) cover to Melbourne with 1948 Channel Islands Liberation set tied by boxed 'TRISTAN
DA CUNHA/SETTLEMENT OF/EDINBURGH/SOUTH ATLANTIC' ds in violet, overstruck by 'CAPE
TOWN/KAPSTAD/PAQUEBOT' cds, fine

$50

894

C

1950 (Feb) cover to London with cachet Type IX (boxed 'TRISTAN DA CUNHA/SETTLEMENT OF/
EDINBURGH/SOUTH ATLANTIC', carried on RMS 'Caronia', bearing South Africa 1949 Voortrekker
1½d tied by 'CAPE TOWN/KAPSTAD/PAQUEBOT' cds, very fine and with accompanying 'Caronia'
picture postcard

$40

895

C

1970s-1980s group of covers, mostly commercial and addressed to Australia or U.K., wide variety
of adhesives and postal rates represented, with many registered. A few covers with faults, however
a fine group (38 covers)

$75

896

C

1990s-2000s accumulation of oversized commercial mail (mostly envelopes, with some parcel
fronts and used for sending philatelic material), virtually all addressed to Australia and largely
registered, large variety of frankings including many high values. Due to their large size there are
inevitably some with cover faults, however a very unusual lot (59 covers)

$200

Incoming Mail: 1950s-1990s interesting range of incoming mail, origins include Australia,
Bechuanaland, Canada, Greece, Scotland, Rhodesia & Nyasaland, and including a fine group of
book post labels of partial fronts from South Africa. A few covers with faults but mostly fine and
scarce material (31 covers and labels)

$140

Official Mail: 1959-2003 OHMS mail sent by the Administrator, nearly all with various types of
'ADMINISTRATOR/TRISTAN DA CUNHA' cachets and including a number of clearly commercial
covers, the others mostly to well-known collectors, also 1953 and 1960 inwards covers to the
Administrator from South Africa and Rhodesia & Nyasaland respectively (17)

$150

-: 1970-2003 covers and postcards, a number unaddressed and the others largely philatelic to Great
Britain or South Africa, and all bearing the cachets of various Government Officers, with Post Office
(8), Treasurer (4), Public Works (2), Natural Resources, Police 2), Electricity Supply, Medical Officer,
Island Operations Manager, Agriculture (2), Customs (2), Education (2). An interesting group (29)

$180

Taxed Mail: 1952-1974 small group of covers, with 1952 to England with boxed 'T' marking
obliterated and with South Africa ½d and 1d pairs affixed (uncancelled), 1953 coronation FDC to
New York with boxed 'T ______ (10)c', 1956 to England with ½d, 1d and 3d and boxed
'INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE' and 'T _____ (6d)c', 1960 cover to England with pair, and boxed
'INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE', and 1963, 1974 (2) and 1975 covers to South Africa with the boxed 'T'
markings. Couple of small cover faults, however a useful and scarce group (8)

$150

-: 1952-1974 small group of taxed covers, with two locally addressed 1952 (1 Jan) FDC's each with
1½d and 6d, 1963 local cover with 2d (2), 1973 covers to UK (2) with 1p, and 1974 cover to South
Africa with ½p, each with the boxed 'T ____ c' marking, and 1996 postcard to UK with 1p, and boxed
'POSTAGE/DUE' handstamp (7)

$100

-: 1956-1968 underpaid incoming mail from Great Britain (9), four with boxed 'T ______ d'
handstamp, one with boxed 'POSTAGE/DUE', one with manuscript 'Due' inserted in Tristan da
Cunha cds, and all but two showing Tristan adhesives affixed to indicate amount of postage due. A
fine and scarce group (7)

$200

-: 1955-75 covers from South Africa (5) or Nyasaland addressed to Tristan, underpaid and showing
a variety of tax markings, both at despatch and receipt end, the 1955 Nyasaland cover showing use
of 2d Tristan for collection of postage due. A scarce group (6 covers)

$120

Ship Mail: 1966-71 range of covers mostly bearing ship cachets, and including 1955 'Caronia' and
1957 'Bergensfjord' world cruises, 1963 MV 'Zeehan'(2), 1963 RMS 'Amazon', 1963 'Bornholm' (2),
1964 and 1965 'Jeanne d'Arc' covers, 1964 HMS 'Jaguar' (3) and HMS 'Protector', 1964 SS 'Brasil'
(2), 1967 'Maria Martina', 1967 'Arethusa'1968 'Discoverer' (US Geodetic Survey), 1970 Yacht
'Stormy', 1970 RV 'Vema', 1970 'Lindblad Explorer'(2), 1971 MFV 'Hilary', 1971 'Albatross 2'.
Generally very fine and a rarely offered group (33)

$300

897

898

899

900

901

902

903

904

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
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905

C

Ship Mail: 1971-1972 Souvenir covers of visiting ships with a variety of cachets, including H.M.S.
Argonaut and H.M.S. Devonshire, plus a range of covers commemorating various events or
anniversaries, all with appropriate cachets. Also a few photographs of the ships represented by the
covers (36)

$180

906

C

-: 1973-1974 souvenir covers and postcards of visiting ships with a variety of stencilled and more
traditional cachets, some signed, including two covers of 28 July 1973 with cachet of M.V. Straat
Algoa and with additional 'URGENT MEDICAL SUPPLIES LANDED' cachet. Also a number of
picture postcards of ships represented by the covers (41)

$220

-: 1979-1981 souvenir covers from visiting ships showing a variety of cachets, a number are signed,
plus three picture postcards of the associated ships, also two commemorative covers related to the
Type V and Type Va cachets (18)

$80

-: 1983-1993 souvenir covers and postcards of visiting ships, including H.M.S. Endurance and H.M.S.
Lowestoft, and with a number franked with foreign adhesives for paquebot usage, plus a range of
cacheted covers for various commemorative events and anniversaries, and with a wide variety of
cachets (some duplication). Most are addressed to Great Britain or South Africa, a few are
unaddressed (25)

$150

-: 1997-2001 souvenir covers and postcards of visiting ships showing a wide range of cachets, first
day covers of the period, plus a few cacheted covers for commemorative events, including philatelic
exhibitions, and two postcards with circular 'TRISTAN DA CUNHA/Hurricane/Damage' cachet (21
May 2001) (35)

$180

907

908

909

C

C

C

910

C

-: 2003-2006 souvenir covers of visiting ships, large group relating to Petrobus XXI Oil Rig which
became stranded at Tristan in 2006, Earth Tremor 'souvenir' cover (29 Jul 2004), 27 July 2004 30p
self-adhesive stamp FDC with airmail handstruck cachet due to shortage of labels, etc. Wide variety
of cachets (35)

$200

911

C

-: 2007-2008 souvenir covers and postcards of visiting ships showing a wide variety of cachets, a
number of which are arrivals for the purpose of construction projects, also cacheted covers prepared
for various local events, including Destruction of Fishing Factory Building by Fire, Wind Damage to
Public works Warehouse, Flu Outbreak Alert, Destruction of Petrobus XXI Oil Rig, Return of Yacht
Cha-Lee due to Loss of Mast, etc. Fascinating examples of philatelic ingenuity, some duplication (46)

$220

St. Mary's Church: 1973-2003 range of commemorative covers bearing cachets or inscriptions of St.
Mary's Church or St. Mary's School, a number are signed, and including 1982 formular aerogramme
with cachet, and 1997 picture postcard with 15p 50th Anniversary of End of World War II, with boxed
'EXCLUSIVE STAMP ARTIST/SIGNING FOR THE TRISTASN/HURRICANE RELIEF FUND/
LIMITED EDITION OF TEN' (11)

$80

912

C/PS

United States of America
913

**/*/O

Mint and used accumulation on hagners including a few better stamps, with 1857 5c and 12c (small
part OG), range of later 19th century issues mostly used, 1893 Columbian 1c to 15c M with
duplicates, 1898 Trans-Mississippi 1c to 10c M, 1901 Pan-American 1c to 10c M or U, range of
Washington-Franklin issues to 20c M, 1909 Lincoln M imperf pair, 1907-1930 commems mostly M,
1918 Airmail 6c, 16c and 24c M, 1923 Airmail 8c, 16cand 24c M, 1912 Parcel Post values, 1873
Departmental stamps with Agriculture, War Dept, Treasury various M or U plus two SPECIMEN, few
Revenues, also a small group of Confederate States unused (7). A number of stamps with faults, but
a useful lot with many pickings (294)
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$750

